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ABSTRACT

Omesubel A Klechibelau: The Rise of a New Program at the Palau Community

College (PCC) explores the idea to have an established Palauan Studies program at the

community college in Palau. Palau as a self-governing nation has been shaped by past

colonial histories more particularly the US. This thesis seeks to highlight questions of

Palauan identity, dependency, self-sufficiency, decolonization and cultural preservation.

Research into PCC's history, curriculum, and the student enrollment status as well as the

results of a student questionnaire supports the notion to establish a Palauan Studies

program. The Palauan worldview is accentuated through a proposed curriculum and

examples ofcourse instruction independent ofwestern philosophies and concepts. As a

decolonizing process, the Palauan Studies program, situated within an educational system

highly influenced and dominated by western concepts, is undergoing a similar process

faced by many other island nations in the wider Pacific. From similar experiences in

Oceania, the Palauan Studies program draws on broader regional themes concerning

culture and education.
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PREFACE

My grandmother sang a lullaby as she stroked my hair. We both fell asleep on the

bamboo laid floor underneath a thatched roof summer house. Every day right after lunch,

she would sing the same song over and over again. Although I wanted to stay awake and

play with the other kids, I knew there was no escaping my afternoon naps and so I would

close my eyes and listen to her voice as my mind and body surrendered to her soothing

lullaby:

Chemaiong, chemaiol1g, chemaiong eramekesong

Msisichau eJorkedau era bebuJa oJumud

Lel1gdiaka chiuesem

Meliliut a osebekem

As a child I never thought much about the song or the message I would later

discover it holds. But later while I was growing up far away from my grandmother I
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would unconsciously hum the lullaby. At times when I sang the words out loud, close

friends would ask what the Palauan words meant. I would tell them that the song was

about a butterfly in our front yard. And I would go on to translate by saying that the

butterfly needs to hold on with all its strength and might to a branch in case a strong wind

blows, because she does not have any bones and her wings are quite thin. This was a

song I said, that my grandmother would sing to me as a child before she passed away.

After college I found myselfpassionate about a graduate program at the

University ofHawai'i, at Manoa. Learning about the Pacific, more particularly Palau

created an invisible connection with my grandmother. I would never have thought that it

would be my grandmother and the love she possessed for me and the people around her

that would fuel my passion about the beautiful and sophisticated culture ofPalau. As I

sat down and thought more about her, I realized that she was, to me, the perfect model of

a Palauan woman.

After being engaged in the Pacific Islands Studies program for two years, I had

the chance to review a number ofpotential topicsrelating to Palauan culture for my thesis

project. When I was confronted with the idea that the Palau Community College (PCC)

would be a potential topic to work on, I agreed. My next step was to figure out how I

would infuse more Palauan cultural courses into the education system at PCC. However,

not knowing that in the future this particular step would render a headache and a half, I

booked a flight home excited to embark on my research. The research process led to

anything and everything about culture rather than one specific focus on culture. When

the time came to return to Hawai'i, I had a luggage full of research materials but no

specific topic to write on and I was in trouble. As I sat in my apartment contemplating
xiv



how I would pull all my researched materials together to form a topic, a friend ofmine

reminded me ofwhy we both decided to pursue our education in the Pacific Islands

Studies program. We both thought that the program would equip us with the necessary

knowledge to one day make a difference in the future of our people. We lmew that in the

end, all that we had learned would be instrumental in leading us towards that path. This

reminder led me to face the past for guidance towards the goal at hand.

The solution I sought for was revived through my people, especially my

grandmother. One night after slowly whispering the lullaby to myself, I gradually began

to imagine myself as a dragonfly. I felt that somehow my grandmother lmew all along

what would come to be and how the future would unfold. Her words were a form of

encouragement and a forewarning to all that I would encounter in my life's journey. She

knew that I was to be born into a new world very different from her own. And to survive,

I needed to stay strong and true to myself.

When I began to assess what had been revealed to me, I immediately thought of

my home in Palau and how similar our battles have been. Admittedly, it is a country of

beauty and pride but unfortunately not as powerful as other countries in the world. It is

literally on a map, a small dot, almost invisible ifyou were not looking for it. How I see

myself is close to how I see Palau. I am a product of something so tiny and I can finally

see that now. But you have to see and understand it first through education before you

can help to change it in a positive way.

All along I had thought that chemaiong was a butterfly. I researched the word and

came to find that it was in fact a dragonfly and not a butterfly. Just like Palau,
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dragonflies need water to survive. How I mistook chemaiong for bangikoi I'm not sure.

But it is possible that the butterfly is what I would have liked to picture flying around our

front yard. The dragonflies were what I usually saw at the taro patch and tapioca farms

further away from the house near a small stream. I would see them when my

grandmother brought me along as a companion before the sun rose in the morning. What

I am trying to say here is that sometimes what you would like to see is not always the

reality of the matter. Today's status quo does not have to be the ultimate bargain. To

face what really does exist will take some courage. I believe that every Palauan has a

hidden memory waiting to be unveiled but unless one searches in the past for it, its value

will lay hidden forever. Falling off the clover is to stop practicing and perpetuating who

we are. Because once we are disconnected from ourselves, the memories of who we are

will be substituted by another.

The purposes of this thesis is to, first, revive and continue the practice and

learning experience ofPalauan culture and history through a Palauan Studies program at

the Palau Community College, and second, to portray a Palauan world view thTough the

lens of an indigenous writer.

This thesis project will support my belief that PCC should develop an independent

program awarding a degree in Palauan Studies. Putting on the table an option that would

allow students to explore, discover, and learn further about Palau is just as relevant as

Palauan students learning about any other programs available at PCC. Whether a student

will choose to learn more about his or her own culture would not in the end spell failure

for the program as a whole. More inlportantly the goal should be to have the program
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readily available for those who do want the chance to access and further their studies

about Palau. Students who choose to enroll in the Palauan Studies program will have the

learned knowledge ofPalauan identity, history, culture, government, language,

contemporary Palau, and more. My hope is that the PCC students will retain and

perpetuate the core values ofwhat it is to be Palauan after they have learned to appreciate

and find value and pride in who they are.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The intention of this study is to explore and examine Palauan Studies as an

independent program essential to the learning experience of the students studying at the

Palau Community College.

Purpose ofthe Study

The purpose ofthis study is to bring to light the need to establish a Palauan

Studies program at the Palau Community College. Proposing that a Palauan Studies

program deserves recognition will hopefully lead to further research and confirmation

that it is a valuable tool in the students' learning experience. The students ofPCC will

have the option to learn about Palauan culture, language, history, and more about

themselves. In addition, they will have the opportunity to experience their own

traditional method of learning and will hopefully use those experiences as learning

examples for their children.

My thesis project provides a Palauan perspective on educational research and

indigenous implementation, and makes a stand for control in the education ofPalauan

children. The lack ofresearch into alternative educational systems is a personal concern;

it has deprived and sidelined cultural education from our children and as a result has

marginalized the people from their identity and cultural embrace. Hopefully, the

knowledge gained will promote dialogue amongst Palauan educators and policy makers,

encourage further research, and develop a place where Palauans can revitalize, maintain,

and control a process that is about learning and discovering themselves.

1



This study seeks to unveil the status ofcultural courses at PCC and student

responses to those courses by examining the history ofPCC, including its origins as the

Micronesian Occupational Center (MOC) with focus on the evolution of cultural courses

within the general educational system. I will assess the emollment and student

population at PCC, the emollment in each cultural course offered every semester

including the eighteen programs recommended by the institution and the current number

of student drop-outs for the courses and programs in the years 2006-2008; evaluate the

opinions and attitudes ofPCC students regarding cultural knowledge and access to

learning based on a survey questionnaire; create my own version ofa Palauan Studies

curriculum; and finally, showcase an example oforal tradition through the Belau

Creation stories and discuss how they may be utilized for classroom instruction.

Background of the Project

My interest for this project is centered on the only college in Palau. The Palau

Community College is a two-year institution. Its roots were planted during the Japanese

occupation and have grown since then to become an established community college from

1994.

My interest for developing a Palauan Studies program at PCC first began before

my official entrance into the Pacific Islands Studies program at the University ofHawai'i.

Before I was officially admitted I had already taken a year ofrelated course work in

preparation for my graduate studies. Fall 2006 was when I emolled as an unclassified

student into my first class titled "The Contemporary Pacific" taught by Terence Wesley-

Smith. Before the semester had ended I was already contemplating how it might be
2



possible for Palau to have a Pacific Islands Studies program ifnot a Palauan Studies

program. I was so impressed with how a class could stir so much emotion and passion,

and more surprised at how little I knew about my own country and the effect colonialism

has had on my culture. I remembered telling myself how much cultural growth could

affect change ifa program identical to Pacific Islands Studies would be established at the

Community College in Palau. When fall 2007 came around, I was admitted into the

Pacific Islands Studies program.

Ironically, after choosing to write a thesis on promoting a Palauan Studies

program at PCC, I began to realize the growing interest ofPalauans over the years

wishing to begin a cultural program at the college. I heard in passing during my research

process that while for some time there had been plans to develop a cultural program at the

college, none had been implemented. Although I was uncertain about the developmental

phase ofthe program, it was good news that a Palauan Studies program was underway. I

was confident and optimistic that this long term goal anticipated by many could be

achieved and that hopefully in the future my thesis would help to inform and support that

goal. I was determined to use the research materials I had collected to help set in motion

the establishment of the Palauan Studies program.

These were the initial steps I took to reach my goal. First, I needed to know if

other Palauans shared the same beliefabout the importance ofaccessible cultural courses

at PCC; secondly, I wanted to provide data that would support the need for more cultural

courses; thirdly, I sought to provide an alternative method for teaching these cultural

courses, and lastly but most importantly, I looked to incorporate Palauan core values into

the recommended courses.
3



Conceptual Framework

The presentation of this thesis is outlined particularly from a personal vantage

point. I cannot speak for the Palauan people because my experiences as a Palauan and as

a product ofwestern institutions have dramatically changed my way of thought.

Therefore, I cannot say that I know how Palauans feel about the growing influence of

western culture or particularly the permeation of western culture into Palau's educational

system. However, I will explain how years of schooling has forced me to conceptualize

Palau from a different viewpoint and why it has affected me deeply.

The idea to have an established Palauan Studies program at PCC is to openly say I

am not accepting the CUlTent education system as it is. Therefore, because I don't accept

the institution as it is, what set of guidelines should I lay down for the establishment of a

Palauan Studies program to follow and what role will it play within a western structured

institution?

Terence Wesley-Smith's 1995 article "Rethinking Pacific Islands Studies"}

suggest that there are three divisions of how the empowerment rationale can develop.

First is to accept the applicability of "Western social science to the third world", second,

is the opposite of the first, and rejects social science entirely in the empowerment of the

indigenous peoples because it is so "steeped in Western intellectual and material culture

and so thoroughly ethnocentric", and third, as Edward Said advocates, is to create

genuinely universal forms of scholarship for which he argues the purpose should be "the

reintegration of all those peoples and cultures, once confined and reduced to peripheral

1 Terence Wesley-Smith, "Rethinking Pacific Islands Studies," Pacific Studies, Vol.18, No.2 (Honolulu:
Center For Pacific Islands Studies/University of Hawaj'j Press, 1995), 124.

4
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5

our cultural system and I don't expect them to.

depth knowledge ofPacific Island culture more particularly Palauan culture to understand

status, with the rest of the human race." The reintegration ofpeoples and cultures as

advocated by Said is to not accept or refuse the entirety of Western scholarship but to

select only that which can be applied and is useful to the indigenizing agenda.

Although Wesley-Smith's empowerment rationales as explained in his article are

from a Pacific Islands Studies viewpoint or the study ofthe entire Pacific, there are

essential elements that can be drawn. It is critical for the Palauan Studies program that is

positioned within a Western institution, to have a cultural foundation detached of

Western ideologies. However, it is also equally iniportant that the program recognizes

how Western hegemony in education has influenced the minds of the Palauan people.

Once it is acknowledged and understood by the people how Western political,

economical, ideological, and cultural acts have impacted the traditional way of life, can

indigenous scholars begin to create discourse into whether to have a purely indigenous

post-modern approach or to systematically select from Western scholarship. Within the

context of the Palauan people, the latter stage has yet to be negotiated.

The first step is to have our culture, our way ofknowing, and how we see the

world around us as the center and key rationale for all course instruction in the curricula.

Palauan epistemology, like so many others in the Pacific region and elsewhere in the

world is founded upon principles. These principles are essential as they maintain balance

and harmony within our cultural system. Because our epistemology is polar opposite

from that ofa Western cultural viewpoint, it will not be easy for anyone without an in-

I
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Our cultural system is founded upon the core values ofPalauan epistemology. As

a hierarchal and matrilineal system, these core values are essential to the balance and

harmony of our cultural system. The creation of our cultural system and the knowledge

and wisdom inherent therein, was socially founded upon our core values. This is why our

cultural system has maintained itself for thousands of years. This circular analysis begins

with our core values - they are: respect, humility, and reciprocity. From these core

values, our cultural system was created. These core values form the beginning, the

center, and the end ofour cultural system. The extension ofthese core values can be

found in the way in which we view everything around us. These important elements are

everything and anything that affected the way in which we were raised in a collective

society. The most notably influential of these elements are the environment, family, the

collective, ancestral spirits, knowledge, and lineage. "What", "where", and "who" we

are, are tied to our ge~e~ogicallineageand links us to our village and clan"? A person's

rank in a hierarchal system is a reflection of their lineage, marking "what", "where", and

"who" they are. Therefore, the circle ends and begins with these core values because if

the cultural system was not created upon these principles, balance and harmony within

the Palauan hierarchy and social system is unattainable.

How do I know what I know? Earlier I stated that I could only deliver from my

personal experiences and hope that there are others who share the same sentiments.

Because I was born into a Palauan cultural system but educated later in a highly

institutionalized academia, I constantly straddle the principles that underpin two polar

2 Selina Marsh, "Theory 'versus' Pacific Islands Writing: Toward a Tama 'ita 'i Criticism in the Works of
Three Pacific Islands Women Poets, "in Hereniko and Wilson, eds., Inside Out: Lit~rature, Cultural Politics,
and Identity in the New Pacific, 1999. Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, US.

6
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opposite cultures. This thesis, more particularly this section is a prime exainple ofhow

two cultures are forced to interrelate with each other. I am forced to understand theories

and frameworks so that I can deliver and demonstrate how I know what I know from an

academic standpoint. However, as a representative ofmy culture, I have to be very

careful not to use foreign methods and scholarship to define my approach. Rather, I

should use an indigenous approach to frame my values. Although I am a representative

ofmy culture, I have to show respect and humility to my people by demonstrating

examples solely based on my experiences. I have no authority to speak for the Palauan

people, but what I can provide here is how the Palauan people and culture has shaped my

life. Therefore, Palauan epistemology can only be explained from the root where core

values were first instilled in a child.

The Vugalei Fijian way oflife as depicted in Nabobo-Baba's book Knowing and

Learning: An Indigenous Fijian Approach,3 demonstrates an indigenous viewpoint

similar to mine. She explains in her book how the heavens, the earth, and the underworld

are all connected. People are inextricably related to everything around them and are

responsible for maintaining and respecting it. The three connected dimensions of Vugalei

life are linked and interconnected with their culture and customs.

The interconnection of the heavens, earth, and underworlds is also apparent in the

relationships people have with their family, extended family, clan, and village. I was

taught at an early age and at significant phases ofmy life the Palauan social hierarchy,

my lineage, my role as a woman and the interrelationships I create within my (family,

3 U. Nabobo-Baba, Knowing and Learning: An Indigenous Fijian Approach (IPS Publications: Suva, Fiji,
2006).
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clan, and village), and the position I have and the role I play during customs. The

position I hold, is a precursor to my actions and the actions I display reflects my family,

clan, and village.

All the relationships that are formed with the heavens, earth, underworlds,

parents, family, clan, and village were created from respect, humility, and reciprocity. By

maturity, respect, humility, and reciprocity are intrinsic to the individual and the person

simply lives the culture. These principles are shared in all aspects of the collective

Palauan way of life.

In Konai Thaman's article, "Decolonizing Pacific Studies: Indigenous

Perspectives, Knowledge, and Wisdom in Higher Education", 4 she approaches the

audience from an indigenous Tongan viewpoint. She seeks to decolonize Pacific Studies

and re-center indigenous values. She begins by making a statement that highlights the

importance of "recognizing and including perspectives, knowledge, and worldviews of

the indigenous peoples of Oceania in the curricula of formal education, particularly

higher education". It is because she believes that incorporating these aspects into the

course curricula will help make university study "more meaningful" for many students.

She emphasizes that those ofus who identify with Oceanic cultures have been coerced to

learn the "dominant study paradigms and worldviews of western peoples" from

kindergarten up to the university. She lists three reasons why for her it is important to

decolonize Pacific studies. They are about: acknowledging and recognizing the

dominance of western philosophy, content, and pedagogy in the lives and the education

4 Konai Helu Thaman, "Decolonizing Pacific Studies: Indigenous Perspectives, Knowledge, and Wisdom in
Higher Education," The Contemporary Pacific, Vol.1S, No.1 (Honolulu: Center For Pacific Islands
Studies/University of Hawai'i Press, 2003), 1.
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of Pacific peoples, valuing alternative ways of thinking about our world, and developing

a new philosophy of education that is culturally inclusive and gender sensitive.

Although the focus ofThaman's article is Pacific Studies, the response and

reaction to her ideas resonates everywhere. Like Pacific Studies, Palauan Studies too will

sit within a highly western oriented system and to have a successful program, Palauan

Studies must also draw its own lines and boundaries. Thaman recognizes the dominant

paradigms that have limited educational discourse and "advocates the incorporation of

indigenous and local knowledge and wisdom into the content of all courses..." She

explains that institutions ofhigher learning must recognize that it is not the academy but

the indigenous peoples who should own and control indigenous knowledge in education.

This is demonstrated through a comparison ofhow indigenous educational philosophies

are "highly contextualized and holistic" in contrast to the "fragmented, mechanical,

empirically based, and individualized nature of western thinking" on which formal

education, particularly higher education is based.5 Konai Thaman makes the point that

non-indigenous peoples should not own knowledge that is not inherent to their culture

and lifestyles because it's simply not theirs. "It galls us that Western researchers and

intellectuals can assume to know all that it is possible to know ofus, ...It appalls us that

the West can desire, extract and claim ownership of our ways ofknowing, our imagery,

the things we create and produce, and then simultaneously reject the people who created

and developed those ideas... ,,6

5 Ibid., 12.
6 Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples (University of Otago
Press: London, 1999), 1.
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In her book, "Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples,

Linda Tuhiwai Smith believes that "to have self-determination, greater participation, or

control over what happens to us and the changes in the global environment, we have to

have dialogue across the boundaries of oppositions.,,7 Because as she states, "we are not

living in a post-colonial country because the colonizers have not really left.,,8 "The

language of imperialism may have changed, the specific targets of colonization may have

shifted and indigenous groups may be better informed, but imperialism still exists.,,9 In

order for schools and curricula to positively respond to the need to make teaching and

learning more culturally inclusive, there will be a need for a paradigm shift.10

The paradigm shift for Palauan Studies in the context ofPalau is the creation of a

new paradigm free from the culture of western ideologies and academic rationales. Our

framework could begin with our core values - respect, humility, and reciprocity. Our

cultural system as discussed earlier in this section is founded upon the core values of

Palauan epistemology. This new change, as predicted by Wesley-Smith and a number of

Pacific scholars (and I agree), will become increasingly useful to us and the purpose we

hope to achieve as scholars and advocators of indigenous rights.

7 Ibid., 40.
8 Ibid., 97.
9 Ibid., 98.

10 Konai Helu Thaman, "Towards Cultural Democracy in Teaching and Learning with Specific References to
Pacific Island Nations (PINS)," International Journalfor the Scholarship ofTeaching and Learning, Vol.3,
No.2 (Fiji: University of the South Pacific, 2009).
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History of the Current Palauan Studies in Palau

The idea to create a program at PCC that would focus on Belau (Palau) culture,

language and history has been circulating for more than two decades now especially

amongst concerned Palauan elders. Therefore the idea to begin a Palauan Studies

program is not uniquely my own. The role ofmy research project is to help support and

implement the idea of a Palauan Studies program for PCC. During my research endeavor

I was able to gather information from PCC President Patrick Tellei and Dean of

Academic Affairs, A. Timarong regarding the initial development stages of the Palauan

Studies at PCC. In the following paragraphs I will discuss briefly a summary of events

that will explain the initial stages ofthe Palauan Studies program at PCC.

PCC President Patrick Tellei recalls that over the years particularly during his

return to Palau in 1999, people have been asking for a program at the college that would

teach skills associated with Palauan culture. In addition, traditional men and women

group organizations have also pushed to have a more active learning institution dedicated

to teaching Palauan custom and culture at the college level. According to Tellei, 2006

was the begilming of the developmental stages ofthe program. He had appointed a

Planning Committee also known as the Task Force to take charge of the Palauan Studies

program and had chosen the Dean of Academic Affairs, A. Tilnarong to chair the

committee.

At the fIrst meeting with the Planning Committee, President Tellei "requested"

that 2009 be the target date to implement the Palauan Studies program. However, during

our last conversation over email, he disclosed that he has not received the report

discussing the entirety of the program but explained that once he does receive it, he will
11



then refer it to the Committee on Programs and Curriculum for its review. My interview

with Dean A. Timarong revealed that as part of the process, a complete proposal with a

fully developed course guide is required before moving forward. However, she explains

that progress has been slow but she has nonetheless remained determined and positive

that they will gradually achieve their goal.

After the report has been finalized and presented to the President's office for

review it will then be transmitted to the Board of Tmstees who will in turn submit it to

the Board's Committee on Programs and Curriculum. After approval by the entire board,

it can be submitted to the Accrediting Commission for Community Junior Colleges

(ACCJC) in California. And while they wait for their approval on the matter, President

Tellei asserts that PCC can begin to pilot the program. Therefore, there is no official

Palauan Studies program at PCC. However, there are a few cultural courses every

semester available for interested PCC students.

President Tellei indicated that one of the major reasons why the implementation

process has not been up to pace is because ofdisagreements about who should be the

"authority behind the knowledge base". Basically, the community elders who are

knowledgeable about Palau's traditional system are not in unison regarding who should

be the authority figure(s) behind representations of the culture ofPalau. This component

is vital as it is the elders who hold Palau's cultural knowledge. He explains that placing

the Palauan Studies curriculum in the new 2008-2012 PCC catalog might have been

"wishful thinking" though he is optimistic that it can be approved and implemented for

fall semester 2009.
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Hence, the PCC 2008-2012 catalog includes a Palauan Studies curriculum.. The

Palauan Studies curriculum is designed with 5 general education courses and 15 program

courses. Nine of the courses are cultural courses relating to Palauan culture, language,

and history. A more detailed illustration of the Palauan Studies curriculum. may be found

in chapter 6.

Palau is comprised of 16 island states that share the same Palauan language.

However, each island state has a particular custom or culture different in practice or is

unique to only that state. And because not all 16 island states are identical in their

cultural practices and beliefs, conflict of lmowledge and authority figures arise.

This is especially the case where there is only one community college in the

country. This has been an issue for some time and has been one ofthe main causes for

traditional conflicts between the people of the various islands. However, I feel that it

isn't necessary to have a few Palauans become the authority on Palauan culture. Rather,

it may be more important to have representation(s) from each state to educate and bring

to light a variety of versions of our customs and culture. There is no single correct

culture but a plethora of significant cultural practices. Ifwe could accept our own

diversity it may create a positive learning environment for the students while

simultaneously providing a shared common goal.

Palauan Studies Curriculunl

My goal to help support the idea of a Palauan Studies program at PCC included

my own version of the Palauan Studies curriculum. In addition, I thought to demonstrate
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what a course in the Palauan Studies program would entail. The initial idea was to

produce a curriculum that mirrored an existing program at UH Manoa.

However, as you will see in chapter 6, my goal is not to replace the curriculum

mentioned previously in the PCC 2008-2012 catalog nor is my version created to enhance

or improve it. Both curriculums are still in the process of modification. I created a

curriculum that would hopefully reflect my thesis agenda. The purpose was to have a

project complete with a proposal, a curriculum, and a demonstration ofa Palauan Studies

course. Therefore, my version of the curriculum is simply a personal interpretation ofmy

work and the end product ofmy research endeavor.

The Pacific Islands Studies and Hawaiian Studies program at UH Manoa were the

two models I initially examined for the creation ofmy Palauan Studies curriculum.

However, two programs rendered too wide of an area of study and therefore I had to

settle for one - the Hawaiian Studies program. My attempt to mirror one of the two UH

Manoa's curriculums is the key distinction between my version and that of the existing

PCC curriculum. A more detailed explanation of the differences and a complete layout

ofboth curriculums may be found in chapter 6.

As a part ofthe Center for Pacific Islands Studies ohana, I am thankful that I was

taught by a batch of amazing Professors and grateful for all that the program has

accomplished. However, because my thesis focus is based on a particular indigenous

culture and not the wider Pacific, I sought to learn more from the Hawaiian Studies

program (HWST). My personal experience with Pacific Islands Studies supports the idea

that the Hawaiian Studies program here at UH Manoa would be a more fitting model to

examine as its main focus is Hawaii first before the wider Pacific. However, I have
14



become aware that although the similarity was a huge plus, the differences can be just as

significant. Hawai'i and Palau have two very different historical backgrounds. Their

cultural, sociopolitical, pre/post colonial histories and native languages are incredibly

complex and distinct as they are special to only the Hawaiian or Palauan people.

Therefore, I will not attempt to compare histories of the two; instead I will be focusing

more on the content ofthe Hawaiian Studies curriculum with minimum discussion on the

historical and developmental phase ofthe Hawaiian Studies program.

I realized during the course ofmy research how extensive the Hawaiian Studies

curriculum has become. Before I continued with research, I had to consider two factors

that had significantly influenced the curriculum's present status. The first factor is the

progressive transformation of the curriculum within the span of four decades. And the

second is the evolution of the program itself. Furthermore, unlike DH, PCC is a

community college and to create my version of a Palauan Studies curriculum, I had to

consciously design a two year (AA) program while examining a four year Hawaiian

Studies program.

However, aside from all the differences that became apparent, I remained excited

knowing that I could nonetheless extrapolate significant information from the Hawaiian

Studies curriculum. I knew that as an indigenous program, the Hawaiian Studies

-
curriculum would be relevant in one way or anotller to the college in Palau. With tlmt in

mind, the challenge now was to examine which HWST courses would be applicable to

Palau and why.

Thus, after narrowing the scope ofmy research to the HWST curriculum, I zeroed

in on potential courses that I thought would fit into my version ofa Palauan Studies
15



curriculum. Then I structured a Palauan Studies curriculum inclusive ofUH Manoa's

general requirements so that PCC students could have the option to further their

education in Hawai'i if they choose to. Discussion of the chosen courses included in the

Palauan Studies curriculum with a complete picture ofmy rendition of a Palauan Studies

curriculum can be found in Chapter 6.

Challenges of the Research

Palau's cultural knowledge has for thousands ofyears been passed down through

the word ofmouth and not written text. Literature on promoting a Palauan Studies

program at the college level is rare, making this thesis both challenging and exciting at

the same time. However, the overall idea ofpreserving Palauan identity and culture is

not new. And this is defmitely a positive factor because it shows support for the

continuance ofperpetuating the cultural idea of being Palauan or the "Palauaness" as

some will say. One of the most influential examples in Palau's history is Modekngei

(meaning coming together or "togetherness") movement and religion. In a term paper

presented to the graduate seminar course PIP 690 titled Modekngei: What is it, can it

survive?, Patrick Tellei describes Modekngei as a religion and movement to which many

Palauans have over the years continued to subscribe. In his observation, Patrick Tellei

writes, " ...the more I read and hear about Modekngei, the more respect I have for this

indigenous organization. I know it is not traditional, and in a sense it is not really
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indigenous to Palau, but at least it is one organization that certainly has more Palauan

aspects than any other I'm aware of."u

Modekngei is the first and only Palauan movement documented to have publicly

and officially opposed colonial domination and foreign ideals. Since its beginnings in the

early 1900s, they have for close to a century maintained their cultural beliefs. The heart

ofModekngei 's mission is centered on the Palauan people-their culture, identity, and

survivaL Though the organization has undergone dramatic changes over time due to both

internal and external pressures, it has remained as the most well-known culturally

focused organization whose essential goal as seen and revered by many Palauans remains

to be the same.

Promoting a Palauan Studies program at the Palau Community College can be

viewed as an extension or "branching out" ofModekngei's core beliefs and ability to

survive, or as a post-colonial form ofresistance in the modern era. And although the task

of learning about our identity and culture will always be a challenge, it becomes one step

easier when an indigenous organization such as Modekngei has paved the way for us to

continue to understand that as Palauans our identity deserves to survive.

Culture and education are the central themes ofmy research. Through education

at PCC, I intend to bring to light the value and importance ofPalauan culture, history,

and language. However, the word "culture" has many connotations and so to narrow the

scope, I would like to employ the philosophical definition ofthe term. Culture is "the

way of life of a people, including their attitudes, values, beliefs, arts, sciences, modes of

11 Patrick Tellei, "Modekngei: What is it, can it survive?" (Term paper presented for the graduate seminar
course PIP 690 at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa. 1994), 23
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perception, and habits of thought and activity. It is an integrated pattern ofhuman

knowledge, belief, and behaviour that is both a result of, and integral to, the human

capacity for learning and transmitting knowledge to succeeding generations. Culture thus

consists of language, ideas, beliefs, customs, taboos, codes, institutions, tools, techniques,

works of art, rituals, ceremonies, and symbols.,,12

The term will be used exclusively but not limited to the people ofPalau. Because

the thesis is not focused on a particular form ofPalauan culture but rather the totality of

the Palauan peoples' "way oflife", the term culture may be used loosely. For example,

in chapter 4 when I discuss certain cultural courses at PCC, the term "cultural courses"

may refer to a wide area of study. Cultural courses may encompass history, custom,

language, genealogy, government, tradition, contemporary Palau and more. My

definition of culture is not limited to a specific period in time, place, or certain Palauan

groups or peoples. This research is open to detailing history and the effect of influences

over time. In addition, it discusses modem findings and current ideas that reflect present

conditions and circumstances for future application in Palau. Therefore, "culture" in this

case may literally refer to anything that pertains to Palau or the Palauan people.

12 Britannica Concise Encyclopedia culture on Answers.com. Britannica Concise Encyclopedia Copyright ©
1994-2009 by EncyclopCEdia Britannica, Inc.. Published by EncyclopCEdia Britannica, Inc..
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Palau Community College is the only community/college there is in Palau. It is located
on the Island of Koror.

Ngaratd

PelelliU

. """'",;) Location: Oceania, group of islands in the
;;- Kayangel ,,: North Pacific Ocean, southeast of the

~\ Philippines.

(I Geographic coordinates: 7 30 N, 13430E
~~j

'~ Map references: Oceania
" Area: total: 458 sq km.

:1 land: 458 sq km.
"I water: 0 sq km.
f;~

'~NgalCMlong :) Area - comparative: slightly more than
,; 2.5 times the size of Washington, DC.
:_~~
;J Land boundaries: 0 km
\ Coastline: 1,519 km.,

", Maritime claims: territorial sea: 3 nm
;";1

'\ exclusive fishing zone: 200 nm.
':~

; Climate: tropical; hot and humid; wet
',)

;'1 season May to November.
\ Terrain: varying geologically from the
g high, mountainous main island of

:1 Babelthuap to low, coral islands usually
,',!

;\ fringed by large barrier reefs.
\::

Elevation extremes: lowest point: Pacific
:~

:j Ocean 0 m.
.::)
~ highest point: Mount Ngerchelchuus

i;

.\, 242m.
"~

'i Natural resources: forests, minerals
,,;

(especially gold), marine products, deep-
Angmar; seabed minerals.

.. •: 0 ' : ,,0•.., _ __• : :__ : ...• :__ ."-: : •.._~•.... _ __ ..:e.,·, ...•;O',,"

Figure 2. Map and Geographical Data of Palau
(http://images.google.com)
Land use: arable land: 8.7% permanent crops: 4.35% other: 86.95% (2001).
Natural hazards: typhoons (June to December)
Environment - current issues: inadequate facilities for disposal of solid waste; threats to
the marine ecosystem from sand and coral dredging, illegal fishing practices, and
overfishing.
Environment - international agreements: party to: Biodiversity, Climate Change, Climate
Change-Kyoto Protocol, Desertification, Law of the Sea, Ozone Layer Protection
signed, but not ratified. Geography - note: westernmost archipelago in the Caroline
chain, consists of six island groups totaling more than 300 islands; includes World War II
battleground of Beliliou (Peleliu) and world-famous rock islands. Note: Palau consists of
16 Island States. Sonsorol and Hatohobei are not included in this map.
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CHAPTER2. LAYERSOFCOLONIALIDSTORY AND THE MAKINGS
OF FOREIGN EDUCATION

Palau is the English name for the country traditionally known in the native tongue

as Belau. It is located within the cluster of islands arbitrarily grouped to form

Micronesia. Micronesia, meaning "tiny islands" is one of the three cultural groups within

Oceania. The other two are Melanesia and Polynesia. Before the arrival offoreign ships,

there are no written records of the Micronesian Islands interacting with each other

although oral tradition dictates that there are familial ties which had connected them

politically and economically in the past. Well before any European contact, Palau for

thousands ofyears had an established matrilineal society. Land, money, and titles were

and still are passed down through the female line. Palau's sophisticated political system,

customary relations, and core values including traditional beliefs and practices exist today

as a foundation of the Palauan cultural way of life. Even after over a hundred years of

colonial rule, Palau has remained closely attached to its cultural and traditional heritage.

The islands ofMicronesia, which are divided into eight territories share similar

historical and cultural ties. The Federated States ofMicronesia (Yap, Chuuk, Kosrae and

Pohnpei), Marshalls and Palau experienced a colonial relationship with the U.S.

administration that had ultimately defmed their political status as freely associated states.

Guam, Kiribati, Nauru, the Northern Mariana Islands and Wake Island, although

geographically within the boundary lines ofMicronesia, underwent different historical

and colonial relationships and will not be discussed again in this paper.

Palau's volcanic islands and coral atolls sit north ofPapua New Guinea and

roughly 500 miles South East of the Philippines. It has a tropical climate all year round
21



with rainfall occurring throughout most of the year. The total population is 21,093 with

Palauans being the largest ethnic group accounting for 70 percent. Filipinos represent 15

percent of the total. The balance is made up ofother groups including the Bangladeshi,

Chinese, Nepalese, and other mixtures ofAsians, Whites, and Micronesians. The capital,

Melekeok, is located in the largest island mass area ofPalau named Babeldaob.

However, Koror, the former capital and current industrial area is home to two thirds of

the population ofPalau. Palau consists of 16 island states that adhere to a democratic

government model similar to the US. Just like the United States, the Palauan

government has three components: the executive, legislative, and judicial branches. The

official languages are Palauan and English. Children grow up learning both languages in

school as early as the 1st grade. In terms ofreligious denominations, the Roman

Catholics constitute 42 percent of the population followed by the Protestants, Modekngei

(indigenous to Palau), Seventh Day Adventists, Jehovah's Witness, Latter-Day Saints and

other new religions. The economy relies primarily on tourism, agriculture, and fishing.

The government is the major employer ofthe work force, relying heavily on financial

assistance from the U.SP

Colonial History

It is difficult to write about the ship's captains who claimed to have "discovered"

Palau when it was the ancestors oftoday's indigenous population that should be credited

for the discovery. In addition, there were probably numerous other sightings and

'13 CIA-The World Fact book-Palau: 2007https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world
factbook/goes/ps.htmI
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interactions of foreigners that were not documented prior to the 1700's. To pinpoint

exactly who "discovered" Palau is impossible because no conclusive evidence exists.

However, this does not stop many who take an interest in the earliest navigational routes.

For example one ofmany theories, as quoted in Shuster's dissertation, Islands ofchange

in Palau: Church, school and elected government, 1891-1981, is that the ancestors of

today's Palauans likely came as drift voyagers from the Celebes-Halmahera island area of

Indonesia, possibly as early as 2500 B.C. 14 However, regardless of exactly who fIrst

arrived and when, it is certain that the Palauan culture existed for centuries without any

major disturbance from the outside world. But Palau's isolation did not end with the fIrst

explorer, or navigator, beachcomber, or scientist. One by one early European navigators

and later colonial institutions seeped through the invisible boundaries sun'ounding the

islands ofPalau.

By the late 19th century, Spanish Capuchin priests had already visited the island of

Palau and Micronesia more than once. But the colonial administration that would soon

come from Spain and Germany would be short lived. Spanish administration began from

1891-1899 and Germany took over from 1899-1914. Afterwards Japan had its turn to

reign from 1914 to 1945, until WWII, when the U.S. seized and occupied the islands.

Colonial Influence on Education

. Before the fIrst "outsider" stepped foot on the island, education for Palauans was

perceived in a different light. Traditionally, the education ofPalauan children took place

14 Donald R. Shuster. "Islands of Change in Palau: Church, School, and Elected Government, 1891-1981".
(Dissertation Paper, University of Hawai'i at Manoa, 1982.)
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in private homes (obliil). Naturally, homes were educational spaces within society and

all families taught their children by similar pedagogical principles. Children learned the

basics of conduct at home so that when they emerged into society (buai) or traveled

between villages (beluu), they were able to conduct themselves in a manner acceptable to

society and in the process shed a good light on their family (blai), clan (kebliil) and

village (beluu).15 Education in Palau has evolved with the arrival of each colonial power.

However, knowledge in Palauan tradition has in the past been perpetuated through the

spoken word. Children learned by listening and imitating specific tasks defmed for

opposite genders. Skills such as fishing and hunting for males or taro cultivation and

food preparation for females were taught at an early age within a family structure usually

also including extended families and male/female clubs. Learning activities took place

outdoors as much as they did within the house and any elder member of the collective

was a likely candidate to learn from. Once a child stepped out ofhis house the entire

community became a classroom for learning. Adults were free to educate and discipline

a child who misbehaved or failed to follow instructions, even if the child was not their

own. A child did not exclusively belong to one family although she represented them,

rather a child became the "ngelekel a buai" or child of/belonging to the public. From this

upbringing, one can only imagine how much respect a child had for his/her community;

for a child was not raised solely from one family, but from an entire community- a

collective concept of child rearing. However, as the times changed, foreigners introduced

their own concepts of education that was to be very different.

15 Palau Society of Historians, "Traditional Education System of Palau" (Bureau of Arts and Culture,
Ministry of Community and Cultural Affairs: Koror, Palau, 2006), 4
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Spanish influence was minimal compared to the future colonial forces that would

later plague the educational system in Palau. There is no record of a formal school

program before the 19th century. However by the late 1800s, the Spanish Capuchin

missionaries had already surveyed and marked the island as a possible destination for

their mission. The Spanish era was based on a religious mission to convert "lost souls"

and eliminate "pagan" activities for the sake of Christianity and the Catholic Church.

Mission stations were established and created possibly the first foreign education,

although it was religious in nature. However, their time in the Palau islands was limited

and so were the priests in number. For a little over a decade, the Spanish priests endured

but had to give up their rights as Spain sold the Caroline and Mariana islands to Germany

for US$4.5 million in 1899.16

When German rule began, more Capuchin stations were to be built. But the first

formal school established in Palau was a school for policemen. Organized by the

Germans in 1902, the instructional program stressed German language, reading, writing

and arithmetic. 17 It was not until 1910 that the missionaries' budget allowed for more

mission schools, resulting three years later in five new mission schools attended by 361

children. Aside from the customary teachings of the Catholic doctrines, the German

alphabet, geography, and arithmetic were added into the curriculum. This was the

beginning of a new culture as expressed by Shuster, when the book eroded the power of

the spoken word.

16 Shuster, 61.
17 Ibid., 150.
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Although German interest in the Pacific was basically commercial, the Palauan

people were affected by new ideas and aspirations. Each colonial wave revealed a

modem and powerful culture that displayed for many Palauans a means to an end and a

desire to become more like the "other". Antilla in her dissertation, "A History of the

People of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands and their Education", argues that

Western ideas of law contributed to the development of factionalism. IS A large group of

natives became identified with the foreigners and soon began to comprehend that foreign

ideologies acquired through education could possibly provide a "better" future for them

as individuals and for Palau as a whole. When the Palauan people understood the process

and the possibilities, they took readily to innovations. However, the entire process was

not simple as some histories relate; the Palauan people did not go down without a fight.

Resistance, bloodshed, and the death ofmany was the reality for the Palauan people. But

what was psychologically embedded within the mind began to develop very early on in

the history of colonialism in Palau and continued to affect them in the long run. Once the

foreign seed was planted, the desire to acquire advantage through and from foreign

constructs soon became for all Palauans the path to success and prestige.

In 1914, when the Japanese navy swept through the Micronesian islands, they

expelled all German officials and Catholic missionaries from Palau, although the

missionaries would be allowed back in the 1920s. The Japanese administration arrived

with a new set of ideas very different from the previous occupations. They stayed twice

as long and had a thorough and profound effect on the people. Secular schooling systems

18 Elizabeth K. Anttila. "A History of the People of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands and Their
Education". (Dissertation Paper, University ofTexas, 1965), 146
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replaced the German missions. Japanese language, singing, arithmetic, and one year

later, ethics and handicraft skills such as weaving and carving were the primary courses

in the curriculum. As early as 1919, within the schooling institutions, race was a

prominent issue. The elementary schools were created purposefully to segregate the

"native children" from the Japanese children. "What the colonial authority perceived as

the racial character of the people-a slightly civilized people-determined educational

practice and not the reverse. Thus, practical vocational education was judged as the most

appropriate form of instruction for islanders.,,19 The Japanese thought that because the

islanders were uncivilized and backwards, they should receive only the simplest form of

education-practical or manual, and limited years of schooling.

By 1922 :full civilian authority was instituted and the maximum amount ofyears a

native child could receive in elementary school was 3 years as apposed to 5 years for the

Japanese children. Very rarely exceptions were made for native students who were more

able intellectually and obediently to attend an additional two year schooling program. At

this time there was one primary school for Japanese children and four public schools for

Palauan students. The native boys outnumbered the girls by approximately three to one.

However, those who were lucky to fmish all five years of elementary school with

excellent records had a chance to be accepted into the prestigious Japanese vocational

school for natives or Mokko Totei Yoseijo. This was a territory-wide, two-year school

that was limited to only a select few ofabout 20 native children a year. The Japanese

could now include with the language and ethics instmction, more courses on the theory

and practice ofwoodworking. After stressing the importance oflearning to speak the

19 Shuster, 155.
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Japanese language so that orders could be followed, two more years of schooling were

added to teach simple skills in construction. Japan expected that sometime in the near

future, the natives would assist in their plans for southward expansion. This could be a

possible explanation ofwhy the boys in school outnumbered the girls, as the Japanese

residents needed more boys to build and contribute to their empire whereas the girls were

usually trained in homemaking.

As time passed, the Japanese immigrant population grew rapidly and life in Palau

began to mimic that in Japan. By 1936, the school system for Japanese students more

than doubled the size of the system for native children. In terms of school attendance

when the comparison was made with the other island districts and native schools in

Micronesia, Palau's attendance rate was the highest at 95 percent and exceeded by far the

other islands.2o By 1940 there were approximately 23,700 Japanese in Palau and only

7,000 Palauans. The Japanese population had grown from less than 3,000 in the previous

decade?l Palauans had by far the largest Japanese resident population in the Carolines.

The islands had become overwhelmed with all things Japanese, and to keep everyone in

check Japanese officials ruthlessly trained and punished those who would not adhere to

orders and directions. David Ramarui, one of the Palauan students, who attended

schooling during the Japanese administration, described it this way:

The basic aim of the Japanese school system was the indoctrination of the natives
with Japanese ideals and was characterized by the emphasis on Japanese language
and ethics. It was designed to make Micronesians understand the Japanese and
obey their orders...Students were punished if they spoke their native tongue.

20 Anttila, 233.

21 Close Up Foundation, Civic Achievement Award Program: Instructor Manual (Minister of Education.
Republic of Palau, 1981), 30
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Corporal punishment was the usual way of discipline and school children were
slapped or hit on the head with the fist or bamboo if they misbehaved?2

Ironically, it was during the Japanese era that Palauans showed deeper signs of

interest in education. The Japanese way of life had become an example for Palauans to

imitate and they quickly learned that if you took "their" side and obediently followed

orders, you may have a chance to enhance your status in society. Other programs under

the Japanese occupation included guerilla training and agriculture. David Ramarui and a

few other Palauans became active participants of the guerilla training in 1944?3

Significant contributions during the Japanese administration as listed by Smith

includes laying the foundation for a free public school, introducing a more worldly

outlook (Japanese in particular), teaching the native how to study and see education as a

vehicle for progress, introducing the idea of advancement through achievement, rather

than family position, and providing the first foreign vocational program.24

The rise of Modekngei, a movement native to Palau, began during the early years

of Japanese occupation. The movement was religious and cultural in character and

synthesized both the old and new beliefs into one. Modekngei's first leader and founder,

Temedad, quickly attracted three followers, Ongesii, Wasii and Runguul who had been

under the influence ofmissionaries and Christianity possibly since the first colonial

administration. Modekngei concerned itselfwith morality and adopted some ofthe

outward symbols of Christianity into their cultural and traditional ambitions. The

22 David Ramarui. "Education In Micronesia: Its Past, Present, and Future". (The Micronesian Reporter.
Vol. XXIV, No. 1. Trust Territory of the Marianas Islands, 1976), 10
23 Ibid., 174.

24 Donald·F. Smith. "Education of the Micronesian with Emphasis on the Historical Development"
[microform]. (Dissertation Ed.D., American University, Washington. 1968), 142
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objective was to revitalize the Palauan world view and to bring the people ofPalau

together. When the followers rejected Japanese supremacy over their island, they

encountered both Japanese and Palauan opposition. Leaders of the movement were

consequently jailed and exiled, however, the movement expanded and a new leader

emerged. Institutions were created to counter existing schools, health centers, and

Japanese concepts and world views.

When the Americans took control over Palau, their interests were elsewhere and

did not fInd it necessary to suppress Modekngei as the Japanese officials did. Modekngei

continued to be active under the U.S. administration in retaining their age-old traditions

and customs ofPalau. Their belief in the idea of "Palau for Palauans" created in 1974

with the help ofWilliam Vitarelli, a secondary school in Ibobang, Ngatpang, one of the

islands in Palau. Initially the school began as a project-based learning institution. The

goal was to preserve the Palauan identity and create self-sufficiency. However, internal

as well as external conflicts arose and Modekngei has since then continued to evolve with

the waves ofmodernity. It has been realized that all schools today in one way or another

accommodate Western constructs. And although Modekngei first began with powerful

resistance and opposition to outside forces, many quickly learned that balancing two

worlds, old and modern, was a force to contend with. However, Modekngei 's reputation

as an institution for strengthening and uniting the Palauan way remains unique in Palau

and today continues in existence alongside other religions and schools.

The idea to implement a Palauan Studies program can be viewed as a post-

colonial form ofassimilation, where culture and customs are incorporated into a foreign

introduced institution. Palauan Studies may also be seen as a form ofmodern resistance
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where foreign notions are not privileged and concepts of identity, culture, and tradition

are equally significant. One major difference between resistance then and now is a self-

governing Palau. But the extent in which Palauans were forced to endure has changed

their view of life. Now the people will have to compromise with how modernity will

dictate what's to come tomorrow and how much they are willing to sacrifice in their

march towards the future.

US History and Education in Palau

The American military won possession of the Micronesian islands from Japan in

1945, and the United Nations Trust Territory in Micronesia administered by the United

States began two years after in 1947. The Trust Territory islands in Micronesia included

Palau, the Marshalls, Chunk, Pohnpei, Yap, Kosrae, and the Mariana islands. For close

to forty years, the islands remained as a single Trust Territory until all of the island

entities except for the Northern Mariana Islands, which had opted for the Commonwealth

status earlier, signed the compact offree association with the US. And because of the

agreement, US obtained an ad infmitum relationship secured through the Compact of

Free Association with all six Micronesian islands.

From 1947 the Navy governed the territories under civil administration until it

was transferred to the United States Department of Interior in 1951. Almost immediately

after the war, the US military sought to replace what had been destroyed and

subsequently put back into order the lives ofthe native people. However, the aftermath

of the war left the islands in ruins. People were devastated as they had witnessed once

again the collapse of an entire empire that they had for thirty one years struggled to
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coexist with. Without food, medical treatment, and in total desolation one could only

imagine how they had the will to survive and rebuild a new life. Though there are

military estimates indicating how many natives died during this period and the preceding

wars, the exact number is unclear; however, oral tradition dictates that countless lives

were lost and numerous others displaced from their homes.

The civilian administration believed that through proper education, the natives

could restart a nornlallife that would resemble that ofAmerica. However, what parted

the civilian administration from the 60's was the idea ofa self-sufficient territory. The

administration, aside from all the western concepts that would later fall in place, wanted

to ensure that the native life was being developed within the native culture, thus the use

of the vernacular as opposed to English in the school districts. In addition, they did not

want to begin an endless dependency on American teachers, and so replaced the

Americans with native teachers and gave total control ofschools to the provincial

governments while they supervised.

However, funding at the time was scarce and everyone was forced to work with

limited resources. Schools were taught in buildings that were hastily repaired after the

war, some ofwhich were leftover remnants from the Japanese era and others if any were

newly built. Not only were the natives persuaded to teach but also hold full responsibility

for paying their teachers and maintaining the schools. The first few years in elementary

were to be taught in the vernacular. And English was to be gradually introduced into the

school system. By 1948, official reports show that Palau had 16 government elementary

schools in operation. In addition, both Catholic and Protestant schools began reopening
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their schools at the invitation of the Occupation Authorities. They were allowed to

operate freely as long as their curricula followed in accordance to the public schools.2s

A standardized program was generated for the schools to follow. Students who

were six to fourteen years of age would attend school five days a week, with a minimum

offive classes from first to eight grades during eight months ofthe year. In class they

were taught Manual and Vocational training, English, Hygiene and Sanitation, Civics,

Mathematics, Native language, History, Arts and Crafts and Geography?6

Intermediate schools were also created in all the territories to replace the Teacher

Training Schools and for students who were planning to pursue higher education. In

Palau, a vocational shop program, with instruction in carpentry and boatbuilding that

stemmed from the carpentry school established during the Japanese occupation, was

inaugurated alongside of the intermediate schools and a School for Agriculture. Both the

Mokko Totei Yoseijo and the Palau Vocational School were direct ancestors of the

Micronesian Occupational College which was established in 1969 and is now known as

the Palau Community College.

After three years of intermediate education, by 1949, a selected number of

students were offered a two-year education course at the Pacific Islands Teacher Training

School at Truk. Established by the US navy, it was the successor ofMarianas Area

Teacher Training School (MATT) on Guam and was moved to Chuuk in 1948 and

expanded to a three-year study program. In 1952, it was converted into a general high

school and its name was changed to Pacific Islands Central School, but even so it

25 Anttila, 422.
26 Ibid., 319.
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remained in intent at least, an institution dedicated to the preparation of trained teachers

for the elementary schools.27 Two Palauan men, Taksen Chin and Roman Tmetuchl,

stayed in Guam after the teacher training program to take advantage of the George

Washington Public High School. They were the first Palauan graduates of an American

high school. It took no more than ten years for the American administration to establish

twelve years of schooling in the islands although not all districts had full public high

schools yet, prompting Micronesians to fly all over the region in search ofhigher

education.

By 1952, and now under the Interior Department, with no more than a total

population of 10,000 people, 1,286 Palauan students were in school. Fifty-two of

them were studying outside of the Trust Territory.28 When Robert Gibson arrived in 1951

to become the new Trust Territory Education Director, he strived to achieve in

Micronesia "community based education," municipally supported schools, small-scale

development, self-sufficiency and an island-centered curriculum taught by

Micronesians.,,29 Gibson's goal was to use the local environment as the basis for

course content as his philosophical theme for education in the Trust Territory was

"learning by doing".

By the turn of the 60's, most ofthe elementary schools teachers were

Micronesians using their vernacular languages as the media of instruction. Reading and

27 Francis Hezel, Strangers in Their Own Land: A Century ofColonial Rule in the Caroline and Marshall
Islands (UH Press. Honolulu, Hawaii, 1995), 291
28 Willian McGrath. "Population-Demographic Structure in Rural Areas and the Effect of Urban Drift on
Rural Societies in the Palau District of Micronesia". (Paper presented at the fifth Waigani Seminar,
"Change and Development in Rural Melanesia", 1971.)
29 Karen M. Peacock. "The Maze of Schools: Education in Micronesia, 1951-1964;" 'The Gibson's Years'
(Doctoral Dissertation, University of Hawai'i at Manoa, 1990), 8.
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other educational materials were appearing in the vernacular and the entire school

curriculum was based entirely on the "problems, needs, values, and interests" of the

islanders. In Palau, projects such as the compilation ofPalauan legends and songs, a

Palauan language primer for Americans, and the publication ofeducational bulletins and

materials more importantly David Ramarui' s "Geography ofMicronesia" and Alfonso

Oiterong's "Teacher Guide in Developing Good Citizenship," were in use by the 50'S.30

However, though the administration was seeing positive change in education,

problems lingered in the school system. Aside from the lack of funding and underpaid

school teachers, conflict over how the native teachers taught and under what standards

challenged the educational system from the very beginning. Micronesians had never

learned to formally read, write, spell and or study their grammar, so teaching their own

culture and other subjects in their native tongue was difficult especially within an

American classroom setting. This was one of the major problems that slowed down the

rate of education throughout the years even after a good number ofMicronesian students

had graduated from teacher training schools and programs. But, the complete reform of

the school system that would soon come from the US administration, revolutionized

education in Micronesia.

In 1962, a drastic policy change occurred in education in Micronesia. After

eleven years of attempting to prepare educational materials in the vernaculars and to

adapt the school system to local needs and interest, it was announced that English was to

become the medium ofinstmction in all the elementary schools. The decision to change

the language ofinstmction as explained was due to the "Micronesian's desire" to master

30 Anttila, 455.
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the English language and consequently have a better chance to access higher education

and elevated job positions. However, whether it was true or not that a majority of the

Micronesians wanted the switch in language for the schooling of their children, the

outpouring of funds that would soon flow from the Kennedy administration would

immediately capture their attention.

Unfortunately, Micronesia sat in a geographical position that was dangerously

significant to major superpowers. As part ofthe Trust Territory, Palau became one ofthe

more desirable locations. Threatened by changing power relationships from mainland

Asia, America's strategic interests in Micronesia for military base control and control of

shipping routes became more critical. The US was willing more than ever to do whatever

it took to make sure the Trust Territory islands remained in their control.

In July 1962, President Kennedy signed a senate bill authorizing substantial

increases in funding for the Trust Territory. Within a year the annual appropriation was

raised from US$7.5 million to US$15 million.31 The missionary schools that were

reopened beside the government schools in 1947 were showing considerable growth. As

chartered by the government, they were operating both elementary and secondary schools

at the time. Then, for the fiscal year of 1964 alone, a funding package of 10 million

dollars was approved for education. The old intermediate schools were expanded into

full four-year high schools in all the districts. And now students were able to obtain 12

years of schooling within their home islands. However, Micronesians still departed their

islands in search ofmore prestigious institutions and even higher education like college.

31 Hezel, 300.
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The educational system which had been handed over to the natives earlier on was

repossessed by the Americans. Instruction of the vernacular was abandoned in favor of

English; control of the village schools was transferred from the municipalities to the

central government; and centralized authority including the maintenance of all school

buildings and salaries for all teachers was established. The former navy adage for self

sufficiency through learning the native culture and language was transformed rapidly into

all things American. Shedding the old ways in order to become potential wage earners

and stable English speaking peoples became the new goal for the underdeveloped. The

American know-how was key to modernization and if anyone wished to succeed,

education in the "American way" created the vehicle that would achieve that goal.

By the 60's it was very clear that the US wished to retain future control over

Micronesia. President Kennedy cemented this objective when he signed National

Security Memorandum No 145. "The memo made it clear that all the development

programs, the improvements in education, and the responsible political development:

undertaken by the United States in the territory were to be oriented not toward achieving

independence, but toward moving Micronesia into a "permanent relationship with the

US". While the United States was bringing Micronesia "into the orbit of20tb century

living," it would use every means possible to guarantee that the territory cast its future

with the superpower.32

Authorized by President Kennedy himself, the Solomon Report, named after

Anthony Solomon who led an eight-man team was set up to survey the islands and draw

up a master plan for the future of the islands. Amongst a few goals for development and

32 Hezel, 301.
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improvement of the economy and standard of living, the main premise of the study

showed that after observations was made, "the best interests of the Micronesian people

happily coincided with US political purposes.,,33 Being that the Micronesian islands were

ofvital importance to the security and political interests of the United States, they were

prepared to woo the island territories with the best modernization could offer if not

manipulate them into dependency.

American contract teachers flowed in hundreds at a time. Towards the late 60's

there was one Peace Corps volunteer for every hundred Micronesian people, totaling

approximately 940 by 1968. The volunteers were to serve as agents and role models of

the American way.34 Since it had been decided earlier in the Solomon's report that

Micronesians would best be "happy" if they maintained a political status under the US,

they would have to learn how to live and imitate the Americans, and the Peace Corps

became the exemplars of the American way.

The Congress ofMicronesia was formed in 1964 as a law-making body for the

Trust Territory islands. However, no laws could be passed that conflicted with US

international treaties, executive orders issued by the US president or the secretary of

Interior, or other US laws in effect in the territory. Legislation even within these limits

could be vetoed by the high commissioner, and the congress had no power to override the

veto. The new congress would have power of the purse to a limited degree; it could only

appropriate money raised by local revenues that totaled slightly over a million dollars.35

Yet, the Micronesian leaders were optimistic as they saw the Congress ofMicronesia as a

33 Ibid., 301.
34 Ibid., 312.
35 Ibid., 305
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collective achievement. But they also knew that the future of their country was on the

line and it was imperative that their people achieve self governance.

When President Johnson came into office in 1964, he knew that the Congress of

Micronesia would mobilize to discuss their political rights and future status including the

likelihood of independence. And so like the Kennedy administration, he poured more

money into Micronesia. Payrolls were expanding to fill in more government and school

positions. And for the first time Micronesians were free to indulge themselves in a

foreign lifestyle. Their new luxury of life as they saw it were the cars, motor boats, food

and comfort, and anything and everything American including the one thing Palauans

have always aspired for-a universal education. The amount of federal funding that was

poured into the islands for education ensured that schooling be open for all. Education in

the islands became a right and not a privilege, unlike their experiences during previous

administrations.

Concurrently, people were becoming bloated with more and more money as they

struggled to decide their future political status. Slowly but surely, they drifted ever more

swiftly away from a self-sustaining economy onto dependency on US funds. In her

dissertation, "The Maze of Schools: Education in Micronesia, 1951-1964;" 'The

Gibson's Years', Karen Peacock describes that dependency on foreign aid had become an

uncontrollable desire, one that no Micronesian economy could avoid. She states "Given

the United States perception ofthe strategic value ofMicronesia, it is perhaps doubtful

that any independent Micronesia could have emerged.,,36 "If development-a term that

had been debated vigorously ever since the first US troops landed on the islands-meant

36 Peacock, 8.
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the acquisition ofmore consumer goods, then Micronesia was developing very rapidly

during this period.,,37

"Between 1963 and 1978, the US government had poured into Micronesia just

under a billion dollars, an average ofUS$57.75 million a year." In 1978, Palau received

US$357, 200 in federal dollars for different programs ranging from cultural awareness to

agriculture and geriatric food services. The amount more than doubled for fiscal year

1979 to US$841, 300 and expanded to over one million dollars for fiscal 1980.38 The

spillage had recreated for Micronesia a future manipulated to ensure that US interests

were secured.

One ofthe most important programs funded by the federal government came with

the arrival of the Peace Corps in the late 60's. The Peace Corps was not only known to

have come from America but also known to have cultural knowledge in the native

language and even trained in the techniques ofteaching English as a second language.

For over a decade, school instructors have been teaching in English since the

headquarters sent out a directive mandating the switch from native to English. But before

the 70's, Micronesians soon realized the negative effects English would have on their

cultures and requested that the Congress ofMicronesia have the Trust Territory

Department ofEducation initiate a study on Micronesian languages and cultures hence

the bilingual and bicultural programs.

The bilingual education program had its origins in the late 60's when research

projects funded by the US Elementary and Secondary Education Act, ESEA Title I, were

37 Hezel, 321.
38 Shuster, 213.
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written to train language informants at the University ofHawai'i. Then by the 70's ESEA

Title I and VII funded formal bilingual education programs in each of the Micronesian

districts.39 The Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) is a United States

federal statute enacted April 11, 1965. The Act is an extensive statute which funds

primary and secondary education, while explicitly forbidding the establishment of a

national curriculum. As mandated in the Act, the funds are authorized for professional

development, instructional materials, and resources to support educational programs, and

parental involvement promotion.

In the early days of bilingual education, much of the efforts were directed towards

development oforthographies, dictionaries, reference grammars, and some reading

materials. Then, extensive training of teachers and specialists on how to use these

materials took place both in the region and at the University ofHawai'i. The programs

included the teaching ofboth vemacular and English, the development ofmaterials,

training of teachers and staff, the involvement of community projects, and the infusion of

the vemacular into the everyday curriculum. "The rationale behind these programs was

to instill pride in the language and cultural heritage and to promote English language

competency in order to prepare students to deal with the outside world".40 After all,

"bilingual and bicultural education is not merely "foreign language" teaching, it is the use

of the two languages as a medium of instruction and the incorporation of two cultures

39 Note: Title I of the Act is a set of programs set up by the United States Department of Education to
distribute fLinding to schools and school districts with a high percentage of students from low-income
families. To qualify as a Title I school, a school typically has around 40% or more of its students coming
from families that qualify under the United States Census's definitions as low-income. Title VII ofthe Act
introduced a program for bilingual education in 1967, championed by Texas Democrat, Ralph Yarborough.
40 Elizabeth Rechebei. Presentation Paper at the 1987 Pacific Islands Biligual-Bicultural Association
Conference. Koror, Palau.
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into the school curriculum.,,41 However, by the 80's, funds had run dry and federal

assistance to bilingual education terminated. The educational system in the islands

required additional funding if they were to continue producing materials and training

workshops for their schools; But more importantly, ifthey were to preserve their native

language and culture.

It was not long after Micronesian leaders assembled a few times to realize that

though the islands were controlled under one administration, their diversity remained

intact. The task of determining the political future of not one but six island states as

leaders in the Congress ofMicronesia increasingly overwhelmed the representatives of

each island. A majority ofthe leaders wanted a united Micronesia but others asserted

their claim for separation. In May 1970, during the second round of status talks, the US

declared that they wanted for the Micronesian islands to become a commonwealth of the

US. "The Micronesian team was flabbergasted that the United States could seriously

propose a status that, in the words of its report to the Congress ofMicronesia, "fell well

below the minimum standards of self-government acceptable to Congress ofMicronesia,

the people ofMicronesia, and the United Nations.,,42 US sought maximum political

authority over the islands, but the leaders would not comply.

After more rounds ofpolitical negotiations, the Micronesian leaders sat down to

write a draft constitution that asserted their desire for sovereignty. Surprised that the

Micronesians had opposed the original proposal and countered with a political status not

suitable for US interests, Haydn Williams, a personal representative ofPresident Nixon,

41 Gregory Trifonovitch. Presentation Paper at the 1987 Pacific Islands Bilingual-Bicultural Association
Conference. Koror, Palau.
42 Hezel, 341.
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threatened that Micronesia would have to forfeit its claim to the economic assistance that

could be guaranteed under a compact if they continued to pursue independence.

"The Compact ofFee Association granted the Micronesian nations full authority

over their own internal and external affairs. They were to be entirely self-governing,

relying on the United States only for financial assistance, in return for which they

conceded responsibility for their defense and security. The United States gained the

long-term-in effect, permanent-denial rights it desired. The compact permitted the

United States to keep other nations out of the islands and insure that Micronesia would

remain within the US military sphere for a very long time.,,43

Finally, without official approval from the United Nations Security Council, the

United States pushed ahead with the formal commencement of free association status for

the Marshalls and the Federated States ofMicronesia. The Compact ofFree Association

took effect in 1986. The Marshalls secured their separation from Micronesia as a self

governing nation, while Pohnpei, Chuuk, Kosrae, and Yap formed the Federated States of

Micronesia.

Palau was left as the only Trust Territory Island in the entire world and the US

was frustrated. In 1979, Palau opted to become independent from the others to decide

their future status with US. One ofthose decisions that would set them apart in the

history books was a written clause in their constitution. After witnessing for close to a

, century the intricacies ofwar and conflict, the Palauan people sought to eliminate all the

possibilities ofrepeating history to begin a more peaceful life. Thus, in 1981 Palau

created for their constitution, a statement to prohibit the testing or storage ofharmful

43 Ibid., 365.
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devices such as nuclear, chemical, gas or biological weapons in their island. The clause

read:

Harmful substances such as nuclear, chemical, gas or biological weapons intended
for use in warfare, nuclear power plants, and waste materials there from, shall not
be used, tested, stored, or disposed of within the territorial jurisdiction of Palau
without express approval of not less than three-fourths (3/4) of the votes cast in a
referendum submitted on this specific question.44

The people ofPalau had chosen for Palau a peaceful future over a relationship

including the possibilities of war. However, although a nuclear-free Palau constitution

proved difficult for the US negotiation team to reverse, US was not leaving without

forcing their hand especially with all the money they had spent enticing the "poorly

resourced" island. Therefore, they continued to push their agenda and as a result created

a divide between the people. The strategy to divide and conquer, best describes the

incident that was to take place and the violence that would subsequently pervade the

island. Buildings were burnt to the ground, government officials furloughed workers,

and people were confused and frightened. Some were even shot dead, particularly

President Haruo Remeliik who was assassinated in front ofhis house in Koror.

While the island was in chaos, people were coerced to vote. However, after

several referendums failed to achieve the 75 percent majority required to change the

constitution, politicians were pressured to make a change in plan. After seven

referendums, the US negotiation team including the local politicians finally accepted that

the majority of the people would not approve a compact containing nuclear elements, and

thus in 1992 a few frustrated political leaders passed an amendment to the Constitution

44 The Palau Constitution, ArtiCle XIII-General Provisions. Section 6 of the Constitution of the Republic of
Palau (Republic of Palau, April 2, 1979), 29.
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changing the 75 percent majority requirement on nuclear materials to a simple majority

of5! percent. A year later, the people ofPalau approved the Compact of Free

Association with the United States by a 68 percent majority.

For the last 15 years Palau's political status has relied heavily upon the monetary

aid of the United States. Issues of dependency, consumerism, and development amongst

others are constant reminders of the direct effect the U.S. has on the people ofPalau.

Today, the Palauan government is busy renegotiating an extension of the compact by

which the U.S. would continue to supply large amounts of funding so that Palauans could

maintain present standards of living within the terms of the agreement.

Former Palau Vice President, Sandra Pierantozzi in her address at the 1993

Western Association ofEducational Opportunity Personnel (WESTOP) conference in

Honolulu, Hawai'i spoke of the dependency of foreign aid in describing Palau's present

economic situation. She states:

Despite all our great achievements, we have fallen short on our goal to achieve
self-sufficiency. Rather, almost the reverse happened. We are now more
dependent on the United States in all aspects of our lives-socially, economically,
culturally and politically.45

Unfortunately, Palau relies heavily on US monetary aid but this is money that is not

guaranteed infInitely. As Palau becomes less significant to US political and strategic
~

interests, funding support will cease as it is presently evident in its gradual decline.

Former Senator Yukiwo Dengokl's description of the status quo is as follows:

As another birthday for our Constitution dawns and we once more attempt to rally
one and all for a celebration, let us ask ourselves on that day as we celebrate:

45 Sandra S. Pierantozzi, Republic of Palau Office of the Vice President Address. (WESTOP Conference:

Honolulu, Hawai'i. unpublished paper, 2003), 9
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What exactly are we celebrating that we can point to and say: 'Yeah, that is the
product of my own efforts!?' It is certainly not an understatement to say that we
face many daunting challenges today. At this point in time, the single most
worrisome feature of our national life for our leadership and those gainfully
employed by the Government is the dreadful prospect of a treasury gone dry.46

Like many countries in the Pacific region, the advancement of education in Palau

today depends heavily on foreign aid, culture, concepts, and structure. Severe

consequences are apparent in the lives ofpeople who attempt to live in two very different

worlds. Currently, the divide has widened as Palauan children do not fmd education at

home satisfactory. More and more are leaving for educational opportunities, foreign

careers and lifestyles, and many do not return.

James Brough, supported by Tom Olson and Masa-Aki Emesiochl, wrote an

assessment on the past, present, and future goals regarding education in Palau. "Palau

2000: An Educational Improvement Strategy", is a long term comprehensive strategy for

future students facing the 21st century. Highlighted in the minutes ofthe first meeting of

the Task Force for "Palau 2000", is a list from concerned committee members. Some of

these concerns are: a change from "outsiders" running the system, a decline in respect for

educators, a decline in self-discipline by children, a decline in close partnerships that

previously existed between family and school, and an increasing "brain drain" from

Palau.47

46 Senator Yukiwo P. Dengokl, "Taking A Step Forward". (Koror, Palau. Unpublished paper, 2003)
47 James R. Brough, Tom Olson and Masa-Aki Emesiochl, "Description of current education system in
Palau", (unpublished paper, 1994), 19
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Summary

Traditional education in Palau is very different from US academia as it reflects

the Palauan people and their unique culture. But as colonial waves swept through the

islands, the decline ofculture and traditional education became more apparent. From

Spanish capuchin priests to German commercial interests and Japan's stringent

guidelines, life for the Palauan peoples have dramatically changed.

Today, culture, education, and government imitate similar US institutions

influenced still by certain Japanese values. Relevancy ofPalauan values is no longer

highly regarded as more popular ideas are inserted into the mix. Dependency,

consumerism, development, and cultural deficiency symbolize the stark reality

perpetuated by years of colonial rule. Traditional education now is not as significant

because foreign structures have replaced and influenced the people to value resources

beyond their natural environment and culture. As a result, foreign values will continue to

dominate as the Palauan identity deteriorates.

Palau, like many other countries in the Pacific is faced with multiple challenges:

(1). to become self-sufficient, (2). to recognize the value ofand preserve ones language,

history, and culture, and (3). to reclaim control over the systems designed to educate our

children so that the value ofeducation for our children can be repossessed.
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CHAPTER 3. THE HISTORY OF PALAU COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Formally known today as the Palau Community College, PCC's history first

began during the Japanese administration in 1927 as Mokko Totei Yoseijo, a two-year

school limited to a selected few that had finished three to five years ofprimary

instruction. After WWII and when US had taken over the Micronesian islands from

Japan, they reopened the school and renamed it Palau Intermediate School.

Approximately seven years later, the school transformed into Palau Vocational School.

From 1955 to 1968, it remained a vocational school until 1969 when it opened as the

Micronesian Occupational Center, a two year post-secondary vocational/technical

institution and the first of its kind in the Micronesian region.

As the first post-secondary vocational institution in the Micronesian districts, it

emolled a small group of students in one vocational program on a campus with limited

faculty members and facilities. But after its first year, MOC expanded to provide training

in 19 specific vocational fields grouped into ten trade clusters. It began full operation

with the opening of two dormitories in October 1970, and by the fiscal year 1973,

emolled 368 students.48

The programs created were designed to prepare students for employment in their

chosen fields. Some of the trade clusters included programs such as Electrical,

Construction, Metals, Mechanics and Diesel & Logistics Building, Food Services,

Agriculture, Business Education, Clothing Construction and Design, Multi-Media, and

48 Micronesian Occupational Center, Introducing the Micronesian Occupational Center Koror- Palau:
Micronesia's Only Area Vocational School. (MOC, Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. Koror, Palau.
Western Caroline Islands, Nov. 1973), 1
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Dental Nursing. In addition, general education courses such as English, Math, Science,

and Social Studies were incorporated in the curriculum. The significance of both

vocational and general basic courses as demonstrated in the Micronesian Occupational

Center Catalog, 1974-1976 included these various fields: Agriculture, Air Conditioning

and Refrigeration, Appliance Repair, Automotive Body Repair and Painting, Automotive

Repair, Business, Clothing Construction and Design, Construction Carpentry,

Construction Electricity, Cookery, Dental Nursing, Heavy Equipment and Diesel

Mechanics, Masonry, Multimedia, Plumbing, Small Engine Repair, Waiter-Waitress, and

Welding. General education courses were listed as Blueprint Reading, Driver Training,

Mathematics, Health and Physical Education, and Social Science.

The Micronesian Occupational Center was managed by three administrative

entities under the control of the Trust Territory Headquarters in Saipan. These were the

Micronesia Board ofEducation chaired by Father Felix Yaoch (palau); the Trust

Territory Department ofEducation with David Ramarui (Palau) as the Director of

Education alongside Joseph H. Oakley (U.S.) as the Deputy Director ofEducation; and

finally, the administrative staffwith Wilhelm Rengiil (Palau) as the Director ofMOC.49

By 1972, MOC began their preparation for accreditation with a series of self-

evaluations and accreditation visits from the Accrediting Commissions for Community

and Junior Colleges ofWestern Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC). Five

years later in March of 1977, MOC was granted full accreditation by WASC. By 1978,

the institution's name was changed from Micronesian Occupational Center to

49 Micronesian Occupational Center Catalog, 1974-1975, 1975-1976. Koror, Palau. (p.l)
49
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Micronesian Occupational College.5o "Until 1977, the Micronesian Occupational Center

and the Community College of Micronesia (CCM) were two autonomous post-secondary

institutions serving the Micronesian region. On March 29, 1977, Trust Territory Public

Law No. 7-29, amended later by Public Law 7-130, created the College ofMicronesia as

a public corporation under its own Board ofRegents.,,51 "The Law, which took effect

October 1, 1977, joined into a single post-secondary educational system the Micronesian

Occupational Center (MOC) and the Community College ofMicronesia (CCM)." In

May 1978, the Micronesian Occupational Center officially became the Micronesian

Occupational College, a distinct and complementary part of the College ofMicronesia.52

The College ofMicronesia (COM) served all of the TTPI and provided both liberal arts

and vocational training through the Community College ofMicronesia, Micronesian

Occupational College, and COM Extension Centers. While locals from each state district

sought to have their own higher educational institution, FSM, Marshalls and Palau

entered into an agreement to support the operation of the College ofMicronesia.53 In

September of 1987 a two year treaty between the Republic ofMarshall Islands, Federated

States ofMicronesia, and Republic ofPalau regarding the College ofMicronesia was

executed, establishing complete autonomy for each college in the COM system.54

However, not more than six years later, the treaty was terminated and in 1993 Palau

50 Micronesian Occupational Center Abstract, March 1977. Prepared for the Accrediting Commission For
Community and Junior Colleges, Western Association of Schools and Colleges.
51 Micronesian Occupational College, College of Micronesia General Catalog. 1978-1979, 1979-1980.
Koror, Palau: Western Caroline Islands, (p.12)
52 Palau Community College General Catalog, 1994-1996 "Working Together For A Better Tomorrow".
Koror, Palau (p.5)
53 Arnold H. Leibowitz, Defining Status: A Comprehensive Analysis of United States Territorial Relations
(Kluwer Law, International, 1989),
54 Palau Community College General Catalog, 1996-1998 "Invest In Education For A Stronger Tomorrow"
Koror, Palau. (p.5)
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President, Kuniwo Nakamura, signed into law RPPL NoA-2, establishing Palau

Community College.55

Today, the Palau Community College remains as a vocational institution designed to

prepare students for higher learning and or careers related to their vocational field

training. In addition, the college has attracted more than a few international students

from Japan, China, Philippines, Taiwan, Korea, the USA, Africa, Bangladesh, Nepal and

Sri Lanka, as well as the Federated States ofMicronesia and the Marshall islands.

Palauans however, continue to make up the highest number of enrollees.

Listing of Cultural Courses in PCC

This portion of the thesis will reveal how Micronesia was first introduced to

education through course offerings at the college level and in addition how Palauan

cultural courses were perceived during PCC's historical and academic evolution. More

interestingly, my review of course offerings will expose that not only did US culture and

education in the 60's take precedence over the native's vernacular and world views

during primary and secondary schooling, but prioritizing the culture, history and

language of the administration in power extended as far as the college level. After all,

education in this sense was no longer native to Palau, especially when students entered

transformed institutions that were foreign in their nature.

The history of courses defined within this context are specifically intended for MOC

to PCC--from when the institution first opened its doors as a post-secondary institution in

1969 when Palau was a Trust Territory to present as a self-governing nation. Because

55 Palau Community College General Catalog 2008-2012. vol. XV. Koror, Palau (p.8)
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this is the fIrst assessment of cultural courses over time from MOC to PCC, it was

important to thoroughly review and present accurately all related courses on Micronesia

and Palau. Furthermore, foreign courses unrelated to Micronesia and Palauan culture

were also noted to express a comprehensive view ofthe wider course listing during

PCC's academic development.

In the following paragraphs, I will be listing courses retrieved from a thorough study

of the Micronesian Occupational Center, the Micronesian Occupational College and the

Palau Community College catalogs. Culture in this context is defIned loosely and will

mean any course intended to teach history, language, tradition, culture, custom, and way

of life, government, environment, and religion.

When the Micronesian Occupational Center opened to the public in 1969, there was a

gradual increase ofprograms and courses awarding degrees and certificates to students.

However, there were no Palauan and Micronesian courses offered till the late 70's. The

Micronesian Occupational College Catalog for 1978-1980 offered the fIrst course related

to Micronesian culture under the Social Science department. Micronesia in Transition is

described particularly to enhance knowledge on the present Micronesian government and

future development as well as Micronesian culture and the influence upon it by foreign

culture. The second course, Comparative Government is described as looking at different

types of government structures in Japan, the USSR, Nauru, and Tonga to see how they

might be potential forms for a future Micronesian government. Aside from the two
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Micronesian courses, World History I & II were also introduced within the same Social

Science department.56

It was not until year 1985 that the first Micronesian History course appeared. The

course description was portrayed as a survey of political, economic, social, and cultural

development ofMicronesia from earliest times to the present. However, other history

courses included World Civilization I & II under the Social Science department alongside

Culture ofAnthropology- which taught the nature ofculture, analyzing cultural behavior,

the dynamics ofculture, and contemporary social problems.57 Two years later more

courses appeared in the 1987-1990 catalog including English and Japanese language.

Unfortunately, even when English and Japanese courses were offered, there was still no

course offering on native language(s) at the college leveL58

My examination of the college catalogs from 1969-1990 has revealed only two

Micronesian Government courses focusing on present and future government

developments and one Micronesian History course. Moreover, for the next decade, more

courses on Religion, Hinduism, Buddhism, Shintoism, English, and Japanese would

appear in the school catalogs. Nothing about Palau in particular was ofpriority at the

time.

It was not until 2000, when Palauan courses were recognized at the college system.

The 1998-2000 PCC catalog presented the first course description for a Palauan course.

The first course, "Belauan" featured classes on Conversational Belauan (basic practice in

56 Micronesian Occupational College Catalog 1978-1980, 69.
57 Micronesian Occupational College General Catalog 1985-1987 "A Public. Occupational College serving
the Republic ofthe Marshalls, Federated States of Micronesia, and Republic of Palau". Koror, Palau (p.ii)
58 Micronesian Occupational College General Catalog 1987-1990 vol. II (Office of Admissions and Records,
Micronesia Occupational College: Koror, State. Republic of Palau) (p.v)
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Palauan conversation, basic vocabulary and sentence structures) and Advanced Belauan

Grammer (Palauan orthography and grammar). Additionally, Environmental Concepts

and Issues (local environment issues facing Palau) and Natural History ofPalau

(geological formation of the Islands, classification ofmarine animals and plants, and

conservation methods of local marine resources) were made available under the

department of Science. After the year 2000, course offerings increased slightly to include

Palat/an History and Culture (evolution ofculture in Palau from A.D. 1200 to present)

and Changes in Micronesia (structure and operation ofthe present government system).

Observations reveal that Palauan courses at the college level were irrelevant during

PCC's earlier years as a college functioning under the US administration. After three

decades with nothing onPalauan culture, history, and language courses, no more than

five Palauan courses were introduced into the PCC educational system. Year 2000 was

the launching ofPalauan cultural courses; but growth and progress is necessary if

Palauan culture is to have its own place in a foreign constructed educational system.

Continuing Education CCE)

Continuing Education is a community-based service program providing

educational courses and training workshops. The Continuing Education (CE) department

is a branch ofPCC that has serviced the community since 1994. It offers non-credit

programs such as in-service training, work-shops, and seminars for people ofall ages

who are concerned with "enriching" their lives and "personal efficiency". Dean of

Continuing Education Willy Wally who had spent approximately 15 years in the program

briefly described it as a program vital to the community's educational fulfillment. He
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explains that CE began initially as a teacher training program in the 90's, but has

expanded to include customer service, computer training, mental health programs,

language and cultural courses, and more including short-term training related services.59

In addition, within PCC's 2000-2004 single catalog, the Continuing Education

department section had a display of their non-credit courses. The range of courses

covered topics such as Art & Design, Palauan Language Classes, Sports Fishing and

Diving Classes, Weaving, Lei Making, Construction, Kids Programs, Office Skills and

much more.60 My count of cultural courses alone delivered a total of 36 classes. And so

I decided that I would examine each training program more carefully.

With Dean Wally's approval, I retrieved records from the CE department of all

the training programs beginning from 2003 to 2008. Each year was documented and

recorded with headings such as: the name and number of trainings, workshops and or

services, number ofhours and participants, and the trainer and participating agency.

After examining all documents from year 2003 to 2008, a report was created to reflect my

observations.

For each year, I will specify training workshops or services that may incorporate

anything remotely related to Palauan culture in its course agenda. I will also identify the

total number of workshops and participants within the year and with some, list other

workshops unrelated to Palauan culture. Once again, Palauan culture in this section is

defined loosely.

59 Transcribed interview. Dean of Continuing Education, William Wally. Nov. 2008
60 Continuing Education Services and Programs Catalog 2005, Palau Community College. Koror, Palau (p.l
22).
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Year 2003 to 2004:

Training workshop: WoodCarving, with 8 participants

Training Workshop: Construction with 3 participants, (Yap DOE teachers)

Training Workshop: Agriculture 2 participants, (Yap DOE teachers)

Total number ofworkshops: 25 workshops, other workshops included services such as

Basic English and Computer Skills.

Total number ofparticipants in the year: 518 participants.

Total number ofparticipants recorded in Palauan cultural courses: 13 participants.

Year 2004 to 2005:

Training workshop: 0 workshops on culture.

Total number ofworkshops: 21 workshops

Total number ofparticipants in the year: 388 participants

Total number ofparticipants recorded in Palauan cultural courses: 0 participants.

Year 2005 to 2006:

Training workshop: Environmental Health with 15 participants, (palau private sector)

Training workshop: Farming; Plant and Soil with 16 participants, (Sonsorol State, Palau)

Training workshop: Basic Palauan Conversation with 15 participants (community).

Total number ofworkshops: 67 workshops

Total number ofparticipants: 1,470 participants

Total number ofparticipants recorded in Palauan cultural courses: 46 participants.

Year 2006 to 2007:

Training workshop: Palauan Culture with 14 staffmembers (Ministry ofHealth).

Training workshop: Koror State Cultural Class with 49 high school student participants.
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Training workshop: Palauan Tutoring Class with 5 elementary students.

Total number ofworkshops: 42 workshops.

Total number ofparticipants: 814 participants.

Total number ofparticipants recorded in Palauan cultural courses: 68 participants.

Year 2007 to 2008:

Training workshop: Palauan Tutoring Class with 17 elementary participants.

Training workshop: Summer Youth Program (Cultural Skill Leaming) with 26 High

School students.

Total number ofworkshops: 42 workshops

Total number ofparticipants: 806 participants

Total number ofparticipants recorded in Palauan cultural courses: 43 participants.

A brief summary ofthe previous listing indicates that from year 2003 to 2008,

recorded data shows that there were a total of a 197 workshops and services. However,

only 11 of those workshops and services were cultural in nature. The total number of

participants within the CE program during the last 5 years as shown above is 3,996. Only

197 or 5 percent ofthose people participated in 11 cultural workshops. None were

described as college students.

Although the Continuing Education program can possibly provide close to 40

cultural workshops a year as observed in the 2000 to 2004 single catalog, there are a few

obstructions that hinder students, more particularly college students from becoming more

active in the CE programs. The most possible explanation is the workshop's non-credit

element. Students will not gain school credits for any workshop and may feel it is a

waste of time. In addition, each workshop is paid for separately from school tuition.
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Usually, the workshops and trainings are activated upon specific requests by a

participating agency that is in charge ofmaking the payment. Furthermore, although the

programs are offered throughout the year, CE sets the maximum number ofparticipants

usually at 10 people for each course; the workshops take place mostly during late

afternoons, evenings, weekends, holidays, and school breaks whenPCC's facilities are

used the least and most likely when PCC students are not around campus. The program

is open to anyone including school organizations, private sectors and even non-Palauans

such as the Yapese. As long as the program is willing to train, all with varying interests

are welcome to pay for a crash course.

Summary

The Palau Community College has significantly developed over the years and has

consistently modified itself to reflect each colonial power. As far back as 1927, PCC was

once known as Mokko Totei Yosefjo, a two-year post-primary institution under the

command of the Japanese administration. By 1969, the school had adopted, and became

the first two year post-secondary institution in the region known then as the Micronesian

Occupational Center. A little over two decades later, the college established itself as the

Palau Community College attracting students from Asia, the Pacific and US.

PCC's history has evolved over the years to resemble both the Japan

administration and currently the US. From 1969 to 1990 as a post-secondary institution,

offerings at the college included Japan and English language courses and no Palauan. In

fact it was year 2000 when the first course on Palauan language became accessible. After
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three decades and from year 2000 to present, there have been no more than five Palauan

cultural courses offered at the college.

There are a number of factors that explain the lack of relevant cultural courses

over the years. One is the overwhelming influence of colonial rule. In the event a

foreign administration was in control, their agenda took center stage. Whether the goal

was economical, political, or religious in nature, people were manipulated and coerced to

accept and follow the established agenda. For example, when the US took over,

Washington and the Trust Territory administration dictated how education in the region

would progress. Although there were concerned educators who were sincere in their

attempts to secure traditional practices within what was already regarded as a highly US

influenced form of education, modernization could not be prevented. The road to

success, the "American way," had been cemented.

When Patrick Tellei took the helm as PCC president in early 1999, it had been

five years since Palau attained self-governance. It is my understanding that the current

PCC President's concern to retain Palauan culture and the community elder's

pronouncement to have cultural awareness in the college system warranted the launching

of relevant cultural courses. PCC President Patrick Tellei is an alumnus ofwhat was

then known as the Micronesian Occupational College.

However, it is also unfortunate that although the Continuing Education

department offers up to 36 cultural courses at the college, only 197 from a total of3,996

or 5 percent participated in the cultural workshops within the last five years. Because the

program serves non-credited courses it is seen as an unnecessary workload for the

students.
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It is about time that indigenous peoples took control of the research process so

that their ancestors could be heard and the identity of future Palauans' secured. It is still

highly questionable whether or not PCC students have tmly acclimated to a schooling

system foreign to their nature. The establishment ofPalauan Studies will promote space

for students to succeed and hopefully create new forms ofdialogue that will ensure that

indigeneity outlives the entanglements of globalization.
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CHAPTER 4. PCC 2006 TO 2008

Chapter four will provide a more recent viewpoint ofPCC from the years 2006 to

2008. In the following pages, acquired data will inform an assessment ofPCC's

curriculum and credited cultural course offerings.61

Today pec offers degrees in 18 different programs. After completing the

educational requirements, students are awarded an Associate's degree in Science,

Applied Science, Technical Studies, or Arts. In addition, PCC also awards three different

certificates. They are the Certificate of Competence, the Academic Subject Certificate,

and the Certificate of Completion.

For a wider understanding ofPCC and the students engaged in the programs and

courses, I have provided in the following pages, charts, and graphs that will:

1. Demonstrate full time and part time students enrolled at PCC, including
percentages revealing the drop-out rates in each semester from spring 2006 to
fall 2008.

2. List and showcase the number of cultural courses and the number of students
who enrolled, finished, or dropped out of each semester from spring 2006 to
fall 2008.

3. List and display PCC's current 18 programs and the number of students who
have enrolled in or discontinued the program with percentages to coincide
with the data provided. The table will also show the 3 most popular programs
at PCC for the previous year, 2008.

The charts and graphs in this chapter were created to reflect and provide a

visual for the topics presented for each section.

61 The data collected showing information regarding PCC for the years 2006 to 2008 were requested and
officially retrieved from the PCe's Registrar and Records office with the Dean of Student Affairs Merencia
Edwards' approval.
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Categories:

1. Total number of all students including non-Palauans who are registered and
enrolled at PCC.

2. Total number ofPalauan students who are registered and enrolled at PCC.
3. Total number of full-time Palauan students who are registered and enrolled at

PCC.
4. Total number ofpart-time Palauan students who are registered and enrolled at

PCC.
5. Total number of Palauan students who dropped out from the entire semester at

PCC.
6. Palauan student drop out percentages based on question 2 & 5.

TABLE 5.1 PCC ENROLLMENT AND DROP-OUT RATES

Semesters Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5 Percentages

551 406 277 129 147 36%
683 500 329 171 132 26%
591 436 281 155 177 46%
659 463 319 144 126 27%
617 420 219 201 200 48%
599 428 282 146 136 32%
3,700 2,653 1,707 946 918 35%

*Source: Numbers retrieved by PCC Registrar and Records Office and Table created by Edelene
Uriarte, spring 2009.

mTopic 2: All Palauan Students iii Topic 5: Palauan Student Drop-Outs

Spring Fall
2006 2006 Spring Fall

2007 2007
Spring
2008

Fall
2008

Total

Figure 3. Enrollment and Drop-out Chart
(Numbers retrieved from PCC Registrar and Records Office and chart created by
Edelene Uriarte, Spring 2009)
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The table and chart above cover the enrollment and drop-out status at PCC. It is

apparent that the number of student drop-outs is a quarter or more every semester. The

lowest drop-out rate of26 percent is shown in the fall 2006 semester and the highest is

shown in spring 2008 at 48 percent. The drop-out rate percentages are based on full time

Palauan students enrolled at PCC.

Below is a descriptive list of the cultural courses that have been offered between the

years 2006 to 2008. A cultural course is anything remotely related to Micronesia and

Palauan history, language, government, environment, custom, tradition, or that which will

include in its course agenda anything on Palauan world views and way of life. There are

seven cultural courses that have been offered within the years 2006 to 200862
• These

courses are listed as:

ED280 MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION: This course is designed to introduce interested
students and pre-service and in-service educators to the major concepts, principles,
theories, and practices in multicultural education, with a portion of the class devoted to
the exploration of the relationship of these concepts to Palauan and Micronesian cultures.

H1189 PALAUANHISTORYAND CULTURE: This course covers salient events with
emphasis on the history and evolution ofPalauan culture from 1200 CE to the present.

HI209 HISTORY OFlJ;fJCRONESIA II' This course emphasizes the post-colonial period of
Micronesia History from Spain's formal claim ofMicronesia in 1885 throughout the
German, Japanese, and American Trust Territory Administration in the present COFA
political status of Palau, FSM, and the Marshall Islands.

LSII5 JyfJCRONESIA-PACIFIC INFORMATIONRESOURCE: This course outlines a wide
variety ofresources that provide infonnation specifically about the Pacific Islands and
Pacific Island issues, with special emphasis on Palau and Micronesia. The course also
examines infOlmation resources found in Palau libraries, information centers, archives,
and museums, and covers special issues for collection development for Palau,
Micronesia, and the Pacific Region.

PW219 ADVANCED PALAUANGRAMMAR: The purpose of this course is to teach Palauan
orthography and grammar. These concepts will be taught through reading and writing

62 Palau Community College General Catalog 2004-2008. vol. XIV. Koror, Palau (p.81, 88, 90)
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exercises. It is designed for students with insufficient knowledge ofthe language's
orthography and grammar. Pre: PW 101 or fluency in Palauan

SC239 NATURAL HISTORY OF PALAU: This course covers the geological formation of the
islands ofPalau, its mangrove ecosystem, rivers and estuaries. It provides the students
with knowledge in classification ofmarine animals and plants, taxonomy ofcorals,
marine plants, invertebrates, and fish commonly found in Palau, biology of coral reef and
marine lakes and monitoring and surveying techniques for marine ecosystems, and
conservation methods for local marine resources.

SC249 ENVIRONMENTAL CONCEPTS AND ISSUES: This course introduces students to
environmental concepts and Palau issues at the local (Palauan) and global levels. The
course includes guest lecturers who will speak on a range of local environmental issues
and give an overview ofthe major themes that underlie environmental thinking today. It
will also cover some ofthe main environmental threats in the 21 st century, including
global warming, deforestation, land degradation and waste management. Students will be
required to undertake an environmental research project.

The following tables will provide the numbers ofPalauan and non-Palauan
students who emolled, finished, or dropped out of cultural courses at PCC.
Categories:

1. Total number of students including non-Palauans who enrolled in the cultural
course. (All Students = AS)

2. Total number ofPalauan students who enrolled and finished the cultural course.
(palauan Students = PS)

3. Total number ofPalauan students who enrolled but dropped out of the cultural
course. (Palauan Student Drop out = PSDO)

2

o

8

5

64

26 21 2
*Source: Numbers retrieved from PCC Registrar and Records Office and table created by
Edelene Uriarte, Spring 2009.

TABLE 5.2 SPRING 2006 CULTURAL COURSES_IIE!fBPmIWBII__
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-22 20 0

22 20 0

*Source: Numbers retrieved from PCC Registrar and Records Office and table created by
Edelene Uriarte, Spring 2009.

2

22

Topic 3 (~SDOL '

o

o

o

1

Topic 2 (PS) , :', ' ,

17

TABLE 5.4 SPRING 2007 CULTURAL COURSES-

*Source: Numbers retrieved from PCC Registrar and Records Office and table created by
Edelene Uriarte, Spring 2009.

o

1

-o

14

58 49 1
*Source: Numbers retrieved from PCC Registrar and Records Office and table created by
Edelene Uriarte, Spring 2009.

TABLE 5.5 FALL 2007 CULTURAL COURSES-
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o

o

o35

4

25

4

25

41

70 64 0

*Source: Numbers ret:tieved from PCC Registrar and Records Office and table created
by Edelene Uriarte, Spring 2009.

12934

34 29 1
*Source: Numbers retrieved from PCC Registrar and Records Office and table created by
Edelene Uriarte, Spring 2009.

The tables above represent the number of cultural courses and the number of

students enrolled in each semester. In this case the drop-out rate is not significant.

However, additional significant data can be deduced by comparing the previous table

showing the total number ofPalauan students enrolled for each semester to the

enrollment ofcultural courses in each semester. Below are examples of the difference in

numbers per semester.

The tables reveal that in:

Spring 2006, out of406 Palauan students enrolled in PCC, only 21 students were

enrolled in a cultural course.

Fall 2006, out of 500 Palauan students enrolled in PCC, only 20 students were

enrolled in a cultural course.
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Spring 2007, out of436 Palauan students emolled in PCC, only 43 students were

emolled in a cultural course.

Fall 2007, out of 463 Palauan students emolled in PCC, only 49 students were

emolled in a cultural course.

Spring 2008, out of420 Palauan students emolled in PCC, only 64 students were

emolled in a cultural course.

Fall 2008, out of428 Palauan students emolled in PCC, only 29 students were

emolled in a cultural course.

In sum, out of2,653 students emolled in years 2006 to 2008, only 226 emolled in

cultural courses. That is 8.5 percent barely making 10 percent ofthe total Palauan

student emollment population at PCC.

Given the above observations, there are possible reasons that may be deduced for

the low number ofPalauan student participants in cultural courses at PCC. First off, the

value ofculture in education has not been fully recognized at PCC and to that effect there

is no learning center where interested students may call home for their cultural studies.

Secondly, cultural courses at PCC are not mandated and students take no interest. Lastly,

students who are interested may not be supplied adequate courses in each semester given

the low number of cultural course offerings and therefore some may not be aware they

exist.

The following tables will provide a list of the 18 programs at pce, the number of

students engaged in each program, the number of students who have discontinued their

program and the percentage based on students dropping out of their programs.
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List of the 18 Programs and Coursesat PCC for the year 2008:

Air Conditioning and Refrigeration (AC), Agricultural Science (AG), Automotive
Mechanics Technology (AM), Business Accounting (BA), Business Administration
(BU), Criminal Justice (Cl), Construction Technology (CT), Education (ED),
Environmental/Marine Science (ES), Electrical Technology (ET), General Electronics
Technology (GE), Information Technology (IT), Liberal Arts (LA), Library and
Information Services (LS), Nursing Career Ladder (NU), Office Administration (OA),
Small Engine and Outboard Marine Technology (SE), Tourism and Hospitality (TH).

Categories:

1. Total number ofPalauan students engaged in each program.
2. Total number ofPalauan students who have discontinued the program.
3. Percentage based on question 1 & 2

*Top 3 most popular programs: Office Administration, Education, Liberal Arts.

TABLE 5.8 SPRING 2008 PCC PROGRAMS
Programs: 18 Topic 1 Topic 2 Percentage

AC 3 1 33%
.

AG 10 5 50%
AM 27 111 41%
BA 10 3 30%
BU 7 3 43%
CJ 11 9 82%
CT 18 7 39%
*ED 50 31 62%
ES 12 5 42%
ET 14 10 71%
GE 27 15 56%
IT 14 1 .07%
*LA 48 26 54%
LS 12 8 67%
NU 18 2 11%
*OA 86 36 42%
SE 8 2 25%
TH 39 14 36%
TOTAL 414 189 46%
*Source: Numbers were retrieved from pee's Registrar and Records Office and table created by
Edelene Uriarte, Spring 2009.
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*Top 3 most popular programs: Office Administration, Tourism and Hospitality, and Liberal

Arts.

TABLE 5.9 FALL 2008 PCC PROGRAMS
Programs: 18 Topic 1 Topic 2 Percentage

AC 2 0 0%
AG 14 3 21%
AM 30 9 30%
BA 11 2 18%
BU 8 2 25%
CJ 16 3 19%
CT 26 10 38%
ED 28 14 50%
ES 13 0 0%
ET 7 1 14%
GE 31 11 35%
IT 15 4 27%
*LA 36 14 39%
LS 4 2 50%
NU 18 5 28%
*OA 88 30 34%
SE 9 1 11%
*TH 51 14 27%
TOTAL 407 125 31%
*Source: Numbers were retrieved from PCC's Registrar and Records Office and the table
created by Edelene Uriarte, Spring 2009.

The purple table above displaying PCC's 18 programs shows that the top three

most papillar programs for year 2008 had the following drop-out rates:

Education = Spring 62 percent drop-out

Liberal Art = Spring 54 percent drop-out and Fall 39 percent drop-out

Office Administration = Spring 42 percent drop-out and Fall 34 percent drop-out

Tourism and Hospitality = Fall 27 percent drop-out

The results for spring semester 2008 reveal that 189 Palauan students from a total

of 414 registered students discontinued or dropped out of their program. That is 46
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percent, nearing half of the total population ofPalauan students enrolled in one ofPCC's

18 progranls.

Summary

In the years 2006 to 2008, the total number ofpart-time and full-time students

who enrolled at PCC was 2,653. Within those three years, 918 students, or close to 40

percent from the total dropped out from the semesters. In each semester, the number of

drop-out rates range from 26 to 48 percent; 48 percent being the highest during the spring

2008 semester. In 2008, the top three most popular programs at PCC had up to 62

percent student drop-out rates. In spring 2008, 46 percent from the total number of

students engaged in all ofPCC's programs discontinued the program entirely. These

rates are indicative of the total number ofPalauan enrollees at PCC.

However, students who enrolled in cultural courses in the years 2006 to 2008

show high success rates. Out of the total of2,653 enrollments in three years, 226

students enrolled in cultural courses. Only 5 of the 226 students within the last three

years dropped out oftheir courses.

Records have shown that a high number of PCC students lack interest in their

courses. Possibly, the cause stems from students' not indentifying comfortably with

western style academics. If a student is unable to comprehend the purpose of

conventional education, he or she will not create goals. However, if an alternative way of

learning was accessible, cultural guidance may create a more meaningful experience and

therefore become an inspiration to pursue higher education. Space ought to be created

for students who are trapped between cultures and feel they don't belong, especially if

PCC in the future wishes to retain and attract more students into the educational system.
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CHAPTER 5. PCC STUDENT SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE63

This survey questionnaire was administered at the Palau Community College.

The goal was to collect and assess the opinions and attitudes ofPalauan students

attending PCC towards culture and education. Below are charts I have created to

represent each question. Hopefully the charts will provide and communicate visually a

more comprehensive understanding to each of the questions below.

PCC survey: 146 student participants
'_., ...•.........,.." ,.." , , " .. , , , ..,

Figure 4. pec Student Population
(Numbers retrieved from PCC Registrar and Records Office and Chart created by
Edelene Uriarte, Spring 2009)

The total number ofPalauan student participants is 146. The total number of

Palauan students registered and enrolled during the fall 2008 semester was 428. Tins

number also includes part-time as well as full-time Palauan students. Therefore, the

results presented in the charts below reflect 34 percent ofthe student population at PCC

during the fall semester of'08.

63 The questionnaire survey was administered during the fall 2008 semester at the Palau Community
College. For the original form please see appendix.
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Question # 1: Pafauan cu{ture shouUfie taught in the home antiat schooC

11 Valid Percent

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

NAIl Don't Know

Agree

Strongly Agree

.,
3.41 !

I.. 2.1 I
.. 2.7

18.5
-1 1 ,

I

73.
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Figure 5. pee Survey Question 1
(Numbers retrieved from PCC Registrar and Records Office and chart created by
Edelene Uriarte, Spring 2009)

The chart shows that out of the 146 student participants, 73 percent strongly agree

and 19 percent agree as well that culture should be taught at home and at school. That is

over 90 percent of the number of student participants. Less than 6 percent of the

students don't find culture to be relevant at home and school.

Question #2: Pafauan cuCture is taught in my home.

IlValid Percent

Strongly Disagree
3.4 ~

Disagree .5

NAIl Don't know 3.4 I
Agree 37

!
Strongly Agree

0 10 20 30 40

8.6

50 60

Figure 6. pee Survey Question 2
(Numbers retrieved from PCC Registrar and Records Office and chart created by
Edelene Uriarte, Spring 2009)
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The chart shows that out of the 146 student participants, 86 percent of them

agree that they have witnessed Palauan culture in their home.

Question #3: epafauan cu{ture courses are taugfit at epee.

Strongly Disagree j
Disagree ••••••••••••••• 2 .3

NA/I Don't Know'.·•••••••••••••••••• 8.8

Agree -1•.•••••••••••••••• 26

Strongly Agree ~~~~~~,~~~--J.--J---L--J

---------

IE Valid Percent -·---l
I

o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Figure 7. PCC Survey Question 3 (Numbers retrieved from PCC Registrar and Records Office

and chart created by Edelene Uriarte, Spring 2009)

For question #3, one can see the mixed reaction ofthe students to this question.

The chart shows that 39 percent of the students either agree or strongly agree that there

are Palauan culture courses offered at PCC. However, the opposition is stronger where 9

percent is shown on the chart representing students who say that there are no Palauan

cultural courses offered at PCC, 29 percent don't know or are unsure what to say, and 23

percent disagree. This chart reveals that 61 percent of these students are either sure there

are no Palauan cultural courses, simply disagree or don't know. This chart reveals that

approximately 80 students out ofthe 146 student participants do not know that there are

cultural courses taught at PCC although the courses limited. I am suggesting that

learning Palauan at PCC is not valued when compared to other course offerings and

therefore has not been made a requirement in all the areas oflearning. I believe that

Palauan courses are mandated in his/her two year course plan before graduating from
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PCC. The next chart shows that more than half of the student participants have never

taken Palauan cultural classes at PCC. That is 58 percent who have never taken Palauan

cultural courses and 23 percent more who aren't sure how to respond to the question. It

is likely that 81 percent of the students responding to this question have never registered

for Palauan cultural classes at PCC. The chart immediately above and below reflect

similar percentages of students who are clueless to the availability of Palauan cultural

courses and thus have never taken any because they don't know they exist. However, it

also shows that 20 percent of the students are aware of the cultural courses at PCC but

have never registered for the classes.

Question #4: I liave taRgn one or more cCasses at \PCC on \Pafauan cuCture.

IJll Valid Percent

.., I I I ...I. IStrongly Disagree 9" j .. I Fe 9 29.5
-j ! I I I

o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Figure 8. PCC Survey Question 4
(Numbers retrieved from PCC Registrar and Records Office and chart created by
Edelene Uriarte, Spring 2009)

The following two charts explain the attitudes and opinions ofPCC students

towards the leaming oftheir own culture. More than 80 percent of the student

participants believe that it is important to learn Palauan culture at PCC and that it is a
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positive strength to a growing nation. Less than 16 percent from both charts strongly

express disagreement.

Question #5: It is very important to ream C1?afauan cufture in C1?ee

\I Valid Percent

5040302010o

Strongly Disagree a.7
Disagree 13

NA/I Don't Know __ 4.1
-j j I

Agree •.:•••••••• 25.3
I

Strongly Agree !~~!~~~~~~~~~!~~'~~54~.~

60

Figure 9. PCC Survey Question 5
(Numbers retrieved from PCC Registrar and Records Office and chart created by
Edelene Uriarte, Spring 2009)

Question #6: Learni11{j C1?afauan cu{ture is a positive stre11{jtfi to agrowi11{j nation

iii Valid Percent

'-._.18.6

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

NA/ I Don't Know

Agree

Strongly Agree'J~~~~~f~~~~~~~~~~~~~U6~8~.3~J

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Figure 10. PCC Survey Question 6
(Numbers retrieved from PCC Registrar and Records Office and chart created by
Edelene Uriarte, Spring 2009)
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The following three charts display a more personal viewpoint on the student's

opinions towards the depth of cultural learning and the comparison of it to one's future

goals and a foreign culture:

Question # 7: CFafauan cuEture is not ret:evant to my rife andfuture goars.

• Valid Percent

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Figure 11. pee Survey Question 7
(Numbers retrieved from pee Registrar and Records Office and chart created by
Edelene Uriarte, Spring 2009)

61 percent of the students have expressed disagreement to statement number 7.

They believe that culture is relevant to their life and future goals. 19 percent do .

not believe that Palauan culture is relevant to them personally but more importantly 20

percent of the students don't know or are not sure how culture can be relevant to their

personal lives. With positive learning and encouragement, it is possible that more than

80 percent of the students will understand how culture plays a significant role in their

lives today and tomorrow for their children.
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• 12.3

Question #8: 9I1y R,.nowfediJe ofCParauan cu{ture is Eimitetf.

• Valid Percent

Strongly Disagree

Disagree •••••••••• 24
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Agree •••••••••••••••1139
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Figure 12. pee Survey Question 8
(Numbers retrieved from PCC Registrar and Records Office and chart created by
Edelene Uriarte, Spring 2009)

Over 50 percent of the students express that their knowledge of the value of

Palauan culture is limited. The number of students who admit that they are not

knowledgeable of their own culture supports the idea of a Palauan Studies Program. If

Palauan culture is not acknowledged and enforced in the school system, students will lose

the ability to understand, learn, and pass down their culture to their children. It is

possible that culture whether it be Palauan language, history, tradition etc.. are not taught

in the home.

Although Palauan culture itself cannot be taught single handedly in the

classroom, I believe that the students can learn to value culture and therefore make the

effort to learn more whether they are at home or in school. Palauan Studies like other

programs at PCC, should be equally prioritized and Palauan cultural courses made a

requirement to the student's learning experience at PCC.
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Question #9: Learning aforeign cu{ture is more important tfian {earning my own cuEture.
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Figure 13. PCC Survey Question 9
(Numbers retrieved from pee Registrar and Records Office and chart created by
Edelene Uriarte, Spring 2009)

The answer to Question 9 strongly supports the student's belief in learning their

own culture. Close to 70 percent of the student participants believe that learning a

foreign culture over their own is not important. The students have expressed that they are

more willing to learn their own culture fIrst before learning that ofanother.

The remaining question assesses the student's opinions about a Palauan Studies

program at PCC. 54 percent of the student participants strongly agree and 25 percent

agree that there should be an independent program awarding a degree in Palauan Studies.

79 percent out of the 146 participants, meaning 115 ofthe 146 students, strongly agree

and agree that PCC should have a Palauan Studies program.
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Question #10: erhere sliouU6e an intfepetufent program awarding a degree in PaCauan Studies.

.. Valid Percent

Srongly Disagree

Disagree
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Agree •••••••• 24.71
Strongly Agree -!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~5~4~.lJ
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Figure 14. pee Survey Question 10
(Numbers retrieved from PCC Registrar and Records Office and chart created by
Edelene Uriarte, Spring 2009)

My findings from the survey show that over 50 percent of the Palauan students

attending PCC are not aware that there are Palauan cultural courses being offered.

However, their attitude towards the topic is positive because they have shown through

their answers that they believe that Palauan Studies and Palauan cultural courses are

important. In addition, the study has also revealed that the Palauan students are interested

to learn more about the value of their culture and believe that it is beneficial to their lives

and country.

Therefore, the questionnaire results have demonstrated that a majority of the

student participants understand and prioritize the importance of their culture and support

the idea of a Palauan Studies program at PCC.
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CHAPTER 6. HAWAllAN STUDIES AND PALAUAN STUDIES

Hawaiian Studies Curriculum

For this research, I chose to examine the Hawaiian Studies undergraduate

curriculum as a potential model to assist with my own creation of a Palauan Studies

curriculum. Throughout my research, I realized that although there were certain

similarities and interests in specific courses, I was also made aware that there are major

differences as well regarding how and why the invention of certain courses came to be.

Therefore, I have decided to utilize the similarities to create a curriculum based on

UH Miinoa's general requirements but with numbered credits that correspond with PCC's

two year program. The courses that I have chosen to incorporate into the curriculum are

the outcome ofa progressive study of the Hawaiian Studies curriculum at its earliest

stages to present time and my own understanding ofPalau's history and culture. This

chapter will first provide a briefhistory of Hawaiian Studies at UH Miinoa, and then will

present a curriculum chosen from the Hawaiian Studies program, a curriculum in the

PCC 2008-2012 catalog, and a curriculum representing my version of the Palauan Studies

program.

BriefHistory ofHawaiian Studies at UH Manoa

The atmosphere was filled with joy and triumph when the Center for Hawaiian

Studies building opened as described in the Pacific Newsfrom Manoa:

Beautiful skies prevailed for the long-awaited official opening of the University
of Hawai'i at Manoa's Center for Hawaiian Studies building. The opening, on 18
January, began with a kahea and blessing procession led by Kumu John Lake, a
program featuring opening remarks by dignitaries and a review of the history of
Hawaiian Studies at UH Manoa by Director Haunani-Kay Trask, and a reception.
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The evening celebrations featured a lu'au and entertainment by singers and a
number ofwell-known halaus. Throughout the day, Board ofRegent Emerita Mrs.
Gladys 'Ainoa Brandt was honored for her vision and for the encouragement that
enabled Hawaiians to fulfill their dream of a building of their own on the Manoa
campus: a building which, she said, "with its gracious, yet resolute, union with the
land about it, symbolizes the very essence of traditional Hawaiian culture.64

Today, Hawaiian Studies is established at DH Manoa under their own

Hawai'inuiakea School ofHawaiian Knowledge. Hawai'inuiakea School ofHawaiian

Knowledge consists of three programs; the Kawaihuelani Center for Hawaiian

Language, Kamakauokalani Center for Hawaiian Studies, and Ka Papa Lo'i 0 Kanewai.

However, the achievement for Hawaiian education at UH Manoa in the early days

was not trouble-free and the wait was long. Much hard work and effort was put into the

end goal. Trask who served the Center for Hawaiian Studies for nearly 10 years and is

currently a Professor, described the early beginnings of the University of Hawai'i and the

evolution of the Hawaiian Studies program:

When the University of Hawai'i began as a land-grant college of agriculture and
engineering in 1907, the Hawaiian people were in a state of utter despair...When
the college moved to Manoa Valley in 1912, the curriculum expanded to include
the usual arts and sciences courses, and by 1920 the campus was known as the
University of Hawai'i. Yet its purpose was not Hawaiian, nor was the campus
envisioned as a place where Hawaiians would gather...For the next fifty years
nearly three generations in time-the University of Hawai'i pursued its colonial
mandate to Americanize the locals. To that end, only one course was offered in
Hawaiian history and Hawaiian Language...By 1987, the Hawaiian Movement
bore fruit on the Manoa campus in the call for a Center for Hawaiian studies with
its own building and garden, with its own culturally distinctive design, and with
its own Hawaiian faculty to teach Hawaiian subjects...Thus, in 1987, began a
five-year effort to secure the Hawaiian Studies building. At first, the building was
located in the Kanewai Garden. But under the skillful leadership ofRegent Chair,

64 Pacific News from Manoa. Newsletter of the Center for Pacific Islands Studies, University of Hawai'i,
no.1 January-March 1997 "Hawaiian Studies Building Officially Open". Robert C. Kiste, Director, Letitia
Hickson, editor.
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Gladys Brandt, the building was moved to the parking lot on the high ground.65
However, the construction of the Hawaiian Studies building was delayed because
of a law suit filed by a group of former students who had enjoyed exclusive use of
the lo'i.66

She explained that the Center for Hawaiian Studies, formerly the Hawaiian

Studies Program, is committed to perpetuating the legacy ofthe Hawaiian ancestors

through "instruction research, student services, and community outreach". She described

that since its establishment in 1970 it had become the only academic program in the

world focusing on the history, culture, and traditions of the Hawaiian people. "The

center offers a B.A. in Hawaiian Studies, promotes research in Hawaiian language,

culture, history, and politics, offers a wide array of student services to all DH students of

Hawaiian ancestry, and coordinates an active program ofoutreach to the out-of-school

Hawaiian community.,,67

Looking back, the 1977-1979 DH Manoa General fuformation Bulletin shows

that the Hawaiian Studies program at the time was situated under the Liberal Studies BA

Program. Students were provided with a "wide variety ofcourses dealing with Hawaii

and the Pacific region in the Colleges of Arts and Sciences, Education, and Tropical

Agriculture." Trask described further the earlier years by explaining that for nearly a

decade (1977-1987), the Hawaiian Studies was a small program with two part-time staff

and a part-time Director occupying one room in Porteus Hall. She says that:

65 Haunani-Kay Trask, "Hawaiian Studies Building Grounbreaking" Lei 0 ka Lanakila, The Newspaper of the
Center for Hawaiian Studies. UH Manoa, 1995. p. 8
66 Ibid., 9

67 Haunani-Kay Trask, "Letter from the Director", Lei 0 ka Lanakila, The Newsletter of the Center for
Hawaii~nStudies. UH Manoa, 1990-91. p. 4
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Although a B.A. existed in the field, all but two of the required and elective
courses were in outside disciplines. With no full-time faculty, research or student
services staff, the program was little more than an office with a name. And for
Hawaiian students on canlpus, there was no place they could call their own....But,
in many ways, Kua'ana is only the most visible of our successes. In the
instructional field, the number of courses offered by Hawaiian studies has
increased from 2 to 14 while annual enrollments have soared from 10 to 260.68

Then when the 24th of July 1987 rolled around the old Hawaiian Studies program

became the Center for Hawaiian Studies in the new School ofHawaiian, Asian and

Pacific Studies (SHAPS). "This recent growth has profound implications, not only on all

ten campuses of this state university, but for revitalization ofKa Lahui Hawai'i.,,69

Moore Hall provided for five extra classrooms and offices making a new home for the

Center for Hawaiian Studies.7o

"The School ofHawaiian, Asian and Pacific Studies (SHAPS) was established in

1987 to coordinate and strengthen the university's unique and substantial resources for

Hawaiian, Asian and Pacific Studies.,,71 From then on there has been nothing less than

growth and progress as described by Young, late professor ofHawaiian history at the

University ofHawai'i, and former Director of the Masters Program at the Center For

Hawaiian Studies:

Since 1987, when the Center was created, the number of majors rose from 25 to
124 students, a 500 percent increase. The number of Hawaiian Studies graduates
steadily increased, with 22 students graduating this past year. The number of
Hawaiian Studies courses increased from 2 classes in 1987 to 14 currently.

68 Ibid., 1

69 Center for Hawaiian Studies Newsletter, Lei 0 ka Lanakila. "Mai Ke Ku'ono Mai" From the Director's
Corner, UH Manoa, 1987. p. 2
70 Center for Hawaiian Studies Newsletter, Lei 0 ka Lanakila, "Finally some Room". UH Manoa, Novemapa
1988. p.l
71 Haunani-Kay Trask, Lei 0 ka Lanakila, "Center for Hawaiian Studies, Letter from Director". UH Manoa,
1991. p.3
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Annual enrollments In Hawaiian Studies classes grew from 10 to over 550
students this year.72

The rise in numbers is claimed to have been a result of the 1986 Ka'u Task Force

report on Hawaiian studies. New suggestions such as the infusion ofmoney, faculty

positions, support staff and new teaching facilities outlined a new improved future for

Hawaiian Studies. The call for a complete makeover has attracted an enormous number

of interested DB students. 73

Two former Hawaiian Studies majors Morita and Sonoda expressed their views

and reactions towards the program. Morita said:

I graduated from the Hawaiian Studies program in 1984, after having passed all
requirements in this field of study. Yet, after hearing Dr. Lilikala
Kame'eleihiwa's talk on the cosmogonic genealogy of the Hawaiian people, I
questioned why I was never taught this aspect in such depth before. The
cosmogenic genealogies were for the Hawaiian people, their "source", their
"roots". Without this understanding, how are we to understand history thereafter
and how and why the people reacted to key events in history? It made me stop
and realize that I had been programmed to think of the Hawaiians of pre-contact
as being "lucky" to have been "discovered" and made "civilized.74

Sonoda, the second of the two former students said that the Center for Hawaiian

Studies has instilled in her a stronger sense of pride in both herself and her people. The

opportunity has given her a chance to learn about her rich Hawaiian heritage and ancient

connections to her land.75

72 Kanalu Young, Lei aka Lanakifa, "Report on the Center: Growth, Struggle, & Celebration". UH Manoa,
1995. p.l
73 The Magazine of UH Manoa, Malamalama. Vol. 21 no 1. By the staff of CHS. Winter 1997, p.14
74 Kelila Morita, "Why was I never taught this aspect in such depth before", Lei aka Lanakila, UH Manoa,
November 1989. p.7
75 Healani Sonoda, (Center for Hawaiian Studies, UH Manoa, 1998), 1
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The Hawaiian Studies Curriculum

When I examined the Hawaiian Studies curriculum, I noticed the evolution of the

Hawaiian Studies program. The beginning of the Hawaiian Studies program started with

the offering of only two courses, Hawaiian History and Hawaiian Language. When the

center was established in 1987, more courses were included to form a wider field of study

although only one degree could be awarded from majoring in Hawaiian Studies. Today,

the Hawaiian Studies program is far advanced from what it used to be. Now there are

five areas of concentration and Hawaiian Studies is under the School ofHawaiian

Knowledge, distinguishing it from the rest of the academic departments. After learning

about each progressive curriculum level throughout the years, I chose the 1988

curriculum which shows the Hawaiian. Studies curriculum a year after it became the

Center for Hawaiian Studies. The reasoning behind my decision is the belief that the

Palauan Studies program has the opportunity to incorporate more than two courses into

its curriculum but because it is still in its earlier stages, it cannot advance to mirror the

current Hawaiian Studies curriculum. The Hawaiian Studies curriculum has over the

years expanded and evolved to become more sophisticated than it once was and it will

take time for Palauan Studies to encounter the sanle experiences and reach that level.

Reasons that may explain possible differences in time and pace are the history of

Palau and its current status as a self-governing nation compar~d to Hawai'i as a state of

the U.S. In effect, cultural loss for Hawaiians is greater in degree than Palauans.

Another possible reason is that although the Palauan Studies program has been slow to

take shape, there has been no resistance from a colonial body (meaning the large number

ofpeople at PCC are Palauan) at PCC, though we should not dismiss that the institution
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is a replica of a Western system that follows the rules and regulations of the Accrediting

Commission, WASC. The final possible reason is that there has been progressive support

for this program by the Board and President ofPCC. The 2008-2012 PCC General

Catalog showcases a future Palauan Studies curriculum, and though the program has not

been implemented and most courses not yet available as explained earlier in Chapter 1,

PCC has a positive outlook towards the establishment ofa future Palauan Studies

program.

The following is a sample of the Center for Hawaiian Studies 1988 curriculum.

Center for Hawaiian Studies 1988 curriculum: Requirements for Hawaiian Studies B.A.

A. Major Requirements: 36 semester hours

Required Courses: Hawaiian 301-302; Hawaiian Studies 301, 490; History 284;

Geography 368 or Anthropology; Botany/Zoology 450 or Science 360; Art 479 or

Music 477F.

B. The remaining 12 or 13 credit hours must be taken in approved courses in one of

the following areas of concentration:

1. Traditional Society: Anthropology 350, 485; Art 479; English 480,

482; Ethnic Studies 340; Hawaiian Studies 260, 270, 398, 440, 497;

Indo-Pacific Languages 273D; and Music/Dance 312, 412, 413.

2. Arts: Art 475,479; Dance 155; English 480,482; Health, Physical

Education & Recreation 124; Music 477F; Music/Dance 312, 412,

413.
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Three other areas of concentration include History, Modern Society, and Natural

Environment. The example provided above for the first two areas show the level of the

courses as a B.A. program. However the Palauan Studies level of courses will only range

from 100 to 200 as it will only be an AA program.

My aim to create a curriculum for the Palauan Studies program at PCC has been

challenging. Simply replicating the earlier stages ofHawaiian Studies at UH Manoa is

not possible due to major social, political and historical aspects. And as the first cultural

studies at the college level, Palauan Studies will break new ground. That alone has set it

apart from the advanced programs. Therefore my focus will not be concentrated on the

movement behind the creation ofHawaiian Studies. Rather, I will narrow my focus to

the course offerings and requirements of the Hawaiian Studies curriculum. Based on the

Hawaiian Studies curriculum, I have been inspired to include similar courses that would

be relevant to Palau.

As stated earlier, the first two courses provided under Hawaiian Studies were

Hawaiian History and Hawaiian Language. History and language have significant value

to the education of Palauan students and therefore I have decided to jnclude them in my

curriculum. Native histories reveal life before Euro-American contact and post colonial

histories expose the impact after foreign contact. History also tells of the evolution of a

people and the changes that have come about it because of the factors that have worked to

shape them. For me, learning what happened to my people as imperial powers ravaged

my homeland was in many ways the beginning ofmy passion and mission to regain what

had been lost in my home country. However, Palauan history in this curriculum will

center on the Palauan and not the "other".
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Palauan language is the vehicle to our culture and must be preserved. Oral

tradition has been our connection to the past and the ancestors who lived before us.

Although the Palauan language is widely spoken in Palau today, the new generation is

not aware of its importance. I have encountered numerous cases where children who are

born and raised in Palau don't even speak or understand their native tongue.

Furthermore, during my interviews, I came across a few parents who complained that

their nephews and nieces did not speak a word of Palauan.

Although Palauan language was not banned in public nor did not come close to

extinction like that ofHawai'i, there are certain factors today that have worked to erode

the importance and practice ofour native tongue. For example, almost every Palauan

family household has a Filipino worker who is contracted as a domestic helper. This has

been seen to be most evident in Koror, the urban center, but is not limited to Koror. The

worker does household chores, one ofwhich is to babysit the children. During the week

when parents are offat work, the worker spends the entire day watching the child. The

child grows up learning the language of the worker which is mostly either broken English

as it is also her second language or on some occasions a few words in Tagalog.

Furthermore, television and the internet as well as music have also become a

major influence in a child's life not only in Palau but all over the world. I've observed

this declinein language ability at my relative's houses while I was growing up and during

my past trip back home in 2008. I have three younger cousins who won't utter a word in

Palauan although they were born and raised in Palau. However, they do speak perfect

English for their age. Their attendance at the private Seventh Day Adventist Elementary

makes sure of that. This is an example ofhow colonial influence has worked over the
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years to see that its legacy is perpetuated. In this case it's two-fold. The child continues

to learn from foreign ideals and institutions while the parent continues to aspire for that

"better" Western life. Therefore, students have to be aware of how foreign influences can

work to shape a community and hopefully learn to take necessary actions to re-shape

those influences even if at times it seems impossible.

Another course I would like to propose into my Palauan Studies curriculum is

Palauan Tradition or Traditional Customs ofPalau. From my experiences growing up

with my grandmother in the outer island ofMelekeok, I remember waking up early in the

morning or late in the afternoon to accompany her to the taro patch. Once there I would

sit and watch her cultivate her taro patch. But when I became old enough to go to school

and moved to Koror, I had no more experiences with the cultivation of taro. Those

experiences were cut off after I moved from the rural to the urban area ofPalau. The

tradition oftaro cultivation for women and fishing techniques for men are being replaced

today with foreign goods, produce businesses, and restaurants. Today, when a woman is

given the responsibility to prepare and bring food for a particular custom like the

ceremony of a first born baby or a funeral service, it is easier for her to have a food

catering service prepare it for her instead of going to the taro patch to collect and cook it

her herself as it can be time consuming. Because of the commercialization of certain

traditional foods in Palau, there has been a decrease of traditional practices such as taro

cultivation which applies to a large extent in Koror. As an example, I had the opportunity

to watch my grandmother work at the taro patch, but never had the chance to learn it for

myselfwhen I had to go away for school. This case can be applied to many young

Palauan women today most especially those who are living within this generation.
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Customs are naturally practiced today as it still is a vital part of the Palauan

culture. However, when one practices a certain custom like preparing food, or attending

a funeral service, or arranging and planning for a mother's first born ceremony, much of

the cooperation involved becomes routine. The practice becomes so regular that the

person who is performing the deed does not think ofwhat she is doing or why, she just

automatically does it. To "show face" or contribute in one way or another are important

factors that help the customs ofPalau continue to evolve and maintain relationships

between families, clans and villages. Attending a certain custom in Palau is one way of

showing reciprocity. Reciprocity is a key element to a collective society as it keeps the

cycle of a support system practiced through customs and traditions. Although Palauan

customs and traditions are widely practiced today, the meaning behind each practice is

being lost through repetitive routines as it is also affected by modem compromises. I

believe that the study behind each custom is equally significant to the practice of it.

Students can learn the reason and purpose behind the customs and traditions ofPalau

rather than simply being just a willing participant. Learning underlying meanings behind

these practices may mean having deeper appreciation for the task or role at hand. This

course instruction is more vital now that Western ideologies have permeated the

educational system.

The next course I would like to propose is Introduction to Genealogy. Learning

one's lineage from a Palauan's viewpoint has never been simple. In fact, it can become

quite confusing as families and clans have layers ofrelations that link them to a certain

lineage or family line. As a matrilineal society, an individual's source ofpower, meaning

rights to land, titles, and status, derives from his or her mother. But that's not all; it is
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actually more sophisticated. Knowing your lineage also means knowing your place and

role in a family, extended family, clan, village, and even extends Island wide. You have

a specific responsibility that is defined for you from your mother's status, your age, and

your marital status. So knowing and understanding your lineage places you in a position

and within that position, certain responsibilities are expected of you. Knowing your

lineage also means knowing your rights to certain things. If, for example, you did not

know that you have automatically inherited a piece of land that can only be passed down

through familial ties, you can lose valuable assets belonging to your family and clan.

That particular land should be passed down from your hands to the same family and clan

before your time has passed. Land, titles, and Palauan money are valuable assets that

embody power and status, but more importantly these valuables are laden with stories

that tell ofhow they were acquired and or passed down through time. Through your

lineage, specific items will be handed down to you in trust. Protecting your family assets

and passing them down to the next generation keeps your family's history alive and

without those certain things, memories ofyour ancestors that helps define your role and

preserve your identity in a community will cease to exist.

Contemporary Palau is a course I have deemed significant to the learning

experience of any student. This course will focus on the current government and its

evolution through time including dependency and sovereignty issues; it will focus on the

economy and tourism, political agendas and globalization, and case studies of similar

socio-political histories in the Pacific. Students will learn how to tackle contemporary

issues, define underlying problems, and recognize how foreign constructs and
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philosophies have effected and situated Palau. Understanding the problem is the fIrst step

to fInding a solution.

Palauan Epistemology is a course that would explain fIrst the defInition of

epistemology. Introduced by James Frederick Ferrier, a Scottish philosopher, the concept

of epistemology is more abstract than concrete. However, to safeguard our epistemology

against foreign claims of existence, authenticity, and identity, students would need to

understand the political, economical, cultural, philosophical, and theoretical forces

driving these issues. Epistemology is answered through these questions: 1.) What is

knowledge?, 2.) How is knowledge acquired?, 3.) What do people know?, and 4.) How

do we know what we know?

The fInal course I will propose for the Palauan Studies curriculum is titled Oral

History and Tradition. This course will survey an array ofPalauan stories, legends,

folklore, proverbs, poems, and the traditional metaphors symbolized in each traditional

story. Discussions will center on three subjects. The fIrst focus will discuss the

importance of oral history and tradition; the second on listening and learning Palauan

values from the oral stories; and third will require students to experience the stories fIrst

hand by visiting the sites where the stories took place..

The Belau Creation stories presented in chapter 7 will demonstrate an example of

this course description. They can be used as a tool for teaching in the Palauan Studies

program at PCC. In the context ofPalauan culture, oral traditions are vital to the survival

of the Palauan worldview and way of life. They have become our only true link to our

past. Oral traditions explain our cosmology and lead us to the answers for the future.

Oral stories connect us to our ancestors so that we might relive their legacy and retell
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their stories. Oral tradition inspires love for the people who lived before us, motivates us

to protect the land, sea, and sky surrounding us, and encourages appreciation, gratitude,

and pride for the past and the identity we must uphold today.

For example, students can learn how the cultivation oftaro was first created, the

beginning of natural birth, traditional fishing practices, and human sacrifices; the gift of

reciprocity, the value of Palauan money, revelation of the origin of the first blueprint of

the men's "bai", and the establishment of our sophisticated hierarchical system and the

council of chiefs; our interactions with the gods, the sky and ocean, and the stars above

us; or they can follow and trace the markings of Orachel 's journey, and learn to

appreciate the meanings behind the names of lands, rock islands, mountains, rivers and

stars. Rather than learning only within the classroom, these stories can provide an

alternative environment for learning. Additionally, the students can expand on the stories

to practice and continue what they've learned. As an example, a teacher can take the

students out to the taro patch and teach the skills ofcultivating taro and or the techniques

of fishing. The Belau Creation Stories reveal a culture that is sophisticated and full of

life as you will see in the following chapter. They are layered with more meanings still

waiting to be uncovered. Ifmore time is spent learning from them, we will have a better

understanding ofwho we are and where we came from thus building a more secure sense

of identity.

Having a secure sense of identity is being confident in who you are as a Palauan.

One critical factor I thought was essential through the development ofPalauan Studies at

PCC is that the students can hopefully learn that their culture, their identity, their country,

and their way of life is unique andjust as important as any other. Myhope is that
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through the Palauan Studies program, students may begin to take value in who they are

and the culture from which they come. Rather than running exhaustedly after a culture

that's not theirs, maybe they can learn to appreciate and fmd a new meaning in the one

they already have. I suggest that we cannot protect our heritage unless we learn to love

and embrace it. I believe that it is crucial for the future success ofPalau that the students

at PCC learn all there is about themselves and their homeland. The survival of the nation

and its culture depend upon it.

The following pages will provide PCC's existing curriculum and my version of

the Palauan Studies curriculum.
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PCC's Palauan Studies Curriculum

This is the introduced version of the Palauan Studies curriculum in the 2008
2012 PCC Catalog:

Palauan Studies (PW): The program is designed to provide students with
technical knowledge, skills andproper work attitudes/habits necessaryfor employment or
for pursuit ofa higher education infields such as Pacific Islands Studies, anthropology,
art, music, education, urban and regional planning. The programfocuses on Palauan
society and its dynamic cultural, social, andpolitical interactions that link it locally and
globally.

Associate ofApplied Science

Required General Education Courses:

SS 100 Introduction to College 1
CO 110 Introduction to Communication 3
MA 105 Intermediate Algebra 3
SS 129 Intro to Sociology 3
SC 239 Natural History ofPalau 4

HPCore 2

16

Program Courses:

PW 105 Intro to Genealogy 3
PW 189 Palauan Literature 3
PW 219 Advanced Palauan Grammar 3
PW 223 Palau Economy 3
PW 225 Palau Government: Evolution 3
PW 227 Palau Constitution 3
PW 240 Palauan Traditional Course Topics 5
CS 100 Computer Literacy 3
EN 112 Freshman Composition 3
HI 189 Palauan History & Culture 3
IT 105 PC Office Applications 3
SC 249 Environmental Concepts & Issues 4
SS 149 Intro to Political Science 3
SS 179 Intro to Social Anthropology 3
SS 229 Contemporary Social Problems 3

48
Total Credits Required = 64
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TABLE 6.1 MY VERSION OF THE PALAUAN STUDIES CURRICULUM
Palau Community College

AssociatedArts in Palauan Studies fA.A. De~ reel
*General Requirements Course Credit(s) Grade Sem.

PCC100 Intro to College Life 1
ENG 100 or ENG 101 (Choose one) English 3
Composition I
ENG 102 English Composition II 3
COM 101 Intro to Communications 3
CS 103 Intro to Computers 3
MA 100 or MA 101 (Choose one) Applied 3
Mathematics (Or any course equivalent to
applied Mathematics i.e. Business,
Statistics, etc.)
PSY 101 PsycholoQY 3
SO 101 or PH 100 (Choose one) Sociology 3
or Philosophy

*General reqUirements course establishes the foundation reqUirements Into the program major.
All courses taken in the general requirements must be passed with a grade point average of at

least 2.0.

**Natural Sciences Requirements Course Credit(s) Grade Sem.
810 101 with Lab Biology w/lab 4
PHY 100 or CHE 101 with Lab (Choose 4
one)
GEO 102 or ANTH 101 3
** Natural sCiences reqUirements may be taken durmg the second semester. Two courses of the
three listed may be taken: Biology, Physics, or Chemistry with lab. A course in Geography or
Anthropology is also recommended.

*Source: Center for Rawallan Studies, 2008 DR Manoa Catalog, and KCC's Two Year Plan Fonnat.

Additional Requirements Course Credit(s) Grade Sem.
History course other than Pacific History 3
(100 level or higher)
PAC 101 or PAC 102 Pacific History 3
(Choose one)
Fine Arts course (Ceramics, Music, 30r6
Drawing, Foreign Language (II and II),
Photography, etc.)

Major Requirements Course Credit(s) Grade Sem.
PW 102 Palau Pre-Colonial History 3
PW 103 Contemporary Palau 3
PW 201 Introduction to Genealogy 3
PW 220 Palauan Epistemology 3
PW 255 Palauan Language 3
PW 260 Traditional Customs of Palau 3
PW 265 Oral History and Tradition 3
TOTAL CREDITS 63..
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As mentioned previously in chapter one, although the curriculum in the 2008

2012 single PCC catalog is not official, my version of the Palauan Studies curriculum

does not hope to replace, enhance, or improve it. I had decided early on to create a

Palauan Studies curriculum that would reflect and symbolize the end product ofmy thesis

project. The curriculum I have created is an interpretation of a prospective model

personally influenced by my experiences and inspired by the RWST bachelor program at

DR Manoa. In addition, as a DR Manoa student, I want to provide an academic plan for

PCC students who plan to further their education. From my curriculum, they would have

an idea ofDR Manoa's first two year requirements. These are the general requirements,

natural science requirements and the additional requirements necessary for the first two

year completion of courses as you have seen in my proposed curriculum. For example,

the first two years at DR Manoa may require Math, English, or History 101. Students at

PCC may attempt to if they are available, enroll in these courses so that if they plan to

further their studies in a similar program at DR Manoa, they are conscious of the

required courses.
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CHAPTER 7. THE BELAU CREATION STORIES

Discussion of the Belau Creation Stories in this chapter will attempt to present a

traditional worldview of the Palauan people. The Belau Creation stories were borrowed

from a Palauan book titled Belau: Uchelel Belau er a Uab el me er a Miladeldil (Palau:

Begi1111ing ofPalau from Uab to Miladeldil).76 The book was authored by a Palauan,

Steve Umetaro, and published in 1974 by the Department ofEducation in Palau. It

consists of 14 chapters and includes illustrations. All the illustrations are the work of

Margo Vitarelli and have been recorded under the List ofFigures in the begi1111ing of the

thesis. I am honored that the Department ofEducation in Palau, Steve Umetaro's family,

and Margo Vitarelli, have approved my usage of this book in my thesis. The Belau

Creation Stories may be found in the appendix.

Early in the book, Umetaro acknowledges a group ofrespected and

knowledgeable elder men who told their stories from memory. The names of the Palauan

elders who collectively shared their stories for the compilation of this book are:

Ngiraklang Malsol ofNgeremlengui, Ngirchomtilou Ngemaes ofImeliik, Uchelmekediu

Ngireblekuu ofBeliliou, Rebes Ngiratecheboet ofImeliik, Rengulbai Uchermeleklof

Imeliik, Bilung Lalo ofBeliliou, and others not mentioned who helped with bits and

pieces of the stories.

In Chapter 6 as part ofmy Palauan Studies curriculum, I proposed possible

courses for the program. One ofthe proposed courses was Oral History and Tradition.

As mentioned earlier in that section, the Belau Creation Stories, which are collective oral

76 Steve Umetaro, Be/au: Uche/e/ Be/au er a Uab e/ me er a Milade/di/ (Palau Department of Education,
1974).
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stories that have been written and compiled into 14 chapters, will be applied as teaching

material for Oral History and Tradition. I would like to have specifically, stories that

have been passed down through the word ofmouth to be incorporated in the course, and

fortunately the stories were recorded in a book for public use. Oral History and

Tradition is an example of one of the potential courses for the program, Palauan Studies.

When I came across Belau: Uchelel Belau er a Uab el me er a Miladeldil I was

instantly captivated by the originality ofthe material. It was written in Palauan and the

illustra,tions did a great job ofdepicting the characters in the stories. As I began reading,

I realized that this book was not like the others because it wasn't just a cluster ofPalauan

stories accumulated to form a book like so many other versions.

It was a story that portrayed in detail the creation ofBelau from before the

islands were formed all the way to Miladeldil. While reading the book, I began to realize

how limited my knowledge was about the history ofmy culture and then wondered how

many more Palauans were in the same boat. In each chapter from first to last, I learned

something new. It was not enough after seeing and learning what I did from the book to

simply recommend it for the course Oral History and Tradition. It became important for

me to showcase it in this thesis so that both Palauans and non-Palauans may see and

understand through my lens that we have inherited a life existence of story-telling

peoples, lineages and epistemologies. And that our cosmogonical narratives may defy

contemporary and conventional theories of school, church, science and governance.

Thus, my cousins Tau'o Ngirmeriil, Omally Ngirachitei and I, with the help of

our families at home sat down to translate to English the entire book. We were equipped

with Palauan-English and English-Palauan dictionaries as our goal was to translate the
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book word for word. However, although we tried our best there will surely be errors in

our translation and for that our sincere apologies. We welcome and are open to guidance

and advice from anyone who may have more knowledge on a particular section or

chapter of the book.

In chapter 4 I listed cultural courses that have been offered within the years 2006

to 2008. These are courses that would have anything remotely related to Palauan history,

language, government, environment, custom, tradition, or that which will include in its

course agenda anything on Palauan world views and way of life. They were: ED280

Multicultural Education, HI189 Palauan History and Culture, HI209 History of

Micronesia II, L8115 Micronesia-Pacific Information Resource, PW219 Advanced

Palauan Grammar, SC239 Natural History ofPalau, and SC249 Environmental

Concepts and Issues.

One key element that would differentiate Oral History and Tradition with the

other available courses at PCC is the focus and place of instruction. Course materials

will be based exclusively on stories passed down through the word ofmouth and books

documented from oral stories. A successful session would be to have guest lecturers

known to have knowledge on Palauan history and culture to impart their stories and pass

down the skills and secrets of certain traditions outside ofthe classroom. There will be

no specific space for instruction because while the elders are teaching the techniques of

fishing or cultivating taro, the location for instruction may be on the sea or at the taro

patch. It is very important that students learn using Palauan methods and not Western.

Our students have to believe that our oral traditions are real and valid in one form

or the other because once we replace and define them otherwise with foreign concepts
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and histories, the stories of our past will no longer hold the power of truth. My hope is

that through the Palauan Studies program, the students at PCC will be able to revive and

continue learning and practicing Palauan language, history, and culture. Since the arrival

offoreign ships to the Island ofBelau, Palauan culture, history, and language have been

repeatedly replaced with the ideals of numerous colonial superpowers. Once Palau had

, achieved self-governance it was too late because foreign influence had entrenched itself

deep within the cultural structure ofPalauan history and daily life. After Palauans

learned that prestige came with the,adoption of foreign education and values, there was

no turning back. One of the main colonial tools was the use of the book or written word

to override the Palauan language; as a consequence perpetuation of our culture and belief

system was undermined.

The Belau Creation stories can serve as a stimulant for the revival of oral tradition

and culture. Embedded within these stories, the Palauan before Euro-American contact

comes back to life. It is a form of resistance, survival, and continuity in all things

Palauan. This alternative route will supply raw and revealing stories ofPalau unlike the

typical writings and theories of anthropologists and scientists who attempt to analyze and

report a culture from a foreign cultural view.

The purpose will not be to simply establish an academic program but to also

utilize the program for teaching and learning who Palauans are. We must preserve

through remembrance the creation of our land, people, and culture and by revisiting and

tracking down the markers ofplaces and peoples from the stories handed down to us.

Oral stories are our only true connection to our past. That is why the Belau Creation
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story is essential to this paper. It will enable us to understand where we came from and

provide a fuller appreciation and understanding of our identity as Palauans.

Hopefully, while reading all 14 chapters, the reader can grasp and embrace the meanings

behind each story and consequently be an agent for cultural perpetuation and

preservation.

The following pages supply brief summaries of each chapter of the Belau

Creation stories. Every chapter is a story ofa certain character(s). Each character is

defined with a particular name but after a series of event(s) the names are exchanged or

transformed again into another name and in certain situations events may change

according to each name.

The purpose of the book Belau: Uchelel Belau er a Uab el me er a Miladeldil is

to explain how the old and new Belau was created. At the same time the land and

villages were being created, the book illustrates how certain important customs in Belau

culture came to be. These explanations are eluCidated within story form through

characters. As each character transforms, a new story is told to reveal how a certain place

name was created, or why certain animals such as fish, birds, and snakes are relevant to

Palauan culture today, and why mountains, rivers, and rock islands have become land

marks. Each new creation reveals the origin ofBelau's seascape and landscape.

Furthermore, it explains the association ofhow the sky and the earth are interrelated as

the first beings on land and water were created by the sky god himself.

Chapter one tells the story ofhow Latmikaik, the birth mother, as ordered by the

sky god, gave birth to the first people who roamed the earth. They were part human and

part fish. They had super human powers and thus their actions differentiated them from
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humans today. The body parts of one ofLatmikaik's children named Uab, formed the

earlier land areas of Belau. The other land areas were created during Belau's new second

world. Another child named Tellebuu gave birth to 3 children. The first male defmes the

role of the male in Belau customs, the second is female and defmes the role offemales in

customs, and the third is a female symbolizing the clan. The first chiefs were created by

the god of the sky to maintain peace and governance on land. As the population grew,

the descendants ofLatmikaik began to migrate to other areas forming additional societies.

When Tellebuu transformed to Dirramelkotk and then Mengailuodel, she ascended to the

sky and produced the Belauan year. During a later time, one of Tellebuu's daughters

gave birth to 4 siblings creating the first four clans in Belau.

Chapter two tells the story ofwhat happened to Uab after he fell to create Belau.

As his spirit rose, it transformed to Diramellomes, then to Dlidechuu, and Illuochel. Each

name tells a story and from these transformations the origin of significant customs are

revealed. One of them shows how the technique of cultivating taro was created.

Chapter three tells the story of Illuochel giving birth to two sons,

Mengidabrudkoel and Tellames. She changed her name to Dirrachedebesungel and

taught her son the process of natural child birth.

Chapter four tells the story ofhuman sacrifices during the olden days through

Mengidabrudkoel.

Chapter five tells the story ofcertain distinguished traits of fishes and the caring

and love a son has for his mother.

Chapter six tells the story ofreciprocity through Dirrachedebesungel who became

Dirrabkau and introduced the basic staples ofPalau-fish and taro.
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Chapter seven tells the story of how Dirrabkau died from the flood and rose

again. Hence her new name Miladeldil who will give birth to the new world.

Chapter eight tells the story ofMiladeldil as she gave birth to four new land areas

made of stone. These are Imeungs, Melekeak, Ngerebungs and Orear. These lands were

created during the second world and have since then been the villages of the highest

chiefs in Palau. The council of chiefs was created during the second world to govern the

new world. Miladeldil transformed one last time to Dirrabkerus and gave birth to two

sons, Techatiei and Kautechang.

Chapter nine tells the story of fishing as a source of food and the superstitious

beliefs behind the tradition.

Chapter ten tells the story ofPalauan money and its value in Palauan customs. In

addition, it describes why lineage is important in Palauan culture.

Chapter eleven tells the story of the origin of the first blueprint used for the

construction of a bai or men's meeting place, and an example of a funeral ceremony.

Chapter twelve tells the story ofhow the first exchange ofPalauan money for

building "bai's" and homes took place and defmed the designation ofone's place in a bai

according to rank and hierarchy. This story explains why there are certain seating

arrangements in a bai today. In addition, this story also tells ofhow our ancestors left

their markings as they travelled from one place to another. In this case or story, it is the

markings of Orachel who was born from a snake mother. The story also tells of

markings in the sky, more specifically the meaning behind the location of certain star

clusters, and one that is specifically named Telenguulau.
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Chapter thirteen andfourteen tell the story ofhow certain Palauan money

acquired distinctive appearances and shows an example ofhow they were used in

customs. The last story tells how the last land area, Ngcheangel was created.
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FINAL THOUGHTS

The knowledge and cultural values I learned growing up in Palau are invaluable

as much as they are also the polar opposite to the highly westernized culture in the formal

education of Palau. The dominant role Palau Community College has in the education of

Palauan students concerns me. I seek to decolonize the system by supporting the idea

that a Palauan Studies program should be established at PCC. It is my hope that through

the Palauan Studies program, the knowledge gained from my grandmother and many

others like her is perpetuated.

Earlier in this thesis, I discussed how it was important for Palauan Studies to

recognize the political, economical, and cultural aspects of Western ideologies to Palau

and Palauan education. I recommended that for Palauan Studies to be truly independent

ofwestern theories and concepts the indigenous viewpoint should be respected and

accepted. I demonstrated how our cultural system is founded upon the core values of

Palauan epistemology and proposed that the framework for Palauan Studies, center

around our core values. In essence, our core values - respect, humility~ and reciprocity,

should be highlighted in all the course instruction.

I began the research project by revealing how colonialism was instrumental in the

development of contemporary Palau. And more importantly how foreign philosophies

and fundamentals has shaped PCC. For example, the incorporation of the English

language into our educational system has replaced the Palauan language in course

instruction and has sadly become detrimental to our way of life and core values.
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Thaman describes this characteristic in other schools ofthe Pacific. She says that

in Pacific schools and tertiary institutions, "teaching and learning in a foreign or second

language is the rule rather than the exception. In the case of the University of the South

Pacific (USP) for example, this is the reality for more than 90 percent of all students. As

a schoolteacher and later university lecturer, it is often sad for me to watch students

struggling to malce sense oflectures and/or examination questions let alone composing

well written and meaningful answers in a language in which they are not fluent.,,77

Historically, foreign policy makers have over the years led a campaign modernizing

rather than preserving the native way of life.

According to A. Taufe'ulungaki and C. Benson's "Tree a/Opportunity", Pacific

learners are usually right-brain dominated and not left-brain. Right-brain learners are

creative, people-focused, and understand the holistic and circular approaches and not the

abstract, compartmentalized, and issues-focused thinking. Rather than the verbal

instruction method used in the classrooms today, Pacific indigenous strategies utilize

observation, imitation and trial and error.78 When PCC first opened its doors to the

public until as recently as the year 2000, there were no course offerings on cultural

education. Data had revealed that within the last ten years there have been no more than

five cultural courses incorporated into the college system.

School assessments in the Pacific Island nations are also an area of conflict.

Using standardized testing to determine, predict, and rank students aptitude is illogical.

These tests forces students into placements and selections not suitable for them.

77 Thaman, 2009, 3.
78 A. Taufeulungaki and C. Benson, Tree of Opportunity, (University of the South Pacific: Suva, Fiji, 2002
[Quoted in Thaman, 2009, 3.])
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Standardized testing has beenjudged invalid and inappropriate for the majority ofPacific

students especially those from indigenous and rural commlmities.79 "Consequently,

many are destined to fail, especially rural students where English (or French) is a foreign,

second, third or even fourth language as is the case in some countries such as Papua New

Guinea, Vanuatu, and Solomon Islands".8o Schools have to take this into serious

consideration. They need to find alternative methods ofexamining student assessment

and evaluation.

Records report that close to 50 percent ofPCC students are dropping out from

their courses and programs. Provided information during my research reveal that the

highest number of school dropouts occurred during the spring semester after students

received their Pell grant. Pell grants constitute an educational federal grant program

sponsored by the U.S. Department ofEducation. They are awarded to undergraduate

students who have low-income status and not require repayment. Casual interviews with

a few students affirmed that the Pell grant money was indeed used for purposes other

than education. During the following semester, students would register and apply for the

grant again anticipating the spring award. The same process was repeated yearly. Filed

records have demonstrated that PCC students have no confidence in the educational

system and the federal funding that postulated success for education actually exacerbated

the problem.

A questionnaire assessing the opinions and attitudes ofPalauan students was

administered at the Palau Community College. The results confirm that a majority ofthe

79 U.L. Fasi, "Bilingualism and Learning Mathematics in English as a Second Language in Tonga"
(Unpublished PhD Thesis: University of Reading, UK, 1999 [Quoted in Thaman 2009, 2.])
80 Thaman, 2009, 3.
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student participants acknowledge the importance of a Palauan Studies program at the

college level. Although over half of the student participants are not aware of existing

cultural courses at PCC, they believe that cultural courses should be a priority. They

supported the idea that the implementation of cultural courses is beneficial to their

learning experience and therefore beneficial to the future of their country. Furthermore,

they expressed interest in cultural education and support the establishment of a Palauan

Studies program.

The version of a Palauan Studies curriculum proposed in this project was inspired

from the Hawaiian Studies program and is an interpretation ofUH Manoa's academic

requirements. The curriculum proposed courses that are Palauan centered and culturally

appropriate for PCC students. In addition, the curriculum seeks to create colonial

awareness by proposing history courses and contemporary Palauan courses. The goal of

the curriculum is to have students recognize how Western domination has highly

influenced Palau and more particularly the educational system they are a part of; and to

redirect students' train of thought to re-evaluate the status quo and to understand the

significance their culture, epistemology, genealogy, language, history and customs, play

in the globalizing world.

To support the need for a Palauan centered curriculum I provided the Belau

Creation Stories as examples for course instruction. The original text is written in

Palauan and I translated the entire book to English for those who have lost their Palauan

language and non-Palauan people. In the book the core values ofPalauan epistemology

and the Palauan worldview is richly demonstrated.
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It is important to note that colonial history did transform education in the islands

but that it is more crucial now than ever to repossess it. This research project has

demonstrated that it is essential for PCC to have a program that would promote an

alternative learning environment and curriculum. It is imperative that the Palauan

Studies program, a decolonizing process, recreates a place where students can be nurtured

and empowered through traditional forms ofknowledge. And it is equally important that

the Palauan Studies program remains culturally sensitive and maintains a learning

environment that is independent of western philosophies, ideologies, and policies. Only

then can we say we have truly reclaimed the education of our children.

Antonina Antonio, Antonia Orrukem, Myote1 Kloulchad, and Ilek Iskawa have

been devoting their mornings and afternoons advocating and educating Palauan culture

and customs to youngsters at the PCC bai [traditional house]. The mechas [elderly

women] enthusiastically try to instill Palauan values as they believe it is the only way to

"retain heritage and to be true Palauans". One of the mechas stated, "It is important to

make the time to teach Palauan culture and customs and to organize more cultural

programs in order to educate the youth because in ten to twenty years, our heritage may

no longer exist.,,81

81 Palau Community College Weekly Newsletter, Mesekiu's News. Vol. 10 no. 29. "eulturallnstructors
Strong Advocates ofPalauan Heritage", PCC, 2008. p.l
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APPENDIX A: pee STUDENT SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

Project Title: Embracing Indigenous Ways of Knowing and Learning: Promoting Palauan
Epistemologies in the Classroom

The reason for this information is to gather and assess data pertaining to culture from the Palauan
students ofPCC. The results will be compared with other data gathered through different

methodologies and in the end will be utilized as significant information towards the
comprehension of, and fulfillment ofPalauan culture in the program- Pacific Island Studies at UH

Manoa.
Principal Investigator: Edelene O. Uriarte

MA Program/Department: Pacific Island Studies at the University ofHawaii
This Questionnaire is for research purposes. Data gathered from this survey is confidential and
the participants will remain anonymous.

1. State your gender _
2. State your age _
3. State your chosen major _
4. Define Palauan culture: (what is your idea ofPalauan Culture)-

Please circle the number next to the question that would best suite your answer.

1
STRONGLY

AGREE

2
AGREE

3
DISAGREE

4
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

5
Not

Applicable!
I don't know

I. Palauan culture should be taught in the home and at
school. .
2. Palauan culture is taught in my
home .
3. Palauan culture courses are taught at
PCC ..
4. It is very important to learn Palauan culture in
PCC .
5. Learning Palauan culture is a positive strength to a growing
nation ..
6. I have taken one or more classes at PCC on Palauan
culture .
7. Palauan culture is not relevant to my life and future
goals .
8. My knowledge ofPalauan culture is
liInited ..
9. Learning a foreign culture is more important than learning my own
culture .

10. There should be an independent program awarding a degree in Palauan
Studies....

11. Comments, ideas, thoughts:
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1,2,3,4,5

1,2,3,4,5

1,2,3,4,5

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

1,2,3,4,5

1,2,3,4,5

1,2,3,4,5

1,2,3,4,5

1,2,3,4,5

1,2,3,4,5



APPENDIX B: REGISTRAR AND RECORDS QUESTIONS
AND ANSWERS

Palauan-Cultural courses/classes-This means classes that students

can register and enroll into at PCC that teach pretty much anything

that has to do with Palau. For example: Palauan language, history,

environment; culture, etc ...

These questions are asked for Years 2006-2008 Spring and Fall
semesters. There is a total of 10 Questions.

1. Total number ofPalauan students who were registered and
emolled at PCC in any classes(not necessarily Palauan
Cultural classes).

2. Total number ofPalauan drop-outs(ex: dropped out of school
and the entire semester and never came back to class/school
for that semester.)

3. Total number of full- time Palauan students who were
registered and emolled in any classes(not necessarily Palauan
Cultural classes).

4. Total number ofpart-time Palauan students who were
registered and emolled in any classes(not necessarily Palauan
Cultural classes).

5. Total number of all the students(this includes those who are
also not Palauan)
who were registered and emolled at PCC in any classes(not

necessarily Palauan-Cultural classes).

6. a. Total number ofPalauan-Cultural classes that were actually
being taught and not discontinued (for example some teachers decide
not to teach a class anymore so it's written on the course offering but
the class was actually discontinued because there was lack of students

or teachers or...)

b. Spell out the name ofeach Palauan-Cultural class and supply a

short description of it(this means what is the class about),

c. Total number ofPalauan students who registered, emolled, and
finished the Palauan-Cultural class.

d. Total number ofPalauan students who registered and emolled
but decided to drop out of the Palauan-Cultural class.
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e. Total number of all students who registered and enrolled in the

class including foreigners.

There are 22 Programs and Courses Offered at PCc. The answers
for the questions below are based on those 22 Programs and Courses
at PCc.

7. What is the total of all ofthe students enrolled and registered in

each ofthe 22 Programs and Courses including non-Palauans.

8. What is the total of only Palauan students enrolled and registered

in each ofthe 22 Programs and Courses.

9. What is the total number ofdrop-outs in each of the 22 Programs

and Courses including non-Palauans.

10. What is the total number of only Palauan drop-outs in each of the

22 Programs and Courses at PCC.
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APPENDIX C: INFLUENTIAL MEMBERS OF PCC

Below is a list of some of the earliest members who worked to affect Palau

education in the college sector. This is a list that acknowledges some ofthe Palau

members who had direct and indirect contribution to the impact ofPalau's Community

College. The names below were retrieved from the Micronesian Occupational Center,

Micronesian Occupational College and Palau Community College Catalogs beginning

from 1974 to 2012.

Micronesian Occupational Center/College:

1. Mr. David Ramarui, Director ofMOC 1974 under the Trust Territory Department
of Education.

2. Reverend Billy Kuartei, representing Palau 1978-1987 under the Board of
Regents.

3. Reverend Billy Kuartei acting as Vice-Rector 1978 under the Officers of the
Board.

4. Mr. Wilhelm R. Rengiil, President 1978-1987 under the Administrative Officers
of the Micronesian Occupational College.

5. Mrs. Mary W. Sumang as Administrative Officer 1978 under the Administrative
Officers of the Micronesian Occupational College.

6. Mr. Francis Matsutaro, Dean ofInstruction 1985, President 1987-1998, under the
Administrative Officers of the Micronesian Occupational College and Palau
Community College.

7. Mr. Mario Katosang, Dean of Students 1985, Dean of Instruction 1987-1992,
under the Administrative Officers of the Micronesian Occupational College.

8. Mr. Elbuchel Sadang, Dean ofBusiness 1985-1990, Dean ofAdministration
1990-1992 under the Administrative Officers of the Micronesian Occupational
College.

9. Mrs. Dahlia Katosang, Director ofFinancial Aid 1985-1992 under the
Administrative Officers of the Micronesian Occupational College.

10. Mr. JolmsonToribiong, representing Palau 1987 under the College ofMicronesia
Board ofRegents.

11. Kenzi L. Mad, Dean of Students 1987-1992 under the Micronesian Occupational
College Administration.

12. Katherine Kesolei, representing Palau 1990 under the College ofMicronesia
Board ofRegents.
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Palau Community College

1. Masa-Aki Emesiochel, Chairman-Board of Trustees 1994-2004, Vice Chairperson
2004-2012.

2. Bilung Gloria G. Salii, Vice Chairperson-Board of Trustees 1994-2004.
Chairperson 2004-2012.

3. Yukiwo Dengokl, Secretary/Treasurer-Board ofTrustees 1994,1996,1998
4. Yoichi Rengiil, Member-Board of Trustees 1994,1996,1998
5. Francis Matsutaro, President-Executive Committee Member 1994,1996
6. Mario Katosang, Vice President, Education Training-Executive Committee

Member 1994,1996,1998,2000
7. Valeria Toribiong, Director, Development-Executive Committee Member 1994,

Secretary/Treasurer-Board ofTrustees, 2004-2012.
8. Leo Ben Teriong, Director, Human Resources-Executive Committee Member

1994,1996,1998,2000
9. Jay Olkeriil, Director, Development-Executive Committee Members 1996-2004,

Interim Vice/ President, Administration 2004-2012.
10. Dr. Emais Robert, Secretary/Treasurer-Board of Trustees 2000, Member 2004-

2012.
11. Mr. Patrick Tellei, President-Executive Committee Members 1999-2012
12. Mr. BukEmil Ramarui, Member-Board of Trustees 2004-2012
13. Ms. Alvina Timarong, Dean ofAcademic Affairs 2008-2012
14. Ms. Marensia Edward, Dean of Students 2008-2012
15. Mr. William O. Wally, Dean of Continuing Education 2008-2012
16. Mr. Armstrong Debelbot, Director of Development 2008-2012
17. Ms. Kuye Belebai, Project Director, Upward Bound 2008-2012
18. Mr. Tchuzie Tadao, Project Director, Upward Bound Math and Science 2008

2012
19. Mr. Clement Kazuma, Director ofPhysical Plant 2008-2012
20. Ms. Vernice Rechebei, Project Director, Student Support Services 2008-2012
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APPENDIX D: GRAPH OF BELAU CREATION STORY
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APPENDIX E: BELAU CREATION STORIES

FIRST WORLD: The Creation of Belau
------------------------------ -

Belau Creation Story: Chapter I

"Kim/Clam ofLukes"

Long, long, ago, before there were people and the ocean was without life, "Uchelianged"
(god ofthe sky) saw the emptiness and said "let there be land!" Immediately, the mekaeb (ocean
floor) rose up forming a lukes (shallow reef), and a single clam emerged.

"Latmikaik"

The clam grew and grew on the lukes. And within that clam, there was a parasitic
creature much like the shrimp that lives in clams today. It was called Latmikaik. Latmikaik grew
and grew and soon became pregnant. Her stomach grew and grew, and soon it was time for her to
give birth. However, she could not give birth. Uchelianged saw this and said "let there be
currents, strong winds, and rough waves!" When the currents, winds, and waves appeared,
Latmikaik was agitated into giving birth. That is how the "debel a redil" (women's current) was
created. This ocean and its currents display how Latmikaik's sac of amniotic fluid exploded on to
lukes (reef). That is why when fish are born there is a great wind that follows the birth.

When Latmikaik gave birth, she gave births to fish that were part human. They were fish
in the ocean, but humans on land. Latmikaik kept giving birth. Soon the reef was over populated,
so she said to her children "Go and dredge the ocean floor and make yourselves another land to
live on!" That is how the island ofNgeaur (Angaur) was created. Since Latmikaik's children had
to dredge the ocean floor to build their new home, Ngeaur is an island without reefs.

"Latmikaik's Children"

Latmikaik gave birth to three more children, Uab, Uchererak, and Tellebuu. Tellebuu was
the only female. Uchererak ascended to the sky. Uab and his sister, Tellebuu, drifted away in the
currents to "Bai er Ngebeanged" (men's meetin
Ngeaur. Uab and Tellebuu lived
in Ngetelkou and the people of
Ngetelkou fed them. Uab grew
ever so quickly. He became very
tall. The people of Ngetelkou
tried to feed him, but soon they
were too short to reach his mouth.
They made ladders to reach his
mouth so they could feed him.
Soon he grew too tall for ladders,
so they put the food on the ends
of poles and dropped the food
into his mouth. Soon he grew too
tall for the poles, so they piled up
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stones and built a jetty to his mouth so they could walk up to feed him.
Soon he grew too tall for the jetty, so the people ofNgetelkou said, "Let us go buy some

land from Dchelianged so we can pile it up to reach his mouth!" They brought back the land and
piled it up to Dab's mouth, but soon he grew too tall for their efforts and they were unable to feed
him. Frustrated, the people ofNgetelkou schemed to kill Dab by burning him alive.

They had run out of ways to get to his mouth and were tired. Feverishly, they began
gathering fire wood around the island for their big bonfire. Dab grew curious about their actions
so he inquired, "What is the purpose for all this fire wood?" The people of Ngetelkou
"ulemelau"(spoke in riddles) to Dab, "We are gathering supplies for roasting!" They gathered the
wood around Dab and set it on fire. Soon Dab's body was consumed in the flames, and he fell.
When he fell, his body became the "beluu" (land).

"Belau (Ocha-EI-Chutem) "

When Dab's body fell, the land and stones that were used to build a path to Dab's mouth
also fell with him. The island of Beliliou and the rock islands that lay between Beliliou and the
island of Oikull were created from the stones that were used to build a jetty to Uab' s mouth. The
land that was bought from Dchelianged fell towards the West and created the expanse of land
between Oikull and Ollei called Babelthaob. Dab's rear end became Irrai. His knee became
Bkulrengel. His navel became Ngeruudesl. His elbow became Bkulachelid. His neck became
Renged. The base of his head became Ngetmel. The bun on top of his head became Beriber at
Ngerchelong. His back became Desbedal (east coast of Babelthaob). And his belly became
Keiukl (west coast ofBabelthaob).

The islands, and the large land mass created from parts of Uab' s body is now called
Belau because the people of Ngetlkou "ulemelau" (spoke in riddles) while scheming to set Dab
on fire. Babelthaob is known as "Ocha-EI-Chutem" (land bought) because the people of
Ngetelkou bought the land from Dchelianged (god ofthe sky). Oikull is named as such because it
is the border of Babelthaob -- the landmark distinguishing the smaller islands from the larger
body of land.

"Tellebuu"

When Dab died in the flames, his sister Tellebuu, fearing the people ofNgetelkou, fled to
a cave. This cave is called "Ng Ii Er A Lebuu" (Tellebuu's cave). Tellebuu lived in the cave
until she became pregnant. She had three offspring. Her first born was a boy, whom she named
Seked (literally meaning crowd or in Palauan custom, he is the male child who will burden his
female siblings with his affairs). The second was a girl, whom she named Dedaes (to clear/clarify
or the female child who will take care ofher brother's affairs). The third was a girl, whom she
named Kebliil (the clan).

"Klobak"

Soon the island of Ngeaur was over populated! The people were becoming restless thus
creating social disorder in the community. Lawlessness became rampant. Dchelianged (god of
the sky) saw this and thought, "There should be a Klobak (council ofchiefs) to govern and guide
the people of the land. Without a council, there will be chaos!" So he said, "Let there be a
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Klobak!" At this time, people were still more fish than human, so their leaders resembled fish
more than man.

The first Chief of Ngeaur was a Ucherkemul Reked (Chief Siganus i>. . .'
corallines). :;~.;..,..~'l

L..c_._.__-,-~~..J

The second Chief
or rabbit fish,

The third Chief of

of Ngeaur was Ucherkemul Bebael, (ChiefSiganus chrysospilos

Siganus punctatus).

Ngeaur was Ucherkemul Chai,

(ChiefSphyraena Barracuda).

The fourth Chief ofNgeaur was Ucherkemul Chedeng (ChiefShark).

The fifth Chief of Ngeaur was Ucherkemul Lulebangel. He was mostly human, but his mid
section was translucent, so his intestines were visible. Lulebangel means "almost, but not quite".

Because of the overpopulation on Ngeaur, the people needed to find new homes. They
began leaving the island. The people moved to Beliliou. From there, some of them moved into the
rock islands between Beliliou and Oreor. From the rock islands, many found their way up to
"Ocha El Chutem". In time, the population grew on "Ocha El Chutem" and soon there was a
need for leadership. The leadership in Beliliou was placed in Ngerechol Hamlet. The leadership
in Oreor was placed in Ngermid Hamlet. The leadership in Irrai was placed in Ngerusar Hamlet.
The leadership in Imeliik was placed in Imul Hamlet. The leadership in Ngchesar was placed in
Ngereuikl Hamlet. The leadership in Ngeraard was placed in Ulimang Hamlet. The leadership in
Ngerchelong was placed in Mengellang Hamlet. This group is called "Tengelekel a Uab" (Uab's
Children). Mengellang Hamlet held the utmost authority above all the hamlets.

"Dirramelkotk"

Tellebuu and her three
, children, Seked, Dedaes, and

Kebliil moved to Ngeriab
Hamlet in Beliliou. When they
moved to Ngeriab, Tellebuu's
name changed to Dirramelkotk.

- Dirramelkotk became annoyed
with her children so she dove
into the ocean and swam to
Ngesberebor, the body of water
in front of Ngchesar used as
fishing grounds. There she
stayed and fed on the fish that

Soon the fishermen of Ngchesar were pulling uphad been captured by the fishermen's traps.
empty fish traps.
Their fish traps were woven, which they would leave in deeper waters. One day they went
fishing and brought one of their traps to the shallows. While lifting the trap on to their canoe,
they saw Dirramelkotk inside the trap. As they prepared to hit her, she pleaded with them, "Do
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not hit me my dear children and take me back to land. This evening, when you drop your fish
traps, you will catch plenty of fish!" The fishermen took Dirramelkotk to the clan house of the
Ibeluu Clan in Ngchesar. Dirramelkotk stayed at the house of the Ibeluu Clan and when she
would eat, she could not stop. She would eat, and eat, and eat. She could not stop because her
hunger could not be satisfied! When they would feed her, she would eat all the food, the pot, and
even the iluodel (stones which the pot was resting upon). Because she ate the iluodel, the people
of Ibeluu Clan called her, "Menga-Iluodel" or the one who eats the stand which the pot rests
upon.

"Menga-Iluodel"

Menga-Iluodel's hunger could not be satisfied by the people ofNgchesar, so they sent her
off to Ngerdmau. Her hunger could not be satisfied in Ngerdmau, so they sent her to Reklai of
Melkeok (High ChiefofMelekeok). Her hunger could not be satisfied in Melekeok, so Reklai said
to Uong of Ngiwal (High Chief ofNgiwal), "Take this elderly woman to your village and feed
her!" Her hunger could not be satisfied in Ngiwal, so Uong said to Madrengebuked (High Chief
ofNgerrard), "Take this elderly woman to your village and feed her!"

Madrengebuked took Menga-Iluodel to the clan house of Tublai and there they stayed.
Madrengebuked sent word to Uorchetei of Ngerchelong (High Chief of Ngerchelong) , "Bring
clams, sting rays, and sharks to the clan house of Tublai to feed our Mother!" Uorchetei sent the
food to Menga-Iluodel. Menga-Iluodel feasted on the bounty and her hunger was satisfied. She
turned to Madrengebuked and said, "Mad, in three nights I will die. When I die, you shall bury
me!" Three nights later, Menga-Iluodel passed away, so the people ofNgerrard buried her. Three
nights after she was buried, Menga-Iluodel rose from her grave and ascended to the sky.

"Rak"
As Menga-Iluodel ascended to the sky, she stopped at Mount Ngedech in Ngerchelong to

rest. Then she traveled to the Hamlet of Ngetmel in Ngerchelong. At Ngetmel, she met
Ucheltmel, a resident of the hamlet. Together they created the Rak (year). That is why there is
such a thing as the Belauan year.

When the moon is in the East for 6 months, it is one year in the Belauan calendar.When
the moon travels the Eastern sky, it is called "Ngetmel a Rak" (Year ofNgetmel). The first phase
of the moon is called Tmur - the moon rises up and rests upon Tmur. Any child born during this
phase of the moon will be "bekesulul" (one who is always sleepy). The moon.then travels towards
the edge of the hills ofNgeraard above the "Taoch er a Echeluu" (mangrove channel ofEcheluu).
Any child born at this phase of the moon will be "ralmetaoch a rengul" (have a short attention
span, and will be unable to grasp the implications ofwords, and social etiquette.) The moon will
then travel to Ngerulmong in Ngeraard. At this time, the larger and small Holothuria edulis (sea
cucumber) will stand upright. Any child born at this phase of the moon will be restless, have a
strong body, and love to play. The moon will continue to travel through the East and complete the
6 phases of the moon months, thus completing the Eastern moon year.

When the moon is in the West for 6 months, it is another Belauan calendar year. The first
phase of the moon begins when the moon rises above Ngeaur and rests in the Western sky. It will
begin its journey above Ngeaur and travel to Ngerulebuu. When the moon is above Ngerulebuu,
the flowers of the Areca catechu (betel nut tree) pop open early. At this time, one should not
commit adultery because the gossip will spread quickly. The moon shall continue to travel
through the Western sky and complete the 6 phases of the moon months, thus completing the
Western moon year.
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"Kebliil"
Seked, Dedaes, and Kebliil lived at Ngeriab Hamlet in Beliliou. After not having any

contact with their mother for some time, they went to search for her. They climbed on to drift
wood and paddled. They landed at the clan home of the Ngesilong Clan. The three siblings
remained at Ngesilong. Their youngest sibling, Kebliil, then gave birth to 4 children. Her four
children marked the beginning of the four main clans in Belau.

Belau Creation Story: Chapter II

"Dil-I-Dechllll "

When Dab's body crumbled to the ocean and created the land, his spirit rose up on to the
reefs of Ngerchelong. His spirit transformed into Dirramellomes (Lady ofLight). She traveled
spreading her light around Belau.

When light
was well distributed,
Dirramellomes would
travel around Belau.
When day turned to
dusk and darkness
enveloped the land,
Dirramellomes
transformed into a
hen. When the sun lit
up the sky
Dirramellomes
transformed back into
a human woman.
Because of her
metamorphic abilities, hen to human, and vice versa, the people called her Dil-I-Dechuu (Woman
who is also a hen). She traveled to Irrai where she met a group of people travelling from Ngeaur.
On their return trip back to Ngeaur, Dil-I-Dechuu requested to travel back with them.

Dil-I-Dechuu went to live in Ngeaur and married a man named Olungiis. Olungiis was a
ruchel (demi-god). Olungiis had large testicles. When there was a feast, he would lift his testicles
and a bountiful feast was produced for the people. Dil-I-Dechuu lived in Ngeaur for a long time.
While living there, she created the technique of cultivating taro patches. The first step in creating
a taro patch was breaking ground (meliuch). So when she would break ground to make her taro
patches, the people of Ngeaur began calling her "Iluochel" (one who breaks ground). Her first
taro patch was located in an area where she had to cross the "chei" (sea) to reach the taro patch.
Because she had to cross the "chei" to reach her taro patch, she called it "Ngerechei" (via the
sea).

Iluochel, although she had been married for several years, she was still an impatient
adolescent. Her technique of creating a taro patch reflected her youth - it was quite sloppy!
Without careful thought, she would dig a shallow hole in the earth, plant the taro and buried it, as
if she were planting tapioca in her hill farms. She lacked organization as well and she planted her
taro al1ywhere in the patch. Her patches were without fonn. This technique became known as the
"omesalou-iaur" (Ngeaur taro patch cultivation technique).
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She went to the edges of Beliliou as well and created taro patches. But these were
different from Ngeaur. Here in Beliliou, she would just kick the earth to break ground. So that is
why the taro patches in the edges ofBeliliou are long and narrow. Then she moved onto Ngesias.
By this time, she began putting more thought into her methods. Her taro patches were a little
deeper, the planted taro was organized in rows, and the patch had been shaped and enclosed in a
definite border.

Illuochel traveled to Ngedbak. There she met several young women. She asked them to
tighten her bun. The young women gathered around her combed her hair, pulled out the lice,
gathered her hair up, and then tightened her bun. She was very grateful for their assistance, and
so she gave them a football fruit and told them to plant it there. She also advised the ladies that it
was good to use the juice of the football fruit as a substitute for their baby's milk.
She then told them to follow her to the mountain side and she would create for them several taro
patches. Again she kicked the earth to break the ground, but now she did this with careful
thought. She created taro patch after taro patch after taro patch. All of them were well organized
and deep. With her walking stick, she broke ground near the taro patches and told the women that
this was a spring for them to use as an irrigation system for their taro as well as their own
drinking water.

When Illuochel lived in Beliliou, she had given birth to two sons, Mengidabrudkoel and
Tellames. While living in Beliliou, and now a woman more mature and wise, she would cultivate
taro patches all the way to the island of Oreor. When she stayed in Oreor, she was married to a
man she did not like, so when she would go to her taro patches, she would find ways to stay there
the whole day and return late at night. She stayed at the taro patches, and even created more
patches just to delay the return home.

She continued her work creating more taro patches all the way to Ngeremlengui. At
Ngeremlengui she created a new technique where she would put "ramek" (compost) on the taro
patches to cultivate larger taro. This was the first time that she used compost to cultivate her taro
and the area where she began this practice is called Ngeruuchel.

The last taro patch she created and cultivated is in Ngerchelong - the village Illuochel
originated from. After the creating and cultivation of this taro patch, she buried her "ngark"
(sharp-edged tool in the shape of a halfmoon made of shell which is used in the cutting, scraping
and peeling of taro) in the taro patch. This taro patch is now called "Ngerekei" because she buried
her ngark there.

"Illuochel and Olungiis"

While in Ollei, a village ofNgerchelong, her husband Olungiis came to propose a proper
marriage to Illuochel. They brought taro from Ngeaur to create the first "mur/omur" (boiling of
the taro) feast. After the marriage festivities, there was left over boiled taro. The taro remained in
Ollei and has since then turned into stone. This was the first feast of boiled taro in Belau.

They lived in Ollei for a while. Illuochel then asked Olungiis, "Husband, let's us go for a
vacation in Ngeaur?" They prepared an "olechutel" (large bamboo raft) and Olungiis began
paddling to Ngeaur. While paddling past the reefs in front of Ngeremlengui, Iluochel looked
towards the land and asked her husband, "Can we please stop at Ngetbang village and visit with
the people there?" While paddling to the outer reef and deeper waters, Olungiis then said to
Iluochel; "Wife, you are very "roachel" (indecisive)!". That is why the deep waters in front of
Ngeremelngui is called "Toach-el-roachel" (deep waters of indecisiveness).

As they paddled through "Toachelroachel" in front of Ngetbang, she said to Olungiis,
"Husband, why don't you leave that for my children so they can have plenty fish to sustain
them?" Illuochel was referring to Olungiis' large swollen testicles which produced many fish &
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sea creatures when he lifted them. Olungiis left them there and that is why there is a bounty of
crabs, sting rays, and fish in the waters in front ofNgetbang.

Belau Creation Story: Chapter III

"Dir-ra-Chedebsllngel and Mengidab-Rlldkoel"

Iluochel's son, Mengidab-Rudkoel married a woman from the house ofNgesechei in the
village of Ngiwal. Her name was Turang and she was the eldest female of the house of
Ngesechei. They were married for a while and she became pregnant. Mengidab-Rudkoel then
called upon his mother to see his pregnant wife who was about to bear their first child.

When Iluochel arrived in Ngiwal, she went to stay at the house of the clan Chebesungel
in the hamlet of Ngibtal. Here her name changed once more. Because she lived in the house of
Chebesungel, her name became "Dir-ra-Chebesungel" (lady/woman of Chebesungel).

One day Mengidab-Rudkoel arrived to announce that it was his wife's time to deliver the
baby. During this time in Belau, when it was time for a woman to bear her child, they would cut
her belly open to deliver the child. This primitive process was so dangerous and many times the
mother would die right after delivery or a few days later. So when Mengidab-Rudkoel announced
that this was the day she was to deliver the child, his mother suggested another method of
delivering the child. Dir-ra-Chebesungel said to her son, "When your wife begins her

contractions, and her
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"0. feet and presses them
__ ~ , :,>'" .)<'::~F_ \" ~~-=-==- .::: against the adjacent

walls. When the pain
increases, tell her to
grunt and push out, like
she is having bowel
movements, while you
push against her back.

Then she will deliver the child without having her belly cut open."
Mengidab-Rudkoel returned to his wife in Ngesechei. When his wife began her contractions,
they did what his mother told him and he delivered their first child.
Meanwhile, the elders ofTurang's clan had gathered, and prepared to operate on Turang in order
to deliver the child. Since she was the eldest daughter, and this was a life and death situation, they
had their hearts set on making sure both she and the child made it through the surgery. As they
approached the house, they heard the cries of a new born baby. Upon hearing the cries of the
baby, they picked up garden tools and rocks and ran towards the door yelling out, "Who is this
person who has killed our daughter Turang?" As they ran into the house, and ready to beat the
murderer, they were surprised to see the baby on the floor, and Turang sitting there admiring her
baby.
This was the beginning ofnatural child birth in Belau.
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"Meduu er ra Ngibtal" (The Breadfruit Tree ofNgibtal)

. /.

Dir-ra-Chedebsungel lived in Ngibtal for many years. Because she lived alone and her
sons were married and lived away from her, people began talking about her. They would say,
"Poor old woman who lives alone. She no longer has children to bring her food or care for her.
Oh what shall she do!"

Mengidab-Rudkoel heard these things being spoken about his mother, so he went to visit
her. When he arrived, he saw a breadfruit tree growing on the side of her house. He dove into
the ocean in front of Ngibtal, , ". j)T;;t~~"~'G"',""'-'"
and went llndemeath the ",''"''t,t~;''''t>; "l"iiA ~ ........ k,f!f·J,·-.~ ..'.
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breadfruit tree. He carved a _. ""'~>Srlt,~>y>"f.t~- ,,,,,{/i:"""~~~/~.;~
hole through the center of the ~""':"':__V{.,"<\. ',> ~_<\;9;(',;:),v":'rf" . ~~
tree and into one of its large "-;.'/C;><;:~;';;~;S." \~' \~: "-I,~ " '

lower laying branches. When "'«,r''',' ;,~:~

the currents in front of Ngibtal
would change, fish of every
kind, and other sea creatures .-
would be pushed through the <.:

hole in the earth, into the center r,' (> t.
of the tree, out of the branch, (' ,".. ' .". 'j

and into Dir-ra-Chedebsungel's ~~,f::_:t';:/ / . : t., ... " '.1 , -'I

baskets. .~ ,''-.j

When the conditions of her living approved dramatically, the people of Ngibtal became
jealous of her fish bearing breadfruit tree. Their jealousy led them into a riot and together they
chopped down Dir-ra-Chedebsungel's breadfruit tree. As the tree came crashing down, the ocean
spewed from the hole in the trunk. Ngibtal was submerged forever under the ocean. Dir-ra
Chedebsungel was able to escape the riot and the flooding by running away to Ngerchebukl
where she found shelter under the shade of a bkau tree (P. palauense Kanehira). Because she
lived under the bkau tree, the people ofNgerchebukl began calling her Dir-ra-Bkau (lady/woman
of the Bkau tree).
There is a rep~esentation of this tree planted in the State ofNgiwal today.
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Belau Creation Story: Chapter IV

"Mengidab-Rlldkoel"

One day, Mengidab-Rudkoel went out to the reef and collected sea clams to use for bait.
Then he went into the mangrove to cut some vines to use as rope for the fish trap. While cutting
the vines, an archer fish saw him and squirted water at him, which made him lose his balance and
fall into the water. The archer fish quickly snapped up and swallowed Mengidab-Rudkoel's body
whole.

Mengidab-Rudkoel remained in the archer fish's stomach for a long time until the fish
drifted to Badluloi in Ngerkebesang hamlet. The people of Ngerkebesang found Mengidab
Rudkoel and attempted to remove him. Mengidab-Rudkoel told them not to prod or poke the fish
because they would do more harm to him. He told them to agitate the fish so it would vomit him
out. The people did just that and Mengidab-Rudkoel was freed.

Instead of returning to Ngiwal, he knew that he could go to Beliliou to live there since his
father, Olungiis, was from Beliliou. He went to live in Ngeriab hamlet in the village ofBeliliou.

In the ancient days, the people of Ngerkebesang took a "teltull" (human sacrifice as
payment for services rendered), from the hamlet of Ngeriab. A group from Ngerkebesang would
travel to Ngeriab, kill a person from Ngeriab, and carry his/her body back to Ngerkebesang to
show to the people ofNgerkebesang, that the inhabitants ofNgeriab have paid their debt.

One evening, Mengidab-Rudkoel visited an elderly lady living in Ngeriab. When he
arrived, she was sobbing. He asked her why she was crying and she explained that she had been
chosen to present the "teltull" to the people of Ngerkebesang. However, she had only one child
and she was grieving because she did not want to give her only child away. Mengidab-Rudkoel
told the elderly lady not to cry. He told her that he would take the place of her child. In order for
him to take the place of her child, he had to drink a poison and then proceed to the "bai" (men's
meeting house). After taking the poison, he began his walk to the "bai". When he finally reached
the "bai", the poison had taken its course, and the men at the "bai" knew that he was the "teltull".
They took him aboard their boat and paddled towards Ngerkebesang. At night fall, they had not
reached Ngerkebesang, so they stopped at Obechad and left Mengidab-Rudkoel's body in the
boat and slept in a cave nearby. In the morning, they quickly descended on to their boat and were
surprised to find that Mengidab-Rudkoel's body had expanded, leaving no room in the boat.
Because his body expanded to such a size, they realized that he was a demi-god. They said, "This
is no man, he is a god!" Upon saying this, the body of Mengidab-Rudkoel shrunk and they were
able to take it to Ngerkebesang. When the elders of Ngerkebesang gathered to see the body and
realized that it was a god they had killed, they vowed never to take any "teltull" from Ngeriab
from that day onward.

Belau Creation Story: Chapter V
"Tel/ames"

Tellames lived in Ngeriab collecting sap and making syrup. Behind his home was a path
that two of the village boys, Adebetei and Ersoi, used every evening. Every evening, Adebetei
and Ersoi would walk the path straight to Euchel to visit their girlfriends. And every evening,
Tellames would call out their names and invite them to stop and have some of the syrup.
However, the boys would just walk by without acknowledging Tellames.

Finally, one evening, after he called out for the boys, Adebetei and Ersoi finally stopped
at Tellames' home. And they asked Tellames, "Man, do you know us so you keep calling our
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names every evening? Why don't you prepare yourself a torch and come with us! Let's go hang
out at Euche!."

But Tellames was still making syrup and he told the boys that he could not go because he
had to make sure the sap did not boil over. The boys told him not to worry and place a coconut
leaf on the top of the pot, so when the sap boiled up, the leaf would pop the bubbles and the sap
would stay in the pot.

Tellames, satisfied with the leaf placed over the pot, prepared and a torch and left with
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, .. ) ,'. )' There were so many fish and
each had a place in the "bai".

Adebetei turned to Tellames and said, "Friend, why don't we go in?"
As they sat inside the "bai" made of fish, the most precious fish began jumping into the

"bai". Napoleon wrasse, Red Snappers, Long snouted surgeon fish, and other fish began turning
into beautiful women. Adebetei and Ersoi pointed out the Napoleon wrasse woman and said to
Tellames, "She will be your companion!" They enjoyed their evening with the women and spent
the night at the "bai" made of fish. In the morning, Adebetei stood up and stomped the floor. All
the fish that came together to create the "bai" began to disburse. The women exited the "bai" via
the front door and turned back into fish and left.

Tellames returned home and began weaving a net made of vines. That evening Adebetei
and Ersoi came to call on Tellames. Tellames, busy with weaving his net, told the boys "Go
ahead and go to Euchel, I am feeling sick tonight!" The boys left and he continued weaving his
net. The next evening the boys returned and said, "Friend, we go or not?" So Tellames said to
them, "I will come along, but go ahead and I'll follow!" When they were far ahead of him,
Tellames picked up his net and went to Euche!. Before he entered the "bai" made of fish, he
threw his net at a distance where neither the fish nor his friends could detect any danger. As they
enjoyed their evening, Tellames told his Napoleon Wrasse woman, "When Adebetei stomps on
the floor in the morning, let the others go ahead and exit through that door but you exit the other
way." Right after the partying ended and everyone was asleep, Tellames got up and set up his net
by the front door and then returned to sleep. As the sun rose, Adebetei got up and stomped on the
floor. All the fish disbursed once more. When they exited the front door, they walked right into
Tellames' net. While they were being trapped, the Napoleon Wrasse exited the side door and
went on her way.

This is the reason why the Napoleon Wrasse cannot be trapped in a fish net. If the Wrasse
does enter a trap, it always finds a way out.

Tellames took all the fish he trapped and brought them home and dropped them in front
of his mother. His mother scolded him and said, "All this fish, what are we going to do with
them?" He picked out 7 of the fish and gave them to his mother. The rest of the fish he put back
in the net and dove into the Iuesang well in Ngeriab and came out at Ibesang in Ollei. He left his
fishing net with the remainder of his catch on a mountain in Ollei.
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Long time ago, when the women ofNgeriab would go shower at the well ofIuesang, and
find mold, they would say "Tellames sent food for his mother but the food has become moldy!"
And sometimes when they go shower at the well, the water would smell like sea cucumbers, so
they would say, "Tellames sent his mother some sea cucumbers!"

Belau Creation Story: Chapter VI

"Dirrabkau and Ngiselacheos"
When Ngibtal sank into the

ocean, Dirrachedebsungel moved to
Ngerchebukl and lived under the shade
of the bkau tree. Soon thereafter, the
people ofNgerchebukl began calling her
Dirrabkau (Miss Bkau). One evening,
while Dirrabkau was strolling in the
forest near her home, she saw an egg
lying between the roots of a blacheos
tree. Blacheos is a forest tree that is used
as lumber. She picked up the egg and

took it home. The egg began to hatch one day. Emerging from the shells was a human child.
Dirrabkau took the child as her own. She named him Ngiselacheos (Egg of the Blacheos Tree).

"Ngiselacheos and the Eye of Temdokl"
Dirrabkau raised Ngiselacheos in Ngerebukel village. As he grew up, he made many

friends. One evening Ngiselchacheos and his friends decided to go visit the sacred village of
Ngeraod. Ngeraod was a sacred village because it was the home of the ruchel (Demigods).
Guarding the entrance to Ngeraod was a Temdok!. The Temdokl was a large stone figure with
one eye. Through its eye, the ruchel ofNgeraod were able to see who entered their village, which
allowed them to be prepared for their visitors whether friend or foe. When Ngiselacheos and his
friends approached the entrance to Ngeraod, they saw the Temdokl and realized that the
Temdokl's eye was a large kluk. Kluk is a Palauan money bead in the form of either a red or
white bead with lines or hooks as designs. Ngiselacheos and his friends decided to steal the
Temdokl's eye. They snuck behind the Temdokl, reached around its head, and pried out the eye
and ran away into the darkness.

Soon enough, people were entering Ngeraod village without the knowledge of the ruche!.
The ruchel found this to be quite suspicious because they always knew who was entering their
village. They then realized that something was wrong with the Temdokl guarding the entrance to
their village. When they discovered that the Temdokl's eye had been stolen, the ruche! gathered
for a meeting to discuss the rampant lawlessness that was occurring due to the human's lack of
respect. Uchelianged (the god of the heavens) then cursed the people. He told the ruchel "During
the next full moon, there will be a flood."
However, before the flood was to come, Uchelianged wanted to find the Temdokl's eye. He
appointed 7 of the Tekiimelab to go search for the Temdokl's eye. Tekiimelab are messengers of
the heavens. Uchelianged said to the 7 messengers, "Take this ulechouch and go find the eye.
The ulechouch will help you detect the location of the eye because when it comes close to the
Temdokl's eye and the thieves who stole it, the ulechouch will explode." Ulechouch is a dried
coconut shell that is used as cinder.
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"Dirrabkau and the Seven Tekiimelab"
The 7 Tekiimelab descended on Keiukl (the western island ofBelau). They walked

around the western island with the ulechouch but it did not explode. Deciding that the Temdokl's
eye was not on Keiukl, they turned to Desbedall (the eastern island of Belau). The 7 Tekiimelab
walked by Ulechong, a body of water located in front of the hamlet ofOikull, the ulechouch
exploded. That is why that body of water in front of the hamlet of Oikull is called Ulechong.
They hung the remainder of the ulechouch at the comer ofNgermercherakl and said to each other
as they headed towards dry land, "This is the place where the thieves would be found and where
the Temdokl's eye was sure to be located."

While approaching the shore, they met some fishennen, and asked them for some rabbit
fish. The fishermen obliged and gave each of them one rabbit fish. They took the 7 rabbit fish and
proceeded to the nearest village ofNgerchebukl, Ngiselacheos' village. They met an elderly lady
as they entered Ngerchebukl. The elderly lady was Dirrabkau, Ngiselacheos' mother. She was
steaming some taro when the 7 Tekiimelab approached her. They politely asked Dirrabkau if she
would roast their fish while they go about their mission. She accepted their request, so they left
the fish with her and went about their mission. However, they did not tell her what they were
searching for.

Dirrabkau finished steaming her taro. She split 7 very hot freshly steamed taro, and
inserted one rabbit fish in each one

lr1J~~~~~~~~ ilil~;?~:~~::g~~:~~~
searching for the Temdokl's eye but
could not find it. Nightfall was
approaching so they decided to
return to Dirrabkau's home to
retrieve their 7 rabbit fish. They
politely asked her for the fish, so
Dirrabkau put the steamed taro in a
woven basket, laced it closed, and

handed the basket to the 7 Tekiimelab. They took the basket and walked up to a hill nearby to eat
their fish. When they opened the basket, they only saw 7 steamed taro. They asked each other,
"Did the elderly lady forget our fish?" They sat down and untied the steamed taro only to find
their rabbit fish cooked to perfection in the hot taro. The 7 Tekiimelab were very grateful for
Dirrabkau's kindness in preparing them the rabbit fish, and the steamed taro. After they finished
their meal they wanted to repay Dirrabkau for her kindness. They agreed to warn her about the
flood that was to come during the next full moon. The messenger ran down to Dirrabkau and told
her about the flood and how she and her son, Ngiselacheos, can be kept from being carried away.
The messenger told Dirrabkau to have her son Ngiselacheos build a large bamboo raft. The
messenger advised that the bamboo raft and the rope used to anchor the raft be made stronger,
and longer than usual.

When Ngiselacheos returned to his home, his mother Dirrabkau informed him of their
visitors and what must be done to save themselves from the impending flood. Ngiselacheos
followed the directions given by the messenger. He built the raft and weaved a long rope used to
anchor the raft to a tree. He tied the raft down and they waited for the flood.
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"Dirrabkau and the Flood"
During the next full moon, the tide rose and the water began to flood the village.

Dirrabkau and her son climbed onto the bamboo raft. The flood waters rose too high and the rope
anchoring the raft had become too short. The raft began shifting wildly in the waves, and
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tree on the side of the mountain.

Belau Creation Story: Chapter VII

"Milad and Tekiimelab"

When the flood subsided, the Tekiimelab (7 heavenly messengers) descended to search
for Dir-Ra-Bkau. They searched from Mt. Etiruir to Mt. Olkeriil. As they stood upon Mt. Olkeriil,
"ta mle kakerker" (they asked each other), "Where else shall we search?" That is why the
mountain is called Olkeriil, a derivative of the term"kakerker".
They searched for Dir-Ra-Bkau until they reached Mt. Ngeremesang (where they s~e), and that
was where they saw her tangled in the kesiil (Eugenia tree) upon Mt. Ngeruach. The Tekiimelab
hurried to Mt. Ngeruach and pulled her out of the tree. As they set her down on the ground they
realized that she had died. They stood there and asked each other, "What shall we do with her
now?" A suggestion was made that they ascend to Uchelianged and ask Uchelianged what they
shall do.

The Tekiimelab ascended to Uchelianged's home, and asked what shall they do.
Uchelianged gave them water and told them to pour the water in her mouth and then she will rise
and live.

The Tekiimelab put the water into a taro leaf pouch and descended upon Mt. Ngeruach.
As they traveled down to Dir-Ra-Bkau's body, they brushed by a chermall bush and the taro leaf
pouch was pierced by one of the chermall's branches. The water spilled onto the chermall bush
and that is why the bush cannot die.

When they reached Dir-Ra-Bkau they realized that the water was gone. They sat there
staring at her not knowing what else they could do. They began discussing several ways they
could bring her to life. Each and every suggestion was shot down by a Tekiimelab named Terriid
(Rallus philippnesis/banded rail). Another Tekiimelab named Obechad became fed up with
Terriid's negativity so he picked up a branch and hit Terriid in the center of his head. That is why
the bird Terriid has a red band on the center of his head showing the blood that flowed from it
when Obechad hit him in the head.

As they sat there, an Idedeleb (ghost) was floating by. They grabbed the ghost and insert
it into Dir-Ra-Bkau's body. She soon awoke and was alive. So now that she was alive,they called
her "Milad-el-Dil" (woman who was once dead and now alive).
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SECOND WORLD: The Creation of BeIan

Belau Creation Story: Chapter VIII
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"Milad-el-Dil's Children"
Milad moved to the hamlet of Ngebesek in Ngeremlengui. While living in Ngebesek she

became pregnant. She gave birth to four children made of stone. Her first child was a boy and she
named him Imeungs. Her second child was a boy and she named him Melekeok. Her third child
was a girl and she named her Ngerebungs. Her fourth child was a boy and she named her Oreor.

Milad distributed her children around Belau. Melekeok was "tekeok" (proud of oneself)
so she placed him in Desbedall. Oreor was a diligent at all his duties so she separated him from
the rest and placed him south of Babelthaob. Since Imeungs was the quiet and eldest of her
children she kept him with her in Ngeremlengui. And her only daughter, Ngerebungs, she kept
beside her.

After she distributed her children, she wanted to distinguish them, so she took some
stones and went to an Ometochel hill. This hill is located between Ngeremlengui and Melekeok.
Milad "ometech" (threw) the stones from this hill and that is why the hill is called Ometochel.
She threw a stone in front of Imeungs.
The stone is called Ngemolei. She
threw a stone in front of Melekeok. The
stone is called Ngerutei. She threw a
stone in front ofNgerebungs. The stone
is called Okerduul. She threw a stone in
front of Oreor. The stone is called
Ngedmeduch. These stones became the
markers to distinguish her four
children.

"The Second Klobak (Council of
Chiefs)"

Ngerebungs gave birth to Ngebuked who became the "chebedel a kesol" (nephew or
niece of male's sister) to Imeungs, Melekeok, and Oreor. Milad's children gave birth to more
children and those children gave birth to more children "ochil a kesol" (descendents) and so on
and so forth. Milad's descendents began to populate Belau. The population grew to a point where
a second council of chiefs was needed in order to govern the people.

Uchelianged told the "ruchel" (demi-gods) to go to Ngerutechei in Imeong to delegate the
chief titles. The ruchel said to the four children of Milad, "You will be the four 'chuong' (chiefs)
and your wives will be the 'buchel chuong' (wives of chiefs)!" As Chief you will be "kuoll"
(respected). And this was the beginning of the "klobak" (council of chiefs) in all of Belau.

When Milad distributed her children and placed markers to distinguish them, she wanted
to make it known that of all of her children, these four were to be respected above all others and
treated as sacred and honored entities. And although Imeungs was with her, and closest to her,
each ofher four children must respect each other equally because they were equally sacred.

"Dir-Ra-Bakerus"
After distributing her children and the "klobak" (council of chiefs) came into existence,

Milad moved to Ngerdebotar and married a man named Tkedelukl from the clan Bakerus. She
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then became known as "Dir-Ra-Bakems" (Lady of Bakems). She bore two sons, Techatiei (who
is that) and Kautechang (who are you).

Belau Creation Story: Chapter IX

"Ongor"

Udibong, a woman from the clan of Ngerkerong in Imeliik, gave birth to a "redechel a
ongor" (pandanus fruit). She took the fruit and left it at the "doing" (bathing stream) of Barrak.
The ongor floated down to Ngemde1ong, then to Ului, and finally the mangrove channel of
Ngeong.

Two men from Ngeong went fishing and upon pulling up their fish traps, the ongor was
caught with their fish. The men threw the ongor back into the water and went to another fishing
spot. However, they failed to catch any fish. They decided that the ongor, in some way, might
help them catch the fish, so they went back and put the ongor into their fish traps. It worked!
They caught more fish than they needed. When they returned to land, they planted the ongor on a
hill.

The ongor remained on the hill until it grew into a large tree. The same fishermen came
walking by one day on their way to another fishing' expedition. One of the men spotted the ongor
tree and said, "Maybe we should take one of the leaves of this tree and tie it to our fish trap so we
could catch more fish!" So they took one leaf and tied it to their fish trap and in that single fishing
trip, they caught more fish than they needed again.

"Snake"

One evening, as the same fishermen came walking by the tree on their way to yet another
fishing expedition, they saw a snake wrapped around the base of the ongor tree. The men ran to
the village to tell everyone of the snake. The snake that was also a demi-god realized that the
villagers were going to come attack her, so it fled to the mangrove dock at Chol. She found a tree
at the edge of the dock and slithered up the tmnk. She nestled within the vines of a fern which
was wrapped around the tmnk of the tree and the tree became her home.

One day, a man named Remesechau went to Ngriil to pick up a "kluk" (Palauan money in
form of red or white beads with lines of hooks as designs) from Iechad, the chief of Butelbai.
Upon returning from his trip to Ngeriil, Remesechau walked by the tree. The snake was hungry so
she snatched Remesechau and ate him whole including his bag, which contained the kluk.

The people of Chol found out what had happened to Remesechau so they began planning
the execution of the snake. They formed a mob and lit torches and went to search for the snake.
The snake found out and once again she fled. This time she slithered to Ollei. She found a
"btaches" tree (Alexandrian laurel tree) that was being used as a canoe shelter and slithered up the
tmnk.

She lived in the tree and defecated on the canoe that was being sheltered under the tree.
One day, the owner of the canoe and his son came to push out the canoe because they were going
to go fishing. The old man and his son were astonished when they saw that their canoe was
covered in white feces. "What animal has been defecating on our canoe?" the old man inquired as
he and his son began washing the feces off of the canoe. After cleaning their canoe, the man and
his son went fishing. Sadly, their fishing expedition was fruitless. All their fish traps were empty
at the end of the day.

When the old man and his son returned for another fishing trip, they found their canoe
was covered with white feces again. Not only was the canoe covered in feces, the outrigger and
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the bridge to the outrigger were covered in feces too. The old man said to his son, "We should not
wash the feces off the canoe or the outrigger. We'll just go fishing with it as is!" Before the day
had come to an end, the man and his son returned from fishing. It only took them one fish trap to
catch all the fish they needed and more. The old man said to his son, "From now on, this will be
how we go fishing. It will be the beginning of a fishing tradition!"

The snake living in the tree became pregnant and gave birth to a human child. She named
him OracheI. They lived in this tree and soon Orachel was old enough to swim and play with the
kids from the village.

Belau Creation Story: Chapter X

"Orachel and His Snake Mother"

One evening, the old man and his son returned to their canoe for yet another fishing
expedition. As they were preparing to board their canoe, the old man found an "olecholl el klilt"
(man's bracelet made of dugong vertebrae), and a "kluk" (Palauan money in form of red or white
beads with lines of hooks as designs) covered with white feces on the outrigger of his canoe. The
old man and his son took their findings and brought them to the village. The olecholl and kluk
were recognized as the property of Remesechau, the man who was eaten by the snake in Choll.
The villagers gathered to plan the execution of the snake.

The next day, Orachel was swimming with his friends at the dock. One of his friends, the
son of Tet (woven bag), invited him for a sleep over. Orachel said to his friend, "How about
tomorrow? My house is too far away!" However, Orachel was lying. He lived with his mother in
the tree by the dock. He still had to ask his mother for permission to go and spend the night at his
friend's house, but he could not do so while everyone was there to see where he lived and who his
mother was.

The snake, perched high above in the tree, realized the villagers were coming to kill her.
When Orachel returned to their tree home, he asked for permission to visit his friend, the son of
Tet, the following evening. The snake said, "Yes. When you arrive at your friend's house, ask his
mother to weave me a hand bag with a cover."

The next evening, Orachel went to his friend's house for the sleep over. He asked Tet to
weave his mother a handbag with a cover. As Orachel was about to sleep that night, he heard the
people outside discussing their plan to kill his mother. Before dawn, Orachel took the woven
hand bag and fled to the tree. He informed his mother of the villager's plan to kill her, so she said,
"Yes, I know of the plan that is why I asked you to bring me a woven bag with a cover!"

The snake slithered into the woven bag and said to her son, "My child, carry me and let's
travel to Euoeldaob." Orachel picked up the woven bag, tucked it under his arm, and they left
Ollei. As they walked by the village ofNgerrard, Orachel asked his mother, "Mother, what is this
place?" She answered him, "No, this is not the village, keep on going!" As they walked by
Ngerdmau, he asked again, so she told him to keep on walking. Orachel and his mother traveled
further south towards Eoueldaob passing many villages. Orachel again asked his mother the same
question, and she again answered him, "No, this is not the village, keep on going!"

Finally, they reach Ngerkeai, a hamlet in Imeliik. Orachel asked one more time, "Mother,
what is this place?" This time she answered, "This is the place my child, stop here!" With his
mother hidden in the woven bag tucked under his arm, Orachel entered the village of
Ngerudelong in Ngerkeai. The reason why they stopped at this particular place is because the
snake is from Ngerkeai. Ngerkeai is also the birth place of the "ongor" (Pandanus tree) planted at
Choll. The snake and the ongor are the descendents of the woman from Ngerkerong clan of
Ngerudelong in Ngerkeai.
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Belau Creation Story: Chapter XI

"Travelling Group"
As they entered Ngerudelong, Grachel said to his mother, "Mother, when we were

passing Ngeremlengui, I heard that some people were planning a "klechedaol" (traveling group)
to Ngeaur tomorrow. Maybe we can go with them to visit Ngeaur?" The snake said to Grachel,
"Tomorrow I will give you an "omelaubukl" (an item one can use as a sign or signal in which to
attract attention). You must take it to the hill called Boid and plant it there so when the klechedaol
paddles by, they will see it, and stop by!"

Early in the morning, Grachel rushed down to Boid Hill, and planted the omelaubukl. As
the klechedaol from Ngeremlengui were paddling by, they saw the omelaubukl and paddled to
Uchulamii, the mangrove dock of Chelechui hamlet. Grachel ran down to Uchulamii. When he
reached the mangrove dock, he found Telenguulau who was in the midst of preparing a pot of
"ilaot" (coconut syrup). Grachel said to Telenguulau, "Friend, come and let's go ask the
klechedaol if we can travel with them to Ngeaur?" Telenguulau agreed and left his pot of ilaot
and followed Grachel. To this day, Telenguulau's fire pit made of three stones is still at
Uchulamii.

As the klechedaol docked at Uchulamii, Grachel said, "The reason why I was trying to
draw your attention is because I wanted to ask if we can travel with you to Ngeaur." The
klechedaol took them on board and they were off to Ngeaur.

Upon returning from Ngeaur with the klechedaol, Grachel heard noise coming from the
ocean floor. So he said to his mother, "Mother, anchor the canoe so I can dive down and see
where the noise is coming from. Using her tail, she held and anchored the boat by holding on to a
coral under water while Grachel dove to see where the noise was coming from.

As she held on to the coral, the paddlers were unaware of the commotion and continued
to paddle. She used all her strength to keep the canoe from sailing off without her son. Grachel

. dove deep into the ocean and when he reached the ocean floor, he saw that the inhabitants of the
ocean were building a "bai" (village meeting house). He saw the blue prints for the bai and stole
them and returned to the surface. However, he forgot the ink that was used to sketch the blue
prints, so he told a squid to go down and pick them up for him. The dark goo in the stomach of
the squid is the very ink that Grachel needed for the blue prints.

"The Death ofOrachel's Mother"
When the klechedaol paddled to

Imeliik, the snake was now ill. Her illness
was caused when she used her body as an
anchor for the canoe so Grachel could dive to
the ocean floor. Since the paddlers did not
know she was holding them back, they had
paddled harder and harder which put a strain
on her body.

Grachel and his friend Telenguulau
got off the canoe and carried the snake up a
hill. She was growing weaker and weaker.
She said to Grachel, "My child, help me
down to the river so I could get a sip of
water!" The river is located between
Ngetbang and Imeliik. Accompanied by
Telenguulau, Grachel carried her mother to the edge of the river. Wrapped around her son's neck
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and shoulder, she slowly slid down to drink from the edge of the river. The snake "omuit" (cut)
the water as she drank from the river's edge. When she finished, Orachel said to his friend, "This
river shall be called Ngebuit because my mother "omuit" (cut) the water in order to drink."

Orachel helped his mother up and the three traveled up a mountain near Imeliik. There,
on the mountain top, Orachel's mother passed away. He laid his mother's body on the ground,
and began calling all the creatures of the forest. He called the frogs, the birds, and all sorts of
creatures together to help him and Telenguulau mourn the death of his mother.

Today the mountain is called "Ngerbadelmangel" (the mountain of crying) because
Orachel, his friend Telenguulau, and the creatures of the forest gathered atop this mountain to cry
for the loss ofOrachel's snake mother.

The funeral ended early the following morning, so Orachel and Telenguulau buried the
snake. The friends walked together to Ngerubesang. When they entered the village, they noticed
that there was a crowd gathered around the "bai" (village meeting house). Rising above the
commotion, he could hear some of the men address a man seated in the bai as "Ngirabersoech"
(Mr. Snake). Orachel said to Telenguulau, "Stay here and I will go inquire ifNgirabersoech is a
chiefly title or if it's the name of the man's home!"

Orachel approached the man and asked him about his name. The old man said, "Young
man, this is not a chiefly title, it is the name of my home!" Orachel said to the old man, "May I
please burry my mother near your home and I will be your younger brother?" The old man
agreed, so Orachel rushed off to Mt. Ngerbadelmangel. He dug up his mother's body and carried
it off towards Ngerubesang. However, her mother's body was beginning to decompose so flies
began to follow Orachel and eventually resting on his mother's body. Orachel then said, "These
flies are brave!" He rushed to Ngerubesang with his mother's body and buried her behind
Ngirabersoech's home.

Orachel and his friend Telenguulau lived in Ngerubesang and eventually moved together
to Ngerames

Belau Creation Story: Chapter XII

"Orachel and the Rai (Meeting House)"

Orachellived in Ngerames for a while. He began building a "bai" (meeting house) using
the blue prints he acquired from the ocean floor. He built a bai at Ngeriuatel, a place located
between Melekeok and Ngiwal.

The elders of Palau arrived to
purchase the bai, but they soon all left and
the bai was not purchased by anyone of
them. Esou, the chief of Imeliik and
Obakraluiil, an old man from Beliliou,
arrived to bid for the bai. Orachel, who was
from Imeliik, entered Obakraluiil's heart and
convinced him not to inspect the bai first.
Orachel then told Esou to inspect the bai to
see if he wanted to purchase it. Esou walked
around the bai and went inside the bai.
When he came out, he said, "I am taking the
bai!"

Orachel then said to Esou, "How
much are you going to pay for the baiT' Esou gave Orachel a large "bache!" (general name for
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Palauan money bead) called Ngereolbai as the "desechel a bai" (Palauan money paid to carpenter
to pay for building a bai). This exchange between Orachel and Esou began the process in which
individuals paid for the building ofbai(s) and homes. When Esou purchased the bai, Orachel said
to him, "From now on, your name shall be Rengulbai (heart of the meeting house) and your
"klderolem" (feminine counterpart) shall be Dil-Rengulbai (Lady Rengulbai). And the four
hamlets of your village will be called "Eoalbai" (four meeting houses). And the elders that will
enter the bai from each of those hamlets will be called "Ngerkeai" (in the keai) because I carried
my mother in a bag made of "keai" (betel nut fiber) here. And from now on your [Rengulbai]
food will be given to you covered by a keai."

"Orachel and Uchelianged"
Orachel and Telenguulau continued living in Ngerames. One day a procession was

forming and heading out of Ngerames, Orachel said to Telenguulau, "Friend, we're going to go
with this procession!" They boarded the "Mesikt" (constellation of stars known as the Pleiades)
and ascended in to the sky. As they reached Uchelianged's home in the sky, Orachel told
Telenguulau to steer the Mesikt while he goes to visit Uchelianged. Orachel got off and
Telenguulau left. Today, when you look to the Mesikt, the star at the very back is Telenguulau
steering the Mesikt.

Orachel walked into Uchelianged's house, and Uchelianged said, "And what did you
come here for?" Orachel then said, "I came to see the sights and to visit you!" Orachel is a child
of a god therefore he has the ability to visit the homes of the gods whenever he chooses.

Uchelianged was on his way out. He was heading to an important meeting, so he said to
Orachel, "I am leaving and you are not to sit in my stone chair. Also, do not open the clam!"
When Uchelianged left, Orachel went and sat on the stone chair then got up and opened the clam.
Inside the clam, he could see the front of Ngerkeai village all the way to Ngerdebotar. He then
saw a young woman crying as she was grinding ginger root and throwing it into the ocean. She
was not alone. There were other women too. He realized that they were crying because he had
disappeared.

Uchelianged returned from his meeting with the "ruchel" (demi-gods). He looked at
Orachel and Orachel's eyes were red. So he said to Orachel, "What's going on? Why are your
eyes red?" Orachel said to Uchelianged, "No, nothing, I was just kindling the fire!" However, he
was actually crying because he felt sorry for the women he saw in the clam.

Uchelianged knew what Orachel had done. He said to Orachel, "No. You were
disobedient. Take this lime as your anchor and descend to Ngeaur and start walking from there!"

"Orachel's Mark"

Orachel took the lime and descended to Ngeaur and began his journey through the rock
islands towards Oreor. As he was passing through the rock islands, he made his mark on each of
the islands. To this day, you can still see his mark in the cracks of the rock islands like Ulong,
Ngeruktabel all the way towards Oreor and Ongelungel.
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Belau Creation Story: Chapter XIII

"Tkedelukl and the Lime"
Earlier on his journey, Orachel sat in

Uchelianged's chair. Uchelianged is a demigod
and when Orachel sat in his chair, he cursed
Orachel by slowly turning him into stone.
Orachel ran away, but ever so slowly he began
turning into stone beginning from his feet. As he
slowly walked up a hill in front of Aimeliik, his
feet became heavier and heavier and the curse
was traveling further up his legs. It was a hot day
and Orachel was thirsty and very tired.
Orachel stopped to rest. As he sat there on the
hill, a man from the village of Ngerdebotar
approached with his two sons. The man was Tkedelukl and his sons were Techatiei (who is this)
and Kautechang (who is that) and they were from Ngerdebotar. Orachel asked Tkedelukl for
some water. Tkedelukl offered Orachel the water. After Orachel drank his fill, he offered
Tkedelukl a lime and said to him, "Take this lime and plant it. It will bear only one lemon and in
that lime there will be something for you. Take the lime because I am becoming heavier and I
cannot walk!" Tkedelukl took the lime and Orachel went on his way. Slowly Orachel walked
towards the village of Mechebechubel (what is now known as Ngetpang State) and leaned on a
lime stone island and completely turned into stone. To this day, it is the only mountain attached to
alimestone island and the villagers call it Orachel.

"Tkedelukl and Dirrabakerus"
Tkedelukl and his sons brought the lime home and planted it by their home. The lime

tree grew quickly and bore only one fruit. The fruit began to ripen and was ready to fall.
However, Tkedelukl and his sons had to go fishing that day, so he told his wife, Dirrabakerous,
"My sons and I will go fishing and you shall stay home and watch the lime fruit. If it falls, you
must pick it up and bring it to the house and put it away until I get back."

Dirrengulbai Kuii, the female counterpart of the Chief of Aimeliik, hailing from Ngerkeai
hamlet, and two of her children traveled to Ngerdebotar to visit Tkedelukl. It was an important
visit because she wanted to meet with Tkedelukl to discuss food preparation for an upcoming
ceremony regarding his rights to a title. However, she and her children had to carry two very
heavy baskets of food on this journey. It was a long journey and they were tired. Upon
approaching the home of Tkedelukl, she called out to his wife, Dirrabakerus, "My child, if you
have any water, could you give my children and I some?" Dirrabakerus offered Dirrengulbai and
her children some water. Dirrengulbai then said to Dirrabakerus, "If only there was some lime
juice that I could put in my water to drink!"
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"Meraelked"
Dirrabakerus remembered the lime fruit that had ripened, so she went and plucked it from

the branch and brought it to Dirrengulbai. Dirrengulbai began cutting the lime fruit in half with
her knife. As she was cutting through the lime, her knife struck something hard, which seemed
like a large stone in the middle of the lime. Dirrengulbai turned herself away from Dirrabakerus,
and opened the lime. In the center of the lime there was a chelbucheb. Chelbucheb is a Palauan
money bead that comes in a variety of colors with white circles or squares as designs.

Dirrengulbai turned back towards Dirrabakerus and exclaimed, "When my son Tkedelukl
returns from fishing, tell him that his mother came to discuss the preparation of the chelbakl
(sweet steamed tapioca cake). However, since he is not home, I have to leave."
With that said, Dirrengulbai put the lime and the chelbucheb in her bag and left with her children
on their long trip back over the hills to Ngerkeai. The chelbucheb became known as Meraelked
(traveling hills) since Dirrengulbai traveled many hills with the bead in her bag. The bead can be
easily distinguished because of the cut left by Dirrengulbai' s knife when she cut around the lime
to get to the bead.

In order to fund her son's marriage to a woman from Ingas, a clan in Ngerubesang,
Dirrengulbai exchanged the chelbucheb Meraelked with another chelbucheb called Ngerdibuul
from her brother, Rengulbai.

Belau Creation Story: Chapter XIV

i,
I, .~'
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"Dir-Ra-Bkau and her Children"
Tkedelukl and his children returned from their fishing expedition only to find that the

only lime from the lime tree was gone. He asked his wife Dir-ra-Bkau, "Wife, where is the lime?"
So she responded, "Your mother Dir-Rengulbai came by and she wanted to drink some lime with
her water so I gave it to her!"

Tkedelukl became enraged! Consumed with anger, he said, "You are a very disobedient
wife! I told you to keep the lime safe and wait for me!" Still very angry with his wife, he began
planning her execution! He decided that he would take her to the reef and set her a-drift.

Dir-ra-Bkau found out about her husband's plot to kill her so she "olsiu a ngau" (kindled
fire) and cried, and cried. Then "Obechad el Ingukl" (god of the fire pit) said to Dir-ra-Bkau,
"Why do you cry?" In Belau, there are three stones used to make the ingukl (fire pit). When
facing the fire, the area to the right of the pit is called "Adebetei", the area in the back of the pit is
called "Ersoi", and the area to the left of the
pit is called "Obechad el Ingukl".

Dir-ra-Bkau answered Obechad,
"Tkedelukl is going to take me out to the reef
and set me a-drift tomorrow!" Obechad
replied, "Never mind the crying. Take half of
a dried coconut shell, the half that has the
three holes, and give it to me. I will put ash
inside it. Then you must break off a branch of
the cheremall tree (Commersonia bartramia
relative of the cocoa plant). The branch must
have new leaves sprouting from it. Take the
branch and the coconut shell with you. When
he sets you a-drift, drift to the other side of
Ngerechur. When you get to the other side, spill the ashes, and plant the cheremall branch in the
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ashes. Then impale the empty 
coconut shell onto the branch. It
will become land and you can live
there."

The very next day,
Tkedelukl said to his wife, "Prepare
yourself, you and I will go fishing
at the reef!" When he said this, Dir
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ra-Bkau knew what had to be done,
so she prepared the items that
Obechad had instructed and left
with her husband to the reef.

While out on the reef, a rain
storm came. Tkedelukl and his sons
boarded their canoe and hurriedly paddled to land leaving Dir-ra-Bkau to drift away.

She drifted to the other side of Ngerechu where she spilled the ashes, planted the branch, and
impaled the coconut shell onto the branch. Slowly the land grew around the cheremall branch,
and Dir-ra-Bkau was able to reside on this land. This land was called Ngcheangel. And to this day
the cheremall tree is still in Ngcheangel and is considered sacred by the inhabitants of
Ngcheangel.

Tkedelukllived for a long time. One day, he and his children, Techatiei (who is this) and
Kautechang (who are you), went on a fishing expedition.
While fishing, a storm was brewing in the skies. Rain and strong winds came upon the three.
They began drifting. Eventually, they landed on Ngcheangel that evening. As he surveyed the
beach, Tkedelukl said to Techatiei, "Go check that house and ask for some fire so we can use it to
warm up tonight!"

Techatiei walked to the house. As he walked around the house he made noise, so Dir-Ra
Bkau asked, "Hello, who is this?" Techatiei answered back, "Yes, it's me!" Dir-ra-Bkau then
responded, "Come in my child!" As he entered, Dir-ra-Bkau fetched the coconut oil. She then
rubbed him in coconut oil and he went and sat by the fire to warm up.

Tkedelukl waited and waited for Techatiei, but he never showed up, so he told his son
Kautechang, "My child, please go see what Techatiei is up to, and bring some fire so we can
warm up - it is becoming cold!"

Kautechang went to the house. As he walked around the house he made noise, so Dir-Ra
Bkau asked, "Hello, who are you?" So Kautechang responded, "Yes, it's me!" Dir-ra-Bkau then
replied, "Come in my child!" As he entered, Dir-ra-Bkau fetched the coconut oil. She then rubbed
him in coconut oil and he went and sat by the fire to warm up.

Tkedelukl stayed on the beach and waited and waited. Curious as to what had happened
to his children, he got up and walked to the house. As he peered through the entrance, Dir-ra
Bkau cursed him. Tkedelukl suddenly turned into stone. To this day, Tkedelukl is the only large
flat rock in Ngcheangel!
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